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Significant religious difference in the family has become increasingly prevalent in 
recent years (Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life, 2008; Pew Research Center, 2015). 
While religious difference is challenging for families to negotiate, the manner in which 
they communicate about it seems to be helpful in promoting positive outcomes (e.g., 
Colaner, Soliz, & Nelson, 2014; Hughes & Dickson, 2005). The purpose of this study 
was to conceptualize parental communicated (non)acceptance in the context of significant 
parent-child religious difference. To that end, I conducted interviews with 44 adults who 
identified a significant religious difference with their parent. The interviews also included 
a visual drawing task in which I asked participants to draw what it would look like if their 
parent communicated that they accepted them completely. I analyzed the interviews using 
Tracy’s (2013) iterative analysis and analyzed the drawings using Willer’s (2012) visual 
metaphor analysis.  
 The results suggested that communicated (non)acceptance occurred along a 
continuum containing four unique ranges. Communicated nonacceptance was comprised 
of parent centering, lack of communicated perspective-taking, passive aggressive 
behavior, and disconfirming salient identities. Ambivalence included three 
characteristics: conversation, avoidance, and reluctant acceptance. Communicated 
acceptance was comprised of creating a stable climate, communicated perspective-taking, 
 
 
 
recognizing autonomy, and confirming salient identities. Finally, idealized communicated 
acceptance included honoring the disclosure, parent de-centering, accommodative 
communication, direct verbal affirmation, and idealized communicated perspective-
taking.  
 Participant drawings indicated three additional characteristics of communicated 
acceptance through the usage of three compositional elements. First, participants depicted 
communicated acceptance as being a connecting force that brough parents and children 
together. Second, participants drew communicated acceptance as being conveyed both 
monologically (one way message from parent to child) and dialogically (a collaboratively 
constructed process that both aprent and child were active participants in). Third, 
participants visualized communicated acceptance as being an act of love.  
 To conclude, I discuss a number of important implications based on these 
findings. Implications include considerations for the study of communicated acceptance, 
for family communication scholars in general, for the study of significant religious 
difference, for translational research opportunities, and finally for real-world practice in 
parent-child relationships.  
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CHAPTER 1: RATIONALE 
The family is one of the most influential groups across the lifespan (Segrin & 
Flora, 2011). Families are often the primary socializing force that shapes how people 
understand the world and their place in it (Grusec & Davidov, 2007). Even when family 
relationships are troubled, tumultuous, or estranged, family relationships continue to 
impact people (Allen, 2018). Floyd and Mormon articulate these complexities when they 
write,  
 Virtually no other relationship engages us socially, genetically, legally, 
financially, and intimately with the pervasiveness of the family. Families are with 
us from beginning to end; we are born into familial relationships and we often 
leave this life with family members at our side. Families protect us, provide for 
us, and give us an identity and a sense of belonging. They stimulate the full 
spectrum of our emotions, from immeasurable joys to our deepest sorrows, and 
they enjoy a level of permanence unparalleled by almost anything else in our 
lives. (Floyd & Mormon, 2014, p. xiii) 
The family is also the place where we learn how to interact with and relate to others. As 
Vangelisti (1993) articulates, “The family context is where most of us learn how to 
communicate and, perhaps more important, where most of us learn how to think about 
communication…” (p. 42). In other words, we not only learn how to interact with others 
in our families, we also learn how to recognize (in)appropriate communication.  
Although family relationships are often the most significant and long-lasting 
relationships in people’s lives (Socha, 1999), they are also frequently the source of 
significant hurt and pain (Vangelisti & Crumley, 1998). Indeed, those closest to us are 
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capable of causing some of the most emotional wounds (Vangelisti, Maguire, Alexander, 
& Clark, 2007). Family members often know each other’s deepest weaknesses, secrets, 
and insecurities and are able to inflict verbal pain in ways that others are not. The ensuing 
perceived rejection that families can often convey is particularly hurtful and predictive of 
poorer mental health for children (Rohner, Khaleque, & Cournoyer, 2005).  
One cause of feeling marginalized, rejected, or excluded in families is significant 
difference in religious identity and practice (Dorrance Hall, 2018). Religious belief and 
practice are often centrally important to people’s identities (Ysseldyk, Matheson, & 
Anisman, 2010) and disagreements or outright differences in identity can be challenging 
to negotiate in the family. Under “normal” circumstances, one of the most basic duties we 
assume parents have is to convey that they accept their children (Rohner, 2016). 
However, when significant religious differences exist within the family, oftentimes with 
perceived eternal consequences of those differences (e.g., damnation), parental 
acceptance may become much more difficult. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to conceptualize how parents communicate 
acceptance of their children in the midst of significant religious difference. 
Understanding how families, and parents in particular, create a family climate of 
communicated acceptance in the midst of significant differences is important for two 
main reasons. First, religious disagreements are becoming increasingly prevalent and 
impactful in family relationships. When close family relationships become tense, 
inhibited, or even estranged due to difference (Carr, Holman, Abetz, Koenig Kellas, & 
Vagnoni, 2015), it is essential to identify how people communicatively cope in ways that 
allow the relationship to be preserved. Second, as explained above, people learn how to 
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communicate with others through their family relationships (Vangelisti, 1993). 
Irreconcilable differences over religion in the family do not bode well for society’s ability 
to cope with the increasing polarization of the modern world. Without an understanding 
of or practice in how to communicate acceptance in the family context, people may 
subsequently be unable to engage in communicated acceptance with strangers, political 
adversaries, or religious “others” outside of the family. Thus, fostering a climate of 
communicated acceptance is important inside and outside the family. The goal of the 
dissertation is to build on my own and others’ existing research to fortify a 
conceptualization of communicated acceptance and build an understanding of what 
behaviors create a culture of communicated (non)acceptance in the family.  
In the current chapter, I first identify the challenges associated with family 
communication amid religious disagreements and the need to identify how people 
communicate acceptance. Second, I review the literature on existing conceptualizations 
of acceptance. Third, I discuss two pilot studies I conducted to understand the context of 
religious difference better. Based on these studies, fourth, I identify links to existing 
bodies of research that illuminate what communicated acceptance may be. Fifth, I define 
the gaps in our knowledge regarding what communicated acceptance is and the reasons 
why researchers and practitioners would benefit from a synthesizing conceptualization of 
this construct. Sixth, I identify the opportunity for utilizing arts-based research 
approaches in creating this conceptualization. Finally, I outline the research question 
guiding this dissertation. 
The Challenge of Communicating Across Religious Differences 
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Communicating across religious difference can be particularly difficult in families 
because religious beliefs, such as church affiliation or identifying as an atheist, are often 
considered important social identities. In other words, religious identity can be 
immensely influential in how people see themselves and practice their beliefs (Ysseldyk 
et al., 2010). According to Social Identity Theory (SIT), identity is comprised of 
individual differences, attributes, and tendencies, as well as social group memberships, 
such as racial or ethnic identity, regional identity, or social class (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). 
Because social groups are a part of an individual’s self-concept, individuals are motivated 
to affiliate with more esteemed and highly regarded social groups. In his foundational 
work on prejudice and outgroup stereotyping, Allport (1954) argues that bias stems from 
the desire to be seen in a favorable light; when people feel their social identities are vying 
for a position of respect against another person’s social identity, they often begin to hold 
more negative beliefs and even enact prejudicial behaviors toward members of other 
social groups. Thus, differing social identities – such as religious identity – can result in 
intergroup tension and conflict (Chinitz & Brown, 2001).  
The family is one of the main sites of socialization for attitudes toward religion 
and, therefore, toward religious in-group and out-group members. Family members – 
particularly parents – socialize children toward the (un)importance of religion (Gutierrez, 
Godwin, Kirkinis, & Mattis, 2014), and because of this, family members’ beliefs about 
religion are often assumed to be homogenous. In some research, the quality of the parent-
child relationship is framed as being predictive of shared religious values as the child 
grows up (Taris & Semin, 1997), implying that healthy parent-child relationships are 
ones characterized by agreement rather than disagreement.  
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However, particularly as children age into adolescence and early adulthood, 
parents and children may not share significant religious beliefs. In recent years, the 
number of people living in interfaith families has continued to rise (Pew Forum on 
Religion & Public Life, 2008; Pew Research Center, 2015) as religious beliefs become 
more individualized (Arnett & Jensen, 2002). However, because religious and 
atheist/agnostic identities are often central to people’s self-concepts, when people 
disagree over them it can be fundamentally face-threatening and tense to address the 
differences (McBride, 2018). As a result, religious disagreement is often a topic that 
people are socialized to avoid (Baxter & Wilmot, 1985). When children identify a change 
in their religious identity, diverging from that of their parents, for example, they often 
feel motivated to conceal this change (Lewis, 2012). These tensions are an example of 
how families themselves frequently contain in-groups and out-groups.  
Differing religious ideologies can be challenging to navigate in familial 
relationships and interactions. Research supports this; for example, in interfaith families 
with one Christian parent and one Jewish parent, disagreement over religious issues 
predicted more marital conflict and less marital stability (Chinitz & Brown, 2001). 
Similarly, religious differences between parents and children are associated with lower 
relational solidarity (Colaner, Soliz, & Nelson, 2014). In other words, significant 
differences across these important social identities are predictive of negative relational 
outcomes. Compared to experiences of religious difference in the workplace or at school, 
families living with and communicating about religious difference experience “greater 
duration and much higher levels of emotional investment and intensity” (McCarthy, 
2007, p. 189).  
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In the context of these challenges, many parents and children still value their 
relationship with each other and desire to spend time together and maintain closeness. 
Religious difference is difficult, in part, because families are expected to be close and 
supportive of each other across multiple issues. Finding ways to cultivate shared family 
identity when intergroup distinctions (e.g., religious affiliation) are also salient is 
important to individual and family well-being (Rittenour & Soliz, 2009; Soliz, 2007). 
Thus, communication that facilitates acceptance in spite of religious difference is likely 
an important process for emphasizing shared family identity. If adult children who are no 
longer religious or who have significantly different religious beliefs still feel comfortable, 
welcomed, and supported in their family, it may be because the family has found ways to 
create a culture of communicated acceptance. This assumption is grounded in the 
intrinsic human need for acceptance. Therefore, I turn next to the research that establishes 
this need as well as previous conceptualizations of acceptance. 
Existing Research on Acceptance 
 Scholars have long suggested that humans have a fundamental need to feel like 
they belong (see Baumeister & Leary, 1995 for a review). To summarize their review of 
the literature surrounding this need, Baumeister and Leary argue that evidence 
consistently suggests that “People seek frequent, affectively positive interactions within 
the context of long-term, caring relationships” (p. 522). In other words, there is a 
fundamental need for individuals to experience regular positive interactions characterized 
by a feeling of belongingness with close others. Throughout their review, Baumeister and 
Leary use the term acceptance interchangeably with feelings of belongingness. Thus, 
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humans have a fundamental need to feel accepted consistently in relationships that are 
important to them.  
 The parent-child relationship is one of the fundamental contexts in which humans 
have their need to belong and feel accepted validated. Baumeister and Leary (1995) 
rightly point out that this need can be fulfilled by a number of different people in a 
human’s life; however, the parent-child attachment relationship is often the first and 
primary place where this need can be fulfilled (Bowlby, 1969). If a child grows up 
without having their need for belongingness, attachment, and acceptance met by their 
parent or primary caregiver, they have experienced some level of rejection or neglect and 
must find another stable relationship from which to get those needs met. The parent-child 
relationship is one of the most obvious and natural relationships in which the need for 
acceptance can be met.   
 Because of the fundamental importance of acceptance from key attachment 
figures, scholars have attempted to better understand acceptance itself. In what follows, I 
summarize two of these existing approaches to studying interpersonal acceptance, 
including Rohner’s (2016) Interpersonal Acceptance-Rejection Theory and and the Adult 
Interpersonal Acceptance-Rejection Scale (Lac & Luk, 2019).  
Interpersonal Acceptance-Rejection Theory 
 Rohner and colleagues have conducted cross-cultural research aimed at 
conceptualizing acceptance through a large body of research and Interpersonal 
Acceptance-Rejection Theory (IPARTheory; Khaleque & Rohner, 2002; Rohner, 2016; 
Rohner, 2008; Rohner & Lansford, 2017). In this approach, the interpersonal 
manifestation of acceptance and rejection is conceptualized as a continuum, with 
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acceptance on one end and rejection on the other (Rohner, 2016). Rohner makes clear 
that acceptance and rejection are not two categorical affective states, but rather, exist in 
more of a continuous form along this continuum. Acceptance is “the warmth, affection, 
care, comfort, concern, nuturance, support, or simply love that one person can express to 
or experience from another person” (Rohner, 2016, p. 4) while rejection is “the absence 
or significant withdrawal of these positive feelings and behaviors and by the presence of 
a variety of physically and psychologically hurtful behaviors and affects” (Rohner, 2016; 
p. 4). The acceptance end of the continuum is defined by the warmth dimension. The 
rejection end of the continuum includes three dimensions: (1) hostile and aggressive, (2) 
indifferent and neglecting, and (3) undifferentiated rejecting. Undifferentiated rejection 
occurs when an individual feels rejected or unloved, even if there are not observable 
behaviors that indicate either hostility or neglect.  
 The scope of IPARTheory in its most recent iteration includes three subtheories 
(Rohner, 2016). First, the personality subtheory suggests that acceptance from an 
important attachment figure, preferably a parent, is a vital motivating need for people. If 
that need is unmet, people will respond in a variety of ways depending on their 
personality. Second, the coping subtheory identifies different ways that individuals cope 
with rejection from their attachment figure, including those who can cope in functional 
vs. dysfunctional ways. Finally, the sociocultural systems subtheory focuses on 
investigating the causes of interpersonal acceptance and rejection cross-culturally. Thus, 
although IPARTheory offers a definition of acceptance that ranges from rejection to 
acceptance, research has yet to examine what communicated acceptance looks and feels 
like from the perspective of people’s subjective experiences. In other words, rather than 
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focusing on the communication of accepting messages – as is the focus of the current 
dissertation – IPARTheory is useful as an explanation for the causes and outcomes of 
acceptance and rejection from influential attachment figures.  
 Research stemming from IPARTheory has identified a number of outcomes of 
acceptance. For example, parental acceptance is predictive of higher child well-being 
(Turner, Sarason, & Sarason, 2001). On the other hand, rejection tends to predict negative 
outcomes. For example, Lila, Garcia, and Garcia (2007) found Columbian mothers’ 
acceptance negatively predicted children’s externalizing and internalizing behavioral 
problems. In other words, when mothers were more accepting, children had lower 
occurrences of behavioral problems. In their meta-analysis of parental acceptance-
rejection reported in 43 studies, Khaleque and Rohner (2002) found that higher reports of 
parental rejection are associated cross-culturally with higher psychological 
maladjustment, with fairly homogeneous effect sizes. Overall, IPARTheory and the 
related body of research suggests that in general, parental acceptance is predictive of 
more positive outcomes for children’s mental and emotional well-being. While these 
approaches are focused on assessing the outcomes of acceptance cross-culturally, others 
have turned towards attempting to create and validate measurements of acceptance. 
Adult Interpersonal Acceptance Rejection Scale 
 Lac and Luk (2019) recently published the Adult Interpersonal Acceptance-
Rejection Scale (AIARS) conceptualizing acceptance from mothers, friends, and 
significant others. Like IPARTheory’s general approach to acceptance, Lac and Luk’s 
scale is meant to identify general accepting behavior from important relationships in an 
individual’s life. They argued that other instruments were insufficient in assessing 
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general acceptance because they focused on only one relationship (such as a parent) and 
could not be used to understand acceptance across a number of important relationships. 
Additionally, they pointed out that previous instruments utilized adolescent samples 
rather than adult samples and also tended to focus more on social support rather than 
acceptance. 
To address these shortcoming, Lac and Luk (2019) focused on developing an 
instrument designed to measure general acceptance using parallel items that could be 
applied to multiple important relationships. They designed these items based on a wide 
array of current literature they felt informed interpersonal acceptance. In the description 
of their scale development, they identified a number of different facets of acceptance in 
other literature, including: 
Unconditional positive regard (Epstein & Feist, 1988; Murray, Bellavia, Feeney, 
Holmes, & Rose, 2001; Rogers, 1961), warmth (Parmar & Rohner, 2005; Senese 
et al., 2016), support (Kaiser, 1960; Rohner, Khaleque, & Cournoyer, 2005; 
Senese et al., 2016), favorable evaluations (Epstein & Feist, 1988), approval 
(Rohner et al., 2005), nonalienation (Armsden & Greenberg, 1987), and 
autonomy-granting or noncontrolling behaviors (Rohner & Pettengill, 1985). (Lak 
& Luk, 2019, p. 3). 
The authors conducted a series of three different studies involving adult participants 
reporting on acceptance from mothers, significant others, and best friends. Ultimately, the 
results suggested retaining eight items, which participants would respond to for each of 
the three important relationship: “1. Accepts me for who I am…2. Is supportive of my 
choices in life…3. Appreciates my individuality and uniqueness…4. Approves of who I 
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am as a person…5. Allows me to freely be myself…6. Notices my positive qualities…7. 
Likes me as I am and does not try to change me…8. Respects the decisions I make” (Lac 
& Luk, 2019, p. 7). The analyses of the developed scale indicated that interpersonal 
acceptance from participants’ mothers, best friends, and romantic partners all predicted 
positive emotions and life satisfaction.  
Limitations of Existing Research on Acceptance 
 While IPARTheory (Rohner, 2016) and Lac and Luk’s (2019) Adult Interpersonal 
Acceptance-Rejection Scale (AIARS) both provide insights into the general outcomes of 
acceptance as well as a general quantitative conceptualization, they are inherently limited 
in shedding light on communicating acceptance during religious difference for several 
reasons. First, the AIARS takes a deductive approach to conceptualizing acceptance. 
Deductive approaches to researching a phenomenon begin with general assumptions (in 
this case, based in previous literature) and apply those assumptions to specific cases 
(Baxter & Babbie, 2004). The AIARS includes items constructed from the authors’ 
reading of existing scholarship that they felt applied to how people feel generally 
accepted (Lac & Luk, 2019). They then tested their assumptions on multiple samples to 
investigate whether the measurement tool functioned in the way they designed.  
A deductive approach certainly has merit; indeed, in later sections of this chapter I 
also review literature that I argue applies to communicated acceptance during religious 
difference. However, this also functions as an inherent limitation because it privileges the 
researcher’s assumptions over actual lived experiences. A more inductive approach 
prioritizes making observations and theorizing patterns based on those observations 
(Baxter & Babbie, 2004). Splitting the difference between these approaches is what 
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Charmaz (2006) identifies as an abductive approach, which “entails considering all 
possible theoretical explanations for the data, forming hypotheses for each possible 
explanation, checking them empirically by examining data, and pursuing the most 
plausible explanation” (p. 104). I propose that privileging participant experiences and 
perspectives, while being guided by existing research and theory, provides the best means 
of clearly conceptualizing communicated acceptance.  
Second, IPARTheory’s scope is much more focused on understanding acceptance 
from a lifespan development perspective (Rohner & Lansford, 2017), including 
understanding the results of acceptance-rejection (Khaleque & Rohner, 2002; Rohner, 
2016; Rohner, 2008). This body of work is not fundamentally centered on 
conceptualizing the how of communicated acceptance in practice, as that is not its 
purpose. In contrast, my purpose is to clearly articulate, based on participant lived 
experiences, how they conceptualize parental communicated acceptance in practice.  
Third, parent-child religious difference presents unique contextual complexities 
that the AIARS (Lac & Luk, 2019) simply does not take into account. For example, the 
scale items “is supportive of my choices in life”, “Likes me as I am and does not try to 
change me”, and “approves of who I am as a person” (p. 7) all infer that approval and 
agreement are an integral part of acceptance. However, when significant religious 
difference is introduced into the relationship, approval and agreement may become 
difficult if not impossible for parents to convey.  
In summary, while there are existing approaches to studying acceptance in 
general, they have inherent limits in their application to the practical, everyday 
implications of creating a climate of communicated acceptance during parent-child 
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religious difference. Because of these gaps, I have conducted two pilot studies to 
investigate familial religious difference and communicated acceptance. The first study 
examines the significant and pivotal events (i.e., turning points) that characterize 
emerging adults’ development of religious difference from their parents and how 
accepted they felt at those points in time. The second study examines how parents 
conceptualize and communicate acceptance of their children in the context of a 
significant religious difference.  I review each of these pilot studies in the next section in 
order to identify further gaps in our knowledge about parental communicated acceptance.  
Pilot Studies 
The primary goal in both pilot studies on communicated acceptance reported here 
was to understand the experience of religious difference in the family and how families 
communicatively cope with religious dissimilarity. I report briefly on the findings of each 
study next and then discuss how these findings relate to other existing communication 
research related to communicated acceptance and how they inform the current 
dissertation.  
Turning Points in Development of Religious Difference 
In the first study (Morgan, 2019a), I analyzed the turning points, or significant 
pivotal events, that characterized the development of religious difference between parents 
and children from the perspective of emerging adult children. In this preliminary 
research, which was informed by Braithwaite et al.’s (2018) framework of turning points 
in the development of positive stepfamilies, I identified 16 turning points that 
characterized the development of religious differences in twenty-five participants’ 
interviews. At each turning point, participants rated how accepted they felt by their 
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parent, from 0% to 100%. Acceptance was left intentionally open-ended, and participants 
briefly defined it for themselves in this study. Some of the most common turning points 
that emerged included changes in religious practice, individual questioning and 
discovery, independence and autonomy, dialogue, conflict/disagreement, rituals, and 
disclosure. 
Changes in religious practice. The most frequently occurring turning point 
related to participants’ religious practice. Many emerging adult participants identified 
times when they became strongly resistant toward going to church, actually ending their 
religious service attendance, beginning to attend a religious service or study (i.e., high 
school Bible study), or changing religious affiliations (i.e., such as beginning to attend a 
protestant Church instead of a Catholic church). These changes in religious practice 
typically occurred on the individual level when the participant decided to make a change 
in some way or started changing their attitudes. However, it related to changes in how 
accepted participants felt because their parents had some kind of expectation for how 
they were practicing (or not practicing) their religious beliefs. Participants reported 
feeling both more accepted and less accepted during this turning point. For example, 
many participants felt less accepted by their parents if they stopped going to church 
regularly. Other participants who identified as being more religious than their parents 
noted times when they stopped attending religious services which made a non-religious 
parent happy and, therefore, they felt more accepted at the time.  
Questioning and discovery. Questioning and discovery was another turning 
point that occurred in participants’ experiences of religious difference with their parents. 
This turning point frequently occurred without anyone else in the family knowing about 
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it, because the participant was internally questioning their beliefs or individually doing 
research into their beliefs. Several participants explained that because they were 
individually questioning things, that they did not feel this impacted how accepted they 
felt. Several others explained that they experienced a lot of fear at this time and they kept 
their questions to themselves because they knew that their parents would most likely not 
approve. Therefore, most participants either felt no change in acceptance or felt less 
accepted during this category of turning point.  
Independence and autonomy. Participants also noted that the experience of 
independence and autonomy that came from going to college, moving out of their home, 
or fully owning their own independent decisions often reflected changes in how accepted 
they felt by their parents. For many participants, leaving home represented a formal 
beginning of a time where they got to make their own decisions about their religious 
beliefs. Another participant recognized that gaining physical space between himself and 
his mother after his move out of state was good for their relationship. Most participants 
did not identify this kind of event as their first turning point, and it was characterized 
primarily by increased feelings of acceptance or no changes in feelings of acceptance.  
Discussion. Several participants noted that a turning point in their religious 
difference with their parent occurred after having some kind of open conversation about 
their beliefs. These conversations were not the times when participants actually disclosed 
the difference, but instead typically took place later in the development of their beliefs. 
Open discussion did not necessarily mean that participants felt more accepted, however. 
Some participants noted feeling  more accepted after this turning point than before the 
event while others felt less accepted than before the event. The participants who 
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expressed feeling more accepted after religious dialogue felt that way because their 
parents communicated to them that it was okay that they did not share beliefs. Those that 
felt less accepted reported on parents’ rejections during these conversations. 
Conflict/disagreement. Several participants identified particular conflicts or 
disagreements within their family that spurred the development of religious difference, 
such as arguing over whether a participant would continue attending Catholic high school 
like the rest of her family. Another participant identified the Supreme Court ruling that 
legalized same-sex marriage as sparking a particularly difficult conflict with her mom. 
Even though she explained that she still felt very loved by her mom, she also felt less 
accepted after arguing about this issue. Participants only reported feeling less accepted or 
having no change in feelings of acceptance after this turning point.  
Rituals. Participants also noted a variety of turning points that surrounded 
different religious rituals. For example, one participant felt less accepted by her non-
religious father when he refused to come to her confirmation. However, other participants 
felt more accepted after participating in family rituals, such as one participant who no 
longer identified as Catholic but helped her grieving mother plan her father’s traditional 
Catholic funeral. Helping her mother with this process helped her feel more accepted, 
even though she was no longer Catholic.  
Disclosure. Disclosure turning points occurred at one singular time for 
participants, when they or their parents explicitly disclosed their religious difference. 
Feelings of acceptance depended on how their parents responded to them. Several 
explained that it felt relieving to disclose this information and their parent reassured them 
that they had a right to believe whatever they wanted to believe. These participants 
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reported feeling more accepted after revealing their beliefs. Others felt less accepted, 
because initially their parent reacted very negatively to the revelation of religious 
difference.  
Summary. This study helped me better understand the context surrounding 
religious difference in the family. Participants identified a number of events that 
characterized the development of religious difference and noted how their feelings of 
parental acceptance related to those events. While most of the turning points I identified 
were associated with both increases and decreases in feeling accepted, conflict and 
disagreement turning points were all either negatively valanced or neutral. In other 
words, when participants noted a significant conflict that they had with their parent 
regarding religion in some way, none of the participants felt more accepted as a result of 
that event. This study was also limited in two important ways. First, it was only from the 
emerging adult’s perspective, rather than including the parent’s perspective. Research 
suggests that parents and children frequently have different perceptions of the same 
event(s) (Sillars, Smith, & Koerner, 2010; Tein, Roosa, & Michaels, 1994), so it was 
important also to include parents’ perspectives on this topic. Secondly, the study was not 
centrally focused on what communicated acceptance was or how it could be enacted in 
the family. Thus, I conducted my second pilot study, reported below. 
Parental Perceptions of Communicated Acceptance 
In Morgan (2019b), I surveyed 18 parents who identified with a variety of 
different religious identities from their child(ren), including both religious and 
nonreligious parents. Participants wrote the story of their religious difference with their 
child, and they answered some open-ended questions about that experience. Near the end 
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of the survey, I asked them “what does ‘acceptance’ mean to you in the context of your 
religious difference with your child” and “ideally, how would you communicate 
acceptance toward your child?” In my thematic analysis of these data, I identified six 
characteristics of communicated acceptance: being content with the present, loving and 
supporting unconditionally, respecting each other and their beliefs, embracing difference, 
emphasizing autonomy, and navigating a tension.  
Being content with the present. The first component of communicated 
acceptance was the need to be content with the present. To express this contentment, 
parents explained that they did not try to change their child's beliefs, and they loved them 
as they were at that moment. One participant expressed this by saying “You accept them 
for who they are right now, and deem them of high value just the way they are…No sense 
of waiting for them to be more perfected or more deserving” (2; LDS/agnostic)1. Parents 
also explained that being content with the present meant that they would not attempt to 
change their child’s beliefs about religion.  
Unconditional love and support. Second, parents emphasized the importance of 
loving and supporting their child unconditionally. Parents did not go into great detail on 
this characteristic and seemed to frame it as an obvious part of communicated acceptance. 
They provided specific examples of how they communicated unconditional love and 
support in tangible ways that went beyond words. For example, one father explained that 
after his daughter decided to convert to Judaism, “I bought her first Tanakh…I asked 
some technical questions and we learned that she can’t ‘officially’ convert until she is 
18…we’ve connected her to some of our Jewish friends and acquaintances” (13; 
 
 
1 Parentheses include participant number, parent religious affiliation/child religious affiliation. 
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Atheist/Jewish). Another parent explained that when his daughter decided to convert to 
Latter Day Saints after she turned 18, “She chose to be baptized and my wife and I sang 
at her baptism” (8; Community of Christ/LDS). For these parents, communicated 
acceptance meant that words of love ought to be followed up with tangible actions.  
Respecting each other’s beliefs. Third, communicated acceptance included 
respect for each other’s beliefs, even if they were different from their own. Parents 
enacted this characteristic of communicated acceptance through being careful about how 
they spoke about their child’s beliefs as well as monitoring their nonverbals. Part of this 
characteristic implied that parents needed to contemplate how their child would interpret 
their words and adapt if their child would be offended. As one parent explained “I’ve also 
learned to think before speaking on personal or delicate subjects because sometimes 
things come out wrong or are understood differently than how they were meant” (9; 
Catholic/Agnostic). 
Embracing difference. The fourth aspect of communicated acceptance was the 
need to embrace difference. For some families, this meant that they talked openly about 
their difference, as one parent said “we continue to have good discussions about faith in 
general and about how we know right from wrong…Our kids are much more willing to 
disagree with us and hold an open discussion about those disagreements” (2; 
LDS/Agnostic). For others, it meant that they did not want to talk about things they 
disagreed on; they only wished to acknowledge it and move on. One parent explained 
“We have the relationship we’ve always had, and we don’t talk religion” (4; 
Agnostic/Mormon).  
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Emphasizing individual autonomy. Fifth, communicated acceptance included 
an emphasis on individual autonomy, in which parents stressed the freedom of each 
person to hold their own beliefs. One parent explained, “We feel faith is individual so we 
wanted to teach her about as many [religions] as we could so she could choose her own 
path” (5; Agnostic/Mormon). Some parents identified a particular time at which their 
children could make their own decisions regarding church attendance (i.e., “she would be 
free to make her own choice when she was 18,” 8; Community of Christ/LDS) while 
others said that their children could make these decisions on their own regardless of age. 
Either way, parents saw the communication of acceptance as something that recognized 
that their child(ren)’s decisions about religious practice and/or belief ought to be made by 
their child(ren).  
Navigating a tension. Sixth and finally, parents articulated these components of 
communicated acceptance in a way that revealed the tension inherent within it. They 
expressed general sentiments of “I love my child, even though I disagree with them” 
throughout their responses. This phrasing indicated to me that the experience of 
communicated acceptance was multifaceted and at times contradictory. The tension was 
also present when parents described internal turmoil that they struggled to keep from 
expressing:  
I tried to remain emotionally neutral on the surface but deep down I was 
heartbroken because I thought I had done a good job leading him to what I 
thought was important in helping him find solace… I brought up what my 
daughter had shared with me trying to remain as emotionally neutral as possible 
and told him that I loved him no matter what (14; Christian/Atheist).  
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Communicated acceptance, then, included a decision to hide or mask very real feelings of 
heartbreak and disappointment in an effort to avoid hurting their child(ren).  
Pilot Study Conclusions 
There were several takeaways and opportunities for future research that came 
from these pilot studies. First, the experience of religious difference is a challenging one 
that involves significant or pivotal events that relate to changes in how accepted that 
family members feel, as the children in Morgan (2019a) demonstrated. Second, the 
communication of acceptance itself involves multiple competing needs, as the parents in 
Morgan (2019b) described. More specifically, parents noted that they identified 
validating their child and respecting their beliefs in the moment while also recognizing 
that there was still major disagreement. Parents noted how expressing acceptance could 
create emotional discrepancy when they had to conceal how heartbroken they were after 
their child disclosed their different beliefs.  
Third, the findings from Morgan (2019b) on conceptualizing communicated 
acceptance were from the parent’s point of view. Because of the power dynamics of their 
relationship with their children, parents were often in the role of needing to provide 
acceptance. Thus, the preliminary dimensions included here privileged parents’ intentions 
over the actual impact of these messages on their child. Further investigation into how 
children identify when their parent communicates acceptance is justified.  
Fourth and finally, the findings of the two pilot studies illuminated concepts that 
can be understood in light of several existing bodies of research. Parents and children 
both implied that communicated acceptance involved validating the identity of the other, 
similar to confirming communication (Dailey, 2006; Dailey, 2009; Dailey, 2010) and 
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research on communicated perspective-taking (Koenig Kellas, Carr, Kranstuber 
Horstman, & DiLillo, 2017). Participants’ experiences also suggested that it was helpful 
if parents and children tried to understand each other’s perspectives (Koenig Kellas, 
Willer, & Trees, 2013). Additionally, religious difference necessitated communication 
adjustments in order to smooth over tensions, similar to outcomes of accommodative 
communication (Dragojevic, Gasiorek, & Giles, 2015).  
Based on these findings, three predominant concepts from existing literature and 
theory may inform an understanding of communicated acceptance, including 
confirmation, communicated perspective-taking, and accommodative communication. In 
the next sections, I briefly overview each of these concepts, identify overlap with the 
pilot data, and explain remaining gaps in understanding communicated acceptance and 
how families create a culture of communicated (non)acceptance. A review of research 
relating to communicated acceptance is valuable in charting a course for this dissertation 
by highlighting what is known already and what remains to be discovered.  
Related Communication Constructs 
 While communicated acceptance during parent-child religious difference has yet 
to be explicitly defined in the communication literature, I propose that several areas of 
communication scholarship can inform a comprehensive understanding of the process. 
These include confirming communication, communicated perspective-taking, and 
accommodative communication.  
Confirming Communication 
In the pilot study on parents’ perceptions of communicated acceptance in the face 
of religious difference, Morgan (2019b) indicated that communicated acceptance 
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involves the validation of the other person’s identity. Confirmation theory (Buber, 1965; 
Laing, 1961) proposes that individuals need to have their identities validated by others. 
The concept of confirming communication has been greatly influenced by the work of 
philosopher Martin Buber (1965), who argued that humans have a deeply rooted desire to 
be validated by others and it is through this validation and being seen by another for who 
we are that we can begin to understand our identity. Similarly, Laing (1961) viewed the 
self as something that we only understand in relation to another and argued that “Intense 
frustration arises from a failure to find that other required to establish a satisfactory 
‘identity’” (p. 70). Building off of these ideas, Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967) 
argued that confirmation of one’s view of themselves is one of the most influential 
contributions to an individual’s mental health and well-being. Tying these threads of 
research together, Sieburg (1975) proposed four criteria for confirming communication:  
1. it expresses recognition of the other’s existence as an acting agent, 2. it 
acknowledges the other’s communication by responding to it relevantly, 3. it is 
congruent with and accepting of the other’s self-experience, and 4. it suggests a 
willingness on the part of the speaker to become involved with the other person. 
(p. 4)  
Parents’ emphasis on unconditional love and support as well as their dedication to 
being content with the present in Morgan (2019b) indicates that these elements of 
confirmation are essential to communicate acceptance in parent-child relationships 
characterized by significant religious difference. Given the role that confirming 
communication appears to play in feeling a stronger sense of self-worth (Ellis, 2002), it is  
difficult to understand how communicated acceptance could not convey this sense of 
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confirmation. Conversely, disconfirming communication implies a rejection of 
someone’s self-concept, feelings, and perspective (Sieburg, 1975). If a relationship is 
disconfirming, it is unlikely that either person feels accepted as they are. Thus, without 
confirmation, the parent-child communicative climate is likely not one of communicated 
acceptance. 
Dailey’s (2006; 2009; 2010) work on confirmation has demonstrated its 
importance in family relationships. For example, adolescents’ perceptions of parental 
openness is related to perceptions of parental confirmation (Dailey, 2006). Parental 
confirmation also predicts adolescents’ self-concept and sense of autonomy (Dailey 
2009). Dailey (2010) conceptualized parental and sibling confirmation as being two-
dimensional, consisting of both acceptance, “warmth, attentiveness, and affection 
perceived during interactions” (p. 595) and challenge, “communication behaviors that 
push or test the other’s existing abilities and skills” (p. 595). General perceptions of 
acceptance and challenge predicted adolescent self-concept differently depending on 
whether it was from mothers, fathers, or siblings. 
Another construct that participants in both pilot studies seemed to imply was the 
need to respect each other and one another’s beliefs. Parents in Morgan (2019b) noted 
that they needed to think through how their adult child would interpret what they had 
said, which was a clear example of communicated perspective-taking.  
Communicated Perspective-Taking 
In Morgan (2019b), parents identified conveying respect for their child and their 
beliefs as a crucial part of communicated acceptance. An existing construct that relates to 
this dimension is communicated perspective-taking (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013). To 
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express respect for someone’s beliefs, individuals must understand those beliefs on some 
level, and that requires thinking about the world from their perspective. Cognitive 
perspective-taking, or mentally putting oneself in another’s shoes, is linked to positive 
family outcomes. For example, parental perspective-taking seems to predict lower 
conflict intensity between mothers and daughters (Lundell, Grusec, McShane, & 
Davidov, 2008).  
In addition to cognitively putting oneself in another’s shoes, family members also 
demonstrate perspective-taking through their verbal and nonverbal communication. In 
their articulation of communicated sense-making, Koenig Kellas and Kranstuber 
Horstman (2015) explain that communicated perspective-taking (CPT) is the 
communicative manifestation of “putting oneself in another’s shoes” (p. 82). In other 
words, CPT is the act of communicating to another person that you have made an effort 
to understand and acknowledge their perspective. Koenig Kellas and Trees (2006, 2005) 
originally conceptualized CPT as attentiveness to and confirmation of another’s 
perspective. To better understand the types of behaviors that make CPT possible, Koenig 
Kellas et al. (2013) studied marital partners’ perceptions of each other’s communication 
during an observational recall exercise regarding an interaction in which the couple 
jointly told a story of stress. They analyzed spouses’ perceptions of the videotaped 
interaction and derived a set of six semantic differential behavior that spouses believed 
conveyed CPT. Among the primary ways people engage in CPT are expressing 
agreement and communicating attentiveness. Additionally, they explain that CPT occurs 
when marital partners make relevant contributions to each other’s stories and 
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perspectives, tell stories that are relatively coordinated, have interactions characterized by 
positive affect and feel that they are given space to tell their version of the story.  
CPT consistently emerges as a strong predictor of individual and relational well-
being in the literature (e.g., Koenig Kellas, 2005; Koenig Kellas, Trees, Schrodt, LeClair-
Underberg, & Willer, 2010; Trees & Koenig Kellas, 2009). For example, in a study of 
married couples who had experienced a miscarriage, when husbands perceived CPT from 
their wives, both husbands and wives reported higher levels of positive affect and 
relational satisfaction (Kranstuber Horstman & Holman 2018). In the same study, wives’ 
perceptions of their husbands’ CPT predicted their own relational satisfaction and lower 
levels of negative affect for their husbands. Wives’ CPT behaviors also predicted lower 
levels of husbands’ stress during a study of joint storytelling about marital stress (Koenig 
Kellas et al., 2010). Overall, CPT tells individuals that their perspective is attended to 
while also helping relational partners grow in mutual understanding of each other. 
CPT may help to facilitate a culture of communicated acceptance during religious 
difference in the family, because to demonstrate respect for each other and their beliefs, 
family members must know that their perspective has been acknowledged and 
understood. In other words, it is easy to feel misunderstood and unheard when interacting 
with a religious “other.” For example, in Morgan’s (2019b) study on parents, participants 
explained that they needed to consider their child’s perspective when deciding how to 
talk about religious beliefs, because if they did not adapt how they communicated they 
could easily offend or hurt their child’s feelings. If parents and children are enacting CPT 
effectively, it will likely help ameliorate feelings of misunderstanding. However, CPT 
does not mean that religious parents must adopt the perspective of their child as their 
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own. Parents may be able to enact CPT while still holding their own perspectives, beliefs, 
and values. Stewart & Zediker (2000) explain this dialogic practice as “letting the other 
happen to me while holding my own ground” (p. 232). This means honestly considering 
another’s beliefs while still maintaining one’s own beliefs. But this negotiation can be a 
tough one to enact when religious beliefs are held in unbending and absolute ways 
common for more fundamentalist faith traditions (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992). 
Ultimately, CPT may be particularly salient when parents and children have different 
(and sometimes opposing) strongly held religious beliefs that are difficult to discuss. 
Such differences may also necessitate parental communication adjustments. 
Accommodating Communication 
Even with religious others, communicating with religious others means 
communicating across disparate social group lines, making this a decidedly intergroup 
context that requires communicative adjustments. One theory used commonly to explain 
these adjustments is Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT; Dragojevic et al., 
2015; Giles, 1973). Initially focused on the linguistic verbal and nonverbal adaptations 
people make to move towards or away from a conversational partner, CAT has been 
generalized to the ways people change their communicative approach to increase, 
decrease, or maintain optimum levels of social distance between themselves and their 
conversational partner (Gallois, Ogay, & Giles, 2005). Communicative moves in which 
people attempt to diminish social distance and increase affiliation are referred to as 
accommodative communication, while those behaviors that maximize social distance are 
nonaccommodative communication (Dragojevic et al., 2015).  
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Colaner et al. (2014) developed a scale of (non)accommodative communication 
between parents and children who experience significant religious differences in their 
identities. They included two accommodative behaviors and three nonaccommodative 
behaviors in their conceptualization. Accommodation consisted of religious-specific 
supportive communication and respecting divergent values. Nonaccommodation 
consisted of inappropriate self-disclosure, emphasizing divergent values, and giving 
unwanted advice. While the level of religious difference between parents and children 
was associated with lower relational well-being, children’s perceptions of unwanted 
religious advice from their parent moderated this relationship. Specifically, when 
participants reported lower levels of unwanted advice from their parents, the relationship 
between religious difference and lower relational well-being became nonsignificant.  
The authors also found a series of interesting differences in the reported 
(non)accommodative behaviors of parents depending on whether the parents were in a 
same-religion or different-religion marriage or relationship (Colaner et al., 2014). In other 
words, in families where the parents had divergent religious identities, the child also 
reported higher levels of parental accommodating communication. This finding suggests 
that families with more divergent social identities may have more opportunity to practice 
and therefore and may reap more benefits of enacting accommodating behaviors.  
As Colaner et al. (2014) conceptualized it, accommodating communication across 
significant religious difference involved being supportive and respectful and avoiding 
imposing one’s unwanted opinions or advice on others. Accommodating communication 
also relates to personal, enacted, and relational identity, as they are conceptualized in 
Communication Theory of Identity (CTI; Hecht, Warren, Jung, & Krieger, 2005). Within 
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families that experience religious differences, perceived parental accommodative 
communication (as conceptualized by Colaner et al., 2014) is predictive of lower feelings 
of identity gaps between personal and enacted identity and personal and relational 
identity (Morgan, Soliz, Minniear, & Bergquist, 2020). Additionally, perceived parental 
accommodative communication predicts higher relational solidarity in parent-child 
relationships characterized by religious difference (Morgan et al., 2020) In other words, 
when adult children perceive that their parent is communicating in ways that adapt to 
their needs (i.e., not giving advice based on religious beliefs the child does not share), 
they experience less of a gap between their own self-concept and how they feel they can 
behave (personal-enacted identity gap), less of a gap between their own self-concept and 
their family identity (personal-relational identity gap), and higher feelings of relational 
solidarity with their parent. Thus, accommodative communication appears to foster both 
intrapersonal and relational well-being in the midst of parent-child religious difference.  
In a meta-analysis of dozens of studies utilizing CAT, accommodating 
communication was consistently associated with more positive relational outcomes such 
as relationship satisfaction, closeness, and shared relational identity (Soliz & Giles, 
2014). Not surprisingly, nonaccommodative communication is associated with more 
negative outcomes, such as reciprocating in conversations with reluctant accommodation 
(Speer, Giles, & Denes, 2013), fewer feelings of shared family identity (Rittenour & 
Soliz, 2009), and less satisfying relationships (Harwood, 2000).  
As far as communicating acceptance goes, it is likely that there will be some kind 
of adjustments or accommodations required in the context of significant religious 
differences. For a religious parent to convey to their non-religious child, for example, it is 
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likely that the parent will have to accommodate their communication through respecting 
their child’s divergent values, avoiding giving unwanted advice, and saying supportive 
things to their child, in order for that child to feel accepted. For this reason, I anticipate 
that themes of (non)accommodative communication will be present in how adult children 
conceptualize communicated acceptance.  
Limitations of Current Communication Research 
Up to this point, I have provided an overview of pilot data describing the 
experience of religious difference, a cognitive conceptualization of acceptance in general, 
and concepts in extant literature that may help to explain how families can create a 
culture of communicated acceptance during parent-child religious difference. Despite the 
pilot studies, existing conceptualizations of acceptance, and related communication 
research, gaps remain in a complete understanding of what communicated acceptance is, 
warranting the present dissertation. There are three main limitations to defining 
communicated acceptance through the combination of pilot data and extant research, 
including context; theorizing and modeling; and translation.  
Context Limitations 
First, existing research is not explicitly applicable to the unique context of 
religious disagreement in the family, from the perspective of adult children. Neither 
confirmation research, nor communicated perspective-taking research is specifically 
attuned to the experience of religious difference between parents and children. While 
accommodative communication research has been conducted in religiously-dissimilar 
families, accommodation is not explicitly acceptance. In the pilot studies, Morgan 
(2019a) indicates that religious difference is particularly challenging to negotiate between 
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parents and children and Morgan (2019b) explores dimensions of communicated 
acceptance from parents’ perspectives only.  
The adult child’s perspective is especially important to identify within this 
context. Parents and children often have very different perceptions and attributions of the 
same event (Carr et al., 2015; Sillars et al., 2010). While parents may think that they are 
communicating acceptance of their child who is not religious, children may interpret 
parents’ behavior very differently. When a religious parent with deeply held beliefs about 
right and wrong realizes that their child is either not religious at all or identifies with a 
significantly different religious viewpoint, they may view their own commitment to their 
beliefs as being in jeopardy if they confirm their child’s beliefs or take their perspective. 
It is still not clear what adult children who are in this situation define as parental 
communicated acceptance and how (if at all) confirmation, communicated perspective-
taking, and/or accommodative communication contribute to a familial climate of 
acceptance. Holman and Koenig Kellas (2018) note, in the context of parent-child 
conversations about sex and risk, that researchers ought to “spend less time on what 
communication parents believe is most effective and focus more effort on [the]… 
adolescents’ perspective” (p. 358). I propose that the same focus on adult children’s 
perspectives on their parent’s communicated acceptance (or lack thereof) is necessary in 
this dissertation.  
Theorizing and Modeling Limitations 
Second, to best understand how families communicate to cope with significant 
religious disagreements, theories and/or synthesizing models are needed. The existing 
literature that does illuminate this experience to some extent cited above (confirming 
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communication, communicated perspective-taking, and accommodative communication) 
is not synthesized in a meaningful way that explains how these concepts relate to each 
other. Academic findings are criticized for their tendency to be grouped into silos with 
little connection or collaboration between them. Afifi (2017), for example, argues that 
fragmentation of different topic domains isolates communication scholars from each 
other. She continues: 
Scholars are often so hurried and scattered in their positions that they do not have 
time to read or listen to anything that diverges from their own research program. 
But, pioneering ideas often come from reading work different than one’s own and 
having conversations outside of one’s particularized domain of expertise (Afifi, 
2017, p. 2). 
In other words, scholars, even within an individual discipline such as Communication, 
may become fragmented, scattered, and neglect to understand how different people are 
approaching the same topic. Fragmentation is not conducive to conducting, what Afifi 
calls, “research that matters” (p. 4). Multiple threads of research that inform a specific 
experience (in this case, religious difference) should be woven together and integrated 
into a model to provide a holistic and heuristic framework that can spur additional 
research. Other scholars have developed models like this. One example I am guided by in 
particular is communicated sense-making (CSM; Koenig Kellas & Kranstuber Horstman, 
2015). 
 CSM is a “parent concept” (Koenig Kellas & Kranstuber Horstman, 2015, p. 82) 
for different means of communicatively making sense of the world. In the 2015 
articulation of the concept, CSM includes several different processes by which people 
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communicatively make sense of their lives. These constructs include accounts, 
attributions, memorable messages, communicated perspective-taking, and communicated 
narrative sense-making. By presenting a model that synthesizes multiple research 
traditions in this way, CSM positions sensemaking—a process typically understood 
through a cognitive or psychological lens—as an interactive process constituted in 
communication (Koenig Kellas & Kranstuber Horstman, 2015).  
This was a unique perspective that had not been synthesized elsewhere and by 
creating a synthesizing model, Koenig Kellas and Kranstuber Horstman were able to spur 
research forward on this phenomenon. Researchers now use CSM as a guiding 
framework in several different examples, including understanding how families 
communicate about mental illness through narratives (Flood-Grady & Koenig Kellas, 
2018), how married couples make sense of miscarriage together (Kranstuber Horstman & 
Holman, 2018), and mother-daughter conversations about difficulty (Kranstuber 
Horstman et al., 2016). In this dissertation, my goal is to create a similar model structure 
of communicated acceptance so that I can better synthesize constructs and demonstrate a 
model for how families create a culture of communicated acceptance. This model will be 
able to help explain how adult children perceive the familial climate of communicated 
acceptance and how, if at all, confirmation, communicated perspective-taking, 
accommodative communication, and/or other processes contribute to that climate.  
Translation Limitations 
Third, because there is no overarching model to understand communicated 
acceptance in the context of family ideological dissimilarity, scholars are limited in their 
ability to translate what is known about acceptance into real-world resources and 
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programs that may help improve family communication. As I argued previously, coping 
with significant religious difference has the potential to strain parent-child relationships. 
Feeling unaccepted and rejected by parents is one of the primary reasons that adult 
children attribute as the cause of estrangement from their family (Carr et al., 2015) and a 
sense of parental rejection is associated with psychological maladjustment (Khaleque & 
Rohner, 2002). As the experience of religious disagreements within the family is 
becoming more prevalent, it is essential that communication scholars identify everyday 
ways that parents are communicating (non)acceptance.  
Current scholarship on acceptance is limited in real-world applicability to this 
context and is also fragmented across several disparate areas of research. In order to 
develop evidence-based resources and interventions for religiously dissimilar families, I 
argue that it is necessary to conceptualize a model of communicated acceptance that 
builds on existing research. Such a model would provide clearer guidance in pursuing 
translational research opportunities in the future. Translational research designed to affect 
real-world change ought to be grounded in participants’ experiences and perspectives. 
To that end, it is important that any model of communicated acceptance that is 
also intentionally oriented toward informing translational research is also rooted in 
descriptive and concrete participant perspectives. Conceptualizing an an abstract 
communicative process such as acceptance may be challenging for participants, 
especially if they do not perceive their parent to be overly accepting. In the next section, I 
argue for the utility of incorporating arts-based research approaches to address this 
challenge.  
Opportunity for Arts-Based Research  
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Visual imagery opens up opportunities for making sense of difficult experiences 
(Harter, 2013). Especially for adult children whose perceive a lack of parental 
communicated acceptance, it may be difficult to put into words what it would mean if 
their parent hypothetically accepted them. Arts-based research (ABR) methodologies 
enable a richer understanding of a difficult concept. Holm, Sahlstrom, and Zilliacus 
(2018) argue that “through artistic images we can access elusive aspects of knowledge 
that might otherwise remain hidden or ignored. Images can break through common 
resistance and force us to consider new ways of seeing or doing things” (p. 313). Because 
acceptance is a concept that has yet to be clearly defined and also one that may be very 
abstract and complicated, arts-based approaches may be useful tools for 
conceptualization. 
While generating visual representations to explain personal experiences is not a 
common method in communication research, some previous research has demonstrated 
the effectiveness of this method. Tracy, Lutgen-Sandvik, and Alberts (2006) identified 
visual metaphors as a powerful means of explaining the experience of workplace 
bullying, but this came about after the data were collected and the authors realized that 
metaphors were being utilized frequently. They derived these metaphors, in part, by 
engaging their participants in a drawing exercise in which they were instructed to draw 
pictures of their feelings during bullying experiences. The results provide an extremely 
vivid and insightful look into workplace bullying. Participants talked about the bullying 
process by comparing it to a game or battle, a nightmare, water torture, or as a noxious 
substance. They highlighted the difference between themselves and the bully by 
comparing the bully to a dictator or even a demon and contrasted that by comparing 
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themselves to a slave, prisoner, or child. These metaphors help us as the reader to 
understand the visceral emotion associated with experiencing workplace bullying as well 
as capture the vulnerable, frightened state that the targets of bullying feel like.  
In another example, Willer (2012) adopted a visual metaphor drawing task for her 
study of how young girls made sense of social aggression. Social aggression and bullying 
was a painful experience to process.  Reframing it to be something more positive was 
also difficult, so Willer utilized a visual narrative metaphor prompt to invite the girls to 
draw “what meanness felt like” (p. 356) and “draw a metaphor representing something 
positive that came about as a result of being the target of meanness” (p. 357). Beyond 
allowing the girls to access a means of describing what meanness felt like in visceral 
terms, the visual metaphor analysis also functioned as a mechanism to allow the girls to 
create new meaning. By asking them to reframe their experience and visualize how 
something positive came out of the meanness, girls were able to reclaim sone sense of 
agency. Their visual metaphors identified personal growth and relational growth that 
occurred after having gone through the experience of meanness. Through creating visual 
metaphors, the girls were able to describe their experience as well as engage in an activity 
that allowed them to reimagine and reframe their experience in a positive way. 
Creating visual representations of individuals’ experiences has been used in other 
contexts. For example, Braithwaite, Toller, Daas, Durham, and Jones (2008) integrated a 
drawing task for participants in their study of dialectical tensions that children of 
divorced parents experience. They asked participants in focus groups to create a brochure 
with both words and images that could be given to people who were co-parenting 
children advice on how to communicate. Specifically, they identified the idea of 
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“centered, but not caught in the middle” through their analysis of several images. First, 
they identified an image of a child who was being pulled in four different directions by 
their hands and feet. Below the image, the participants wrote “don’t let this happen to 
me” (Braithwaite et al., 2008, p. 39). To contrast with this, another group had drawn four 
stick figures (representing the two sets of parents), each with smiles, and the child 
standing in the middle with hearts on either side. From this visual representation, the 
research team constructed the idea of centering children without pulling them in opposite 
directions.  
Overall, these examples highlight the utility and promise that are presented using 
creative, arts-based approaches to research. Visual sense-making creates new 
opportunities for expressing one’s thoughts and may enable sense-making about 
particularly difficult experiences where words fail. In summary, arts-based 
methodological approaches may help better illuminate complicated and abstract 
constructs, such as communicated acceptance, especially for participants who have not 
experienced it. Investigating communicated acceptance, therefore, provides an 
opportunity for integrating these approaches and using them to shed additional light onto 
the experience of religious difference.  
The Present Study 
Communicating acceptance across significant religious differences can be an 
immensely difficult task for families. Even if parents believe that they have 
communicated acceptance, their children may not interpret parents’ efforts similarly and 
may distance themselves from their families. Therefore, there is a clear need to 
investigate how adult children conceptualize parental communicated acceptance. 
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Pilot data demonstrate that communicated acceptance is desired but complicated 
in parent-child relationships characterized by religious differences. Existing 
communication research explains some of this experience, but there are still gaps, and 
there is no synthesizing model or theory to guide any kind of translational work. 
Additionally, existing communication research is not uniquely focused on the experience 
of significant religious disagreements between parents and children.  
For these reasons, in the dissertation, I conducted an in-depth investigation of how 
adult children conceptualize parental communicated acceptance in religiously-dissimilar 
families. The goal of this dissertation was to develop a data-driven model of parental 
communicated acceptance during parent-child religious difference as well as better 
understand the context and difficulties surrounding religious difference. Additionally, I 
wanted to understand how participants could utilize an arts-based drawing task to further 
illuminate their understanding of communicate acceptance. Therefore, I proposed the 
following research questions: 
RQ1: How do parents communicate acceptance in the family context of parent-
child religious difference?  
RQ2: How do parents communicated non-acceptance in the family context of 
parent-child religious difference?  
RQ3: What do participant drawings tell us about communicated acceptance?  
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD 
 In the previous chapter, I outlined the rationale for conducting the present study. 
In this chapter, I explain the method I utilized to answer the research questions. First, I 
explain the procedures of the study. Second, I provide detailed summary information 
about the participants included in my sample. Third, I explain the step-by-step process I 
went through to conduct an iterative analysis (Tracy, 2013) of participant interviews. 
Fourth, I describe my visual analysis (Willer, 2012) of participant drawings. Fifth, I 
explain the steps I took to verify my findings.  
Procedures  
Upon receiving Institutional Review Board approval, recruitment took place 
through undergraduate recruitment, social media, word of mouth, and local flyers. 
Participants in approved Communication Studies courses at a large Midwestern public 
university were provided with extra credit and all other participants were given a $10 
Amazon.com gift card as compensation for their time.  
 Potential participants emailed me to express interest and I provided them with 
additional information as well as next steps if they decided to participate. If participants 
qualified and wished to participate, we scheduled a time for their interview via email. 
Before their interview, I emailed participants a Qualtrics link to access a pre-interview 
survey. In this survey, participants completed an electronic consent form and also 
reported on their own demographics as well as their parent(s)’s. Appendix A for the 
online consent form and Appendix B for the pre-interview questionnaire. 
To answer RQ1 and RQ2, I conducted semi-structured interviews. I chose in-
depth, semi-structured interviews as the primary means of data collection in this 
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dissertation because interviewing “permits an in-depth exploration of a particular topic or 
experience” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 25). Interviews represent a form of data collection 
wherein the participant and the interviewer together co-create knowledge through the 
exchange of views, ideas, and perspectives (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). The use of semi-
structured interviewing is also appropriate when endeavoring to understand a complex 
experience that is deeply personal to the participant (Smith, 1995).  
The conceptualization of an abstract concept such as creating a family culture of 
communicated acceptance without hearing perspectives of adult children who have 
experienced it (or who have desired it) runs the risk of being researcher-driven, 
misguided, and inaccurate. Because my goal was to describe an experience through the 
personal stories of people who have lived it, allowing participants the opportunity to 
describe through rich explanations and examples their idiosyncratic understanding of the 
world was appropriate (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Thus, in-depth interviews provided the 
best methodological approach for achieving that goal.  
Interviews ranged from 28 to 230 minutes (M = 58.95, SD = 33.1). See Appendix 
C for the full interview protocol. I went through several rounds of feedback on the 
interview questions before beginning data collection. After receiving feedback from other 
family communication scholars, I adapted the questions to be as straightforward and 
simple as possible, particularly in terms of removing any excess jargon (Tracy, 2013). I 
began the interview by asking the participant to describe in detail their own and their 
parent(s)’s religious identities and then they told the story of how the religious difference 
came to be what it was at that point in time. While my ultimate purpose was to have the 
participant articulate their understanding of parental communicated acceptance, I waited 
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until establishing rapport and hearing their own retelling of their religious difference to 
see if the desire for acceptance emerged without my prompting.  
To answer RQ3, I engaged participants in an arts-based visual drawing task at the 
end of the semi-structured interview. Rose (2001) proposes that “it is necessary to look 
very carefully at visual images, and it is necessary to do so because they are not entirely 
reducible to their context. Visual representations have their own effects” (p. 15). In other 
words, we can learn new information by paying attention to visual representations 
themselves. Beyond illuminating what communicated acceptance means, however, 
providing a visual task for participants to engage in creates new opportunities for their 
own sense-making about a potentially difficult topic (Willer et al., 2018). Highlighting 
this potential, Faulkner (2016) made an explicit call for more arts-based methodologies in 
family communication research on “identity, subjugated perspectives, and difficult 
experiences not easily talked about” (p. 10). Because of the value that visualization adds 
to meaning-making, I included a simple visual drawing task at the end of the interview. 
After going through the traditional semi-structured interview questions, I explained the 
visual drawing task. Guided by the methodology that Willer (2012) utilized in her visual 
metaphor analysis of social aggression and resilience in middle school girls, I explained 
that,  
Sometimes, it’s helpful to compare our experiences of something more abstract 
(like, what it means to feel accepted) to something more concrete (perhaps, “being 
accepted feels like being wrapped in a cozy blanket”). Another word for this 
would be using a metaphor. What I would like to invite you to do at this time is to 
take a few minutes to draw what communicated acceptance looks or feels like, 
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specifically in the context of this religious difference. Does that make sense? 
There are no right or wrong ways of doing this – it's just what sticks out in your 
own mind. 
For in-person interviews, I provided the participants with plain white paper and an 
assortement of colored pens and markers. For online interviews, I asked participants to 
find a piece of scratch paper and pen. After participants completed their drawings, they 
described them to me and we talked about what they meant to them.  
 I concluded each interview by asking the participant to think about advice they 
would share with other adult children about negotiating religious difference, as well as 
any advice they would give specifically to parents. Finally, I asked them about what the 
process of reflecting over their experience was like and if they thought about religious 
difference or acceptance differently as a result of the interview. Participants then 
completed a brief concluding questionnaire about receiving compensation as well their 
interest in completing follow-up member-checking interviews after preliminary data 
collection (see Appendix D).  
Participants 
To participate, individuals had to be (a) 19 years of age or older, (b) have a parent 
who has significantly different religious beliefs than the participant. I intentionally left 
the second criterion open to the participants’ own interpretation because what is 
“significant” for one person may be different, in practice, than another participant yet still 
could have important relational implications. In all recruitment materials, participants 
read the following explanation: 
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For the purposes of this study, a significant religious difference is any difference 
that you perceive to be important in your religious beliefs and at least one of your 
parents. For example, you may identify as much more religious than your parent, 
you may identify as practicing a different religion than your parent, or you may 
identify as much less religious than your parent. All of these would fall under the 
term “significant religious difference” in this study. 
Thus, the final sample included participants that identified a variety of significant 
religious differences. 
Adult Children 
Forty-four participants completed the study, including 26 women and 18 men. 
Thirteen of the interviews were conducted online using video-conferencing software and 
the remaining 31 interviews were conducted in person. Participants ranged in age from 19 
to 51 (M = 27.58, SD = 6.45). Twenty-nine participants identified as heterosexual, 
straight, or mostly heterosexual, seven identified as bisexual, five identified as gay, one 
identified as lesbian, and two did not specify their sexual orientation. Three participants 
had a high school diploma or GED, one participant had an Associate’s degree, 16 
participants had some college credit, six participants had a Bachelor’s degree, 11 
participants had a Master’s degree, and seven participants had a doctorate. One 
participant identified as Indian and the remaining 43 participants identified as white or 
Caucasian. On a scale of 1 to 7, adapted from an approach used by He, Costa, Walker, 
Miner, & Wooderson (2019), where 1 = extremely liberal, 4 = moderate/middle of the 
road, and 7 = extremely conservative, most participants were liberal (M = 2.07, SD = 
1.30).  
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 Participants reported on their religious identities using the same closed-ended 
items utilized by the Pew Research Center (2018). Participants read the following 
instructions: 
What is your present religion, if any? Are you Protestant, Roman Catholic, 
Mormon, Orthodox such as Greek or Russian Orthodox, Jewish, Muslim, 
Buddhist, Hindu, atheist, agnostic, something else, or nothing in particular? ( 
Participants who selected “something else” or “nothing in particular” were prompted to 
explain further. If appropriate, their answers to those open-ended options were used to 
categorize them further based on the Pew Research Center’s (2018) approach (i.e., if in 
response to “something else,” a participant wrote “Christian,” they were coded as 
Protestant).  
 Participants had a wide variety of (non)religious identities. Eleven participants 
were agnostic, 10 participants were atheist, seven were Protestant/Christian, four were 
Catholic, three were Jewish, two were spiritual not religious, two did not label their 
religious identity, one participant was both Jewish and Protestant, one was Pagan, one 
was Hindu, one was Mormon, and one 1 associated with Catholic but did not believe.  
Parents  
In the pre-interview survey that participants completed on Qualtrics prior to the 
interview, participants also reported on the demographics of at least one of their parents; 
all but two participants reported on two parents when given that option. Rather than 
reporting on a mother and a father, participants reported on Parent 1 and then were 
provided the option with reporting on Parent 2 if they had another parent involved in their 
life.  
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 Parent 1 (N = 44) ranged in age from 46 to 74 (M = 57.37, SD = 6.39) and 
included 39 women and five men, all heterosexual. Three parents had their high school 
diploma or GED, five had some college credit, one attended trade/technical school, one 
had an Associate’s degree, 15 had Bachelor’s degrees, 14 had Master’s degrees, three had 
Professional degrees, and two had doctorate degrees. On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 = 
extremely liberal, 4 = moderate/middle of the road, and 7 = extremely conservative, on 
average participants perceived that Parent 1 was moderate to somewhat conservative (M 
= 4.93, SD = 1.73). 24 participants identified Parent 1 as Protestant/Christian/ Baptist, 16 
were Catholic, two were Mormon, one was agnostic, and one was Hindu. 
 Parent 2 (N = 42) ranged in age from 50 to 75 as well as two parents who were 
deceased (M = 56.98, SD = 6.17), and included five women and 37 men, all 
heterosexual. Two parents had their high school diploma or GED, five had some college 
credit, four went to trade/technical school, four had Associate’s degrees, 16 had 
Bachelor’s degrees, five had Master’s degrees, three had professional degrees, and three 
had doctorate degrees. On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 = extremely liberal, 4 = 
moderate/middle of the road, and 7 = extremely conservative, on average participants 
perceived that Parent 2 was moderate to somewhat conservative (M = 4.95, SD = 1.64). 
Twenty-two participants identified that Parent 2 was Protestant/Baptist/Lutheran, 10 were 
Catholic, four were Jewish, two were Mormon, one was Hindu, one was atheist, one was 
agnostic, and one was not identified as practicing any religion.  
Twenty-seven participants reported that their parents were married (including one 
whose father was deceased), and 15 participants reported that their parents were divorced 
or separated (including one whose father was deceased).  
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Type of Parent-Child Religious Difference 
I also coded each participant for the type of religious difference that they 
experienced with their parent. The majority of the participants (n = 33, 75%) were less or 
non-religious and their parent was religious. Five participants (11.4%) were more 
religious than their nominally religious parent. Four participants (9%) had the same 
general religiosity as their parent but they had significantly different (according to their 
own perspective) beliefs or denominations than their parent (i.e., Christian-Catholic). One 
(2%) participant was from an interfaith household (Christian/Jewish). One participant 
(2%) identified as a Jewish atheist, and was therefore considered both interfaith (her 
mother was a Christian) and less or non-religious compared to her parent.  
Iterative Analysis of Participant Interviews  
After completing the 44 interviews, I transcribed the audio files. This process 
resulted in 766 pages of single-spaced data. Per Tracy’s (2013) recommendation, as I 
transcribed, I made notes of general themes that I noticed and began informally 
debriefing with other colleagues and peers to begin making sense of the data. I also 
utilized Tracy (2013)’s stages of iterative analysis. Tracy explains that this approach 
“alternates between emic, or emergent, readings of the data and an etic use of existing 
models, explanations and theories” (p. 184). Because I went into my data collection and 
analysis with existing theories and constructs, this approach was appropriate. Throughout 
the steps of iterative analysis, I was informed by the sensitizing constructs of 
confirmation (Dailey, 2006; Dailey, 2009; Dailey, 2010), communicated perspective-
taking (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013), and accommodative communication (Colaner et al., 
2014; Dragojevic et al., 2015). 
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Primary Cycle Coding 
The first stage of iterative analysis is primary cycle coding (Tracy, 2013). This 
stage involves reading and re-reading the data multiple times while also making 
descriptive notes of what is happening in the interviews. I began primary cycle coding as 
I was transcribing. On my first round of primary cycle coding, I almost immediately 
began noticing significant repetition in some aspects of participant experiences. In 
particular, I was especially attuned to the difference between what facilitates 
communicated acceptance and what detracts from communicated acceptance. Therefore, 
after the first round of primary cycle coding, I had a preliminary list of codes including 
behaviors that facilitate and detract from communicating acceptance (see Table 1). As I 
worked through the stage of primary cycle coding, I also made analytic memos to myself 
noting specific observations I was making and speculating on preliminary patterns that I 
saw in the data (Charmaz, 2006; Tracy, 2013). 
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Table 1 - First Round Primary Cycle Codes 
Facilitating Acceptance Detracting From Acceptance 
Pride & Bragging Parent centering and self-blame 
Respect Parent disappointment and sadness  
Routine Communication Passive, indirect comments and actions  
Time, process, and effort “You’re going to hell” 
Acknowledgement Existing relational challenges 
Autonomy and agency Emotionally distraught conversations 
Trust Fundamentalist beliefs  
Not just one thing, it’s more of a feeling, 
or climate 
Nagging, checking in, mostly about 
church attendance (“surveilling”) 
Open conversation/dialogue  
Generous attributions by child for parents’ 
behavior  
 
Love  
Physical space or distance  
Giving grace  
Prioritizing relationship above beliefs  
Understanding and perspective-taking  
 
As Tracy (2013) points out, primary cycle coding involves multiple rounds of 
reading the data, identifying codes, and making notes of possible patterns emerging. 
Thus, I returned to the data for another round of primary cycle coding with these specific 
codes in mind. Through this process, I compared what I was reading in participant 
transcripts to the codes that I had already identified. As I read, I was particularly attuned 
to identifying new codes that I had overlooked as well as potential negative cases. In this 
way, I engaged in constant comparison (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) as I identified patterns 
and made lists of the characteristics of acceptance. After completing the second round of 
primary cycle coding, I included the additional codes (see Table 2; additional codes 
marked with an asterisk).  
At this time, I also began noting codes that facilitated communicated acceptance 
for some participants and not for others. For example, conversation was a code that kept 
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emerging, but it was impossible to categorize it as facilitating acceptance or detracting 
from acceptance because participant experiences varied widely. Characteristics that 
facilitated acceptance and inhibited acceptance, depending on the participant, included 
conversation, openness, avoidance, and honesty.  
Table 2 - Second Round Primary Cycle Codes 
Facilitating Acceptance Inhibiting Acceptance 
Pride & Bragging Parent centering and self-blame 
Respect Parent disappointment and sadness  
Routine Communication Passive, indirect comments and actions  
Time, process, and effort “You’re going to hell” 
Acknowledgement Existing relational challenges 
Autonomy and agency Emotionally distraught conversations 
Trust Fundamentalist beliefs  
Not just one thing, it’s more of a feeling, 
or climate 
Nagging, checking in, mostly about 
church attendance (“surveilling”) 
Open conversation/dialogue *Guilt-tripping 
Generous attributions  *Trying to change them 
Love *Stress and/or emotional distress 
Physical space or distance *Not advocating 
Giving grace *Indirect social media posting 
Prioritizing relationship above beliefs  
Understanding and perspective-taking 
*Honor the disclosure 
*No convincing 
*Recognize child is a good person 
*Being there for them 
*Unchanging security 
*Financial, tangible support 
 
* denotes additional codes derived from another round of primary cycle coding 
During primary cycle coding, I also noted that participants described a great deal 
of background information that impacted how their parent was able (or not able) to 
communicate acceptance. This background information could not be categorized as being 
characteristics of parental communication, but nevertheless, it impacted parents’ ability to 
communicate acceptance. After engaging in multiple rounds of primary coding, I decided 
to call these characteristics of background information the “realities of communicating 
acceptance” (see Table 3).  
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Table 3 - Primary Cycle Codes for Realities of Communicated Acceptance 
Emotional labor is often involved 
Grief, loss 
Not always happy 
It is a continuum, not a binary 
Parental religious beliefs make nonacceptance unspoken 
 
Secondary Coding 
The next stage of iterative analysis is secondary cycle coding (Tracy, 2013). 
Tracy explains that secondary cycle coding occurs when the researcher examines all of 
the codes that they have identified so far and begins looking for ways to collapse 
categories and synthesize codes. Tracy explains that “second-level codes serve to explain, 
theorize, and synthesize” (p. 194). Therefore, I searched for overarching categories to 
help organize the primary cycle codes that I identified in the first stage. At this stage, I 
began grouping primary cycle codes into larger categories.  
Tracy (2013) also advocates that “researchers should talk to others about their 
data and emerging findings” (p. 188). Thus, I was also informed by multiple 
conversations with other colleagues to help me explain my thoughts and the patterns in 
the data that I was noticing. Throughout my entire analysis process, I kept analytic 
memos and made notes to myself in journal-style about possible overlaps I saw. I also 
engaged in a sorting process where I listed all of the primary cycle codes on index cards 
and I spent time considering each one and thinking about they could be meaningfully 
grouped. After this iterative secondary cycle coding, I assembled a list of 10 attributes of 
communicated acceptance, as well as a variety of themes of “realities of communicated 
acceptance” (see Table 4).  
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Table 4 - Data Conferencing Themes 
Main Category Primary Cycle Codes 
Autonomy trust, choice, recognizing effort, respect, don’t 
convince/convert/save, nagging, checking in, bringing it 
up when they don’t want to talk about it, push/force, 
resignation, your own path 
Parent (De)Centering they wish I was different, I’ve invested so much, you 
owe me, self-blame, parent emotional distress, guilting, I 
feel sorry for you, disappointment, emotional 
conversations, don’t disclose everything, it’s not about 
you 
(Not) Doing Family feeling welcomed at home, routine interactions, financial 
and tangible support 
Understanding understanding, perspective-taking, open-mindedness, 
listening, curiosity, academic and intellectual 
discussions, conversations about beliefs (like parents 
explaining why beliefs are important to them) 
(Dis)Confirmation pride, bragging, space for authenticity, embarrassment, 
external presentation to other people, good person 
Contextual Factors existing relational challenges, time, distance, financial 
independence, indirect comments/behaviors 
Supportive supportive, being there for me, advocate for me 
Valuing Present honor the disclosure, honor the relationship, prioritize the 
relationship, embrace me for who I am 
Beliefs Heaven/Hell (eternal consequences), fundamentalist 
beliefs incompatibility, belief openness 
Unconditional nothing you do will change how I see you, this doesn’t 
change anything, there isn’t anything I couldn’t tell them, 
love 
Uncategorized (Non)accommodation, particularly about bringing up 
topics they don’t want to talk about, ignoring or silencing 
conversation when child wants to talk about it, (no) 
judgment, obligated acceptance, beneficial avoidance 
 
 With these preliminary findings laid out, I convened a data conference 
(Braithwaite, Allen, & Moore, 2017). I assembled a group of colleagues who were all 
versed in family communication or social scientific approaches to studying interpersonal 
interactions. At this meeting, I passed out a document that defined each main 
characteristic and provided a few exemplars. The data conference participants provided 
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invaluable insights into the meaningful coherence aspect of my preliminary findings. One 
theme that characterized the data conference participants’ responses to the results was 
that I needed to account for and distinguish between real, lived experience examples from 
the participants and their idealized conceptualizations of what communicated acceptance 
meant.  
 Based on this feedback, I returned to the data and recoded all of the instances 
where participants were explaining communicated acceptance as either “real” (reported 
communication or events that happened within their families) or “ideal/advice” (idealized 
conceptions of what communicated acceptance could or should be; advice for parents 
wishing to communicate acceptance). After the data were reorganized in a way that 
allowed me to distinguish between the real and the idea, I was able to isolate several 
additional patterns characterizing real communicated acceptance versus idealized 
communicated acceptance. For example, the real vs. ideal analysis of the preliminary 
themes indicated that in reality, participants experienced a great deal of parent centering. 
However, all examples of parent de-centering were based on participants’ 
conceptualizations of idealized communicated acceptance.  
Synthesizing 
While Tracy’s (2013) iterative analysis does not have a specified third step, she 
concludes her discussion of data analysis by turning researchers’ attention toward 
“synthesizing and making meaning from codes” (p. 196). To conclude my analysis, I 
focused on arranging the characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance in the most 
parsimonious way possible. During this final phase of analysis, I engaged in another 
smaller data conference with another family communication scholar to finish refining 
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these findings. In this meeting, we discussed ways of re-naming or labeling 
characteristics of communicated acceptance. The continuum of communicated 
acceptance is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
Visual Analysis of Participant Drawings 
 After I completed the iterative analysis of participant transcripts in its entirety, I 
turned to the additional dataset of participant drawings themselves. As a way of 
triangulating the findings of the iterative analysis (Tracy, 2013), I conducted a follow-up 
visual analysis of these drawings. To do this, I was guided by Willer’s (2012) visual 
metaphor analysis, which is a process of searching for common themes in the actual 
compositional elements of participant drawings. As I argued previously, paying close 
attention to the visual and “taking an image seriously” (p. 12) often yields new meanings 
that do not come across through participants’ words alone. First, I viewed each drawing 
multiple times, making notes of the various compositional elements (e.g., use of space on 
the paper, the inclusion of people, etc.). As Willer found in her analysis, it was clear early 
on that one drawing might include multiple compositional elements. In this first stage of 
the analysis, I repeatedly looked through all of the participant drawings and compared 
them to each other. Second, I made an Excel spreadsheet that listed every participant, as 
well as the type of difference that they had with their parent (i.e., child non-religious, 
parent religious). Next, I noted compositional elements of each drawing. This process 
helped me refine the main categories of drawing structures that were emerging.  
In the third stage, I created the definitions of each of the three main categories of 
compositional elements that I had identified. These three categories included elements of 
connection, elements of communication, and elements of affection. In the fourth and final 
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stage, I returned to the Excel document and made a column for each type of 
compositional element. I went back through the drawings one more time to identify when 
a compositional element code was present, and when it was not. For example, a 
participant drawing might have used elements of connection and elements of affection, 
but not elements of communication. The final result was a list of individual drawings that 
were all coded for the presence of each different compositional element.  
Verification 
Tracy (2010) presents eight criteria for validating qualitative findings. As I 
concluded my analyses of the data and invited peer critique and feedback on them, I kept 
these criteria in mind. Tracy argues that good qualitative research should present a worthy 
topic, resonate with others, be conducted using rich rigor, be credible, make a significant 
contribution, be meaningfully coherent, and be conducted ethically and sincerely.  
 First, Tracy (2010) argues that good qualitative research should focus on a worthy 
topics that are “relevant, timely, significant, interesting, or evocative” (p. 840) and 
resonate meaningfully with readers. I met these two criteria through post-interview 
reflections with participants and member-checking. At the end of each interview, I asked 
participants to reflect on how, if at all, talking about their experience affected their 
thinking about parent-child religious difference and acceptance. Many of the participants 
spoke about how it was helpful to talk about the issue and that it helped them better 
understand how this issue affected their relationship with their parent(s). I also engaged 
in member-checking (Creswell & Miller, 2010; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Suter, 2009), in 
which I provided a sub-set of participants with a written, abbreviated copy of the results 
of the iterative analysis and asked them for their feedback. I emailed 9 participants to ask 
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about their reactions to the findings. Three participants responded and said that the 
iterative analysis findings resonated strongly with their experiences.   
 Second, Tracy (2010) says that good qualitative research should be conducted 
with the utmost rigor, including providing “a rich complexity of abundance” (p. 841) 
when explaining and providing support for the findings. I continued collecting data for 
over 6 months with a total of 44 participants until I heard consistent repetition in 
participant experiences. Additionally, I kept detailed notes of my own thought process 
throughout the data analysis stages.  
 Third, good qualitative research should be credible, make a significant 
contribution, and be meaningfully coherent in its presentation. I primarily achieved these 
three criteria through engaging in formal and informal data conferencing. Formally, I 
invited a group of seven other interpersonal and family communication scholars to 
present my preliminary findings to in a data conference (Braithwaite et al., 2017). I 
created a description of my preliminary themes that I had identified, along with a 
selection of participant exemplars. Then, the attendees of the data conference provided 
critical feedback on the findings and made suggestions for places to revise and improve 
them. This process allowed for me to explain my data collection and analysis procedures 
transparently and get outside perspectives on my findings.  
 Lastly, Tracy (2010) explains that good qualitative research should be ethical and 
sincere. All procedures for the study were approved and carried out based on the 
oversight of the Institutional Review Board. Additionally, I continued to engage in self-
reflexivity throughout the data collection and data analysis procedures as an ethical 
practice. Self-reflexivity is 
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The process of a continual internal dialogue and critical self-evaluation of 
researcher’s positionality as well as active acknowledgement and explicit 
recognition that this position may affect the research process and outcome… It 
means turning of the researcher lens back onto oneself to recognize and take 
responsibility for one’s own situatedness within the research and the effect that it 
may have on the setting and people being studied, questions being asked, data 
being collected and its interpretation. (Berger, 2015, p. 220). 
I continuously reflected on my insider status as a person who experiences significant 
religious difference with my own parents. This experience was important to keep at the 
forefront of my own analysis as I reflected on participant experiences that were both 
similar and different from my own.  
Ultimately, I utilized multiple verification approaches to refine and confirm the 
results that I identified as emergent from participant data. Taking these verification steps 
together, I argue that the findings I present in the next chapter are valid and provide us 
with insight into the lived experience of religious difference and communicated 
acceptance.  
Conclusion 
 In this chapter, I described my methodological approach to answering the 
following research questions:  
RQ1: How do parents communicate acceptance in the family context of parent-
child religious difference?  
RQ2: How do parents communicated non-acceptance in the family context of 
parent-child religious difference?  
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RQ3: What do participant drawings tell us about communicated acceptance?
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To answer RQ1 and RQ2, I conducted semi-structured interviews with 44 participants. 
To answer RQ3, I asked participants to engage in a visual drawing task designed to help 
them visualize communicated acceptance. In the next chapter, I explain the findings that 
emerged from this iterative and visual analysis.   
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
 
 The purpose of this inquiry was to conceptualize parental communicated 
acceptance in the context of parent-child religious difference, as perceived by the adult 
child. Through my analysis of the data, a variety of verbal and nonverbal communication 
characteristics contributed to and detracted from feeling accepted. In addition to these 
characteristics, I identified other contextual elements of parent-child religious difference 
that influence parental communicated acceptance. In this chapter, I first review these 
contextual elements, which I refer to as the “realities of communicating acceptance.” 
Second, I introduce a general overview and justification of the continuum of 
communicated acceptance. Third, I overview each component of the continuum of 
communicated acceptance in detail. Fourth, I explain the results of the visual analysis of 
participant drawings. Finally, I summarize these findings.  
Realities of Communicating Acceptance 
 During analysis is became clear that in addition to the actual characteristics of 
communicated acceptance, participants also experienced a variety of contextual realities 
of parent-child religious difference. These characteristics created barriers that inhibited 
parents’ ability to communicate acceptance, or facilitated their communication of 
acceptance. Five key contextual realities of communicating acceptance emerged, 
including parental religious beliefs, time, distance, the parent-child relationship, and 
intersecting identities. 
Parental Religious Beliefs 
The most notable contextual factor affecting parents’ ability to communicate 
acceptance was parents’ individual religious beliefs. Participants frequently identified 
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specific ways in which their parents’ religious beliefs affected how they communicated 
(non)acceptance or if they felt it was even possible for their parents to communicate 
complete acceptance. While there were a few examples of where participants felt their 
parent’s open-minded approaches to their religious ideology enabled them to 
communicate complete acceptance, nearly all of the other examples identified parental 
fundamentalist religious beliefs as a barrier to communicating acceptance, or at least 
something that created cognitive dissonance for the parent. For example, Scarlett, who is 
agnostic, explained about her mom, who is conservatively Catholic, 
I've asked her, like I've asked her this. She will not give me an answer to it. And 
I'm like, I know what Catholicism says about people who don't believe in God and 
I know what you think. And to me, I mean, I don't know if there's a heaven or hell 
personally, I don't know what I believe in in that sense, but I know everything I've 
heard about hell is like this terrible place where you know, sinners go and it's a 
place you don't want to go. So to think that that's where my mom thinks that I'm 
going to end up is really hard to kind of come to terms with sometimes even 
though I don't know if I necessarily believe in it. (P7; 292-299)2 
Similarly, Claire (agnostic) explained that she thought it was particularly difficult for 
evangelical Christian parents to communicate acceptance of their children because  
…the goal is to shine your light to every corner of the world. Um, you think your 
kid would be the first place you go to shine your light, right? And, um, you know, 
I think especially in the, um, American South, there's a lot of cultural connotation 
to being evangelical of like, we are going to change everyone. And I know that's 
 
 
2 Participant number, transcript line number(s) 
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not everyone's prerogative, but, um, I think it's, it's harder for evangelical, uh, 
children of evangelical parents probably. (P23) 
Thus, some parents viewed attempting to convert others (including their children) as their 
religious duty, making their ability to communicate acceptance of their non-believing 
child a potential failure of that duty. Twenty-five out of the 44 total participants 
expressed that their parent either might or definitely did believe that they were going to 
hell, and many of those 25 found that this belief was irreconcilable with communicating 
that they were 100% accepted. Several participants commented on this bind that their 
parents found themselves in, sometimes referring to it as cognitive dissonance. However, 
Heidi, who is spiritual and not religious, did feel like her Christian parents communicated 
acceptance of her while simultaneously believing that non-Christians go to hell. She 
explained about her mom: 
I feel like it is incompatible, but at the same time, I also think that she thinks both 
of those things [that Heidi is going to hell and that Heidi is 100% accepted by 
mom]. And that's part of the reason why she could never say it out loud because I 
think that she, I think that she does accept me 100% but at the same time knows 
that doing that is against her religion. And so then just like gets stuck. But I do 
think, I think both of those things happen at the same time in some way for her, 
which leaves her more in a quandary than it does me. (P41; 435-441) 
Ultimately, parental religious beliefs, particularly as it relates to heaven and hell, provide 
an important contextual element that influenced parents’ ability to communicate 
acceptance of their child.  
Time 
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 The passage of time also functioned as a facilitator of communicated acceptance 
for some participants. All participants who brought up time spoke about how it facilitated 
(rather than detracted from) parental communicated acceptance. Some parents were 
shocked, surprised, or taken aback when their child first disclosed the religious difference 
and their initial reaction was less than ideal for the child. However, as time went on, 
many parents were able to adjust to the new reality of religious difference, making it 
more feasible for parents to communicate acceptance. Margot provided the following 
metaphor to summarize this: 
…sometimes this can be a really upsetting piece of information for people and it's 
really easy to be really dismissive of not getting the answer that you want. And 
that's valid, but sometimes people just need a little more time to come around. My 
husband always says that it's like running a marathon and you're at the finish line 
and they're just starting and …you've had this news for a while. But the second 
you disclose it, you're doing so because you've already come to terms with it and 
they're just starting a marathon. You're at mile five or you're at mile 26, whatever 
it is. Um, so you need to remember that, give them till mile 5. Let them have 
some time cause you've sat with it, you already came to terms with it…you just 
need to remember to give people that time so they can do their own personal work 
with that information. (P31; 525-537) 
Thus, allowing for time to process the information and for the initial shock to wear off 
seemed to help some parents communicate more acceptance.  
Distance and Independence 
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 Physical distance between parents and children also tended to facilitate positive 
changes in how parents and children related to each other. For several of the participants 
in this sample who were college students, the move away to college represented a healthy 
distance that was accompanied by some positive relational changes. The distance itself 
helped parents and children de-center the difference in their relationship, as Samantha, 
who identifies as spiritual rather than religious, noted about her relationship with her 
mom, who is nondenominational Christian: 
When I was in high school, there was more like conflict between my mom and 
I…just in general we were kind of just like at odds with each other…Uh, and now 
that I, I'm like not living at her house...it's like a good… healthy distance where 
like that kind of stuff isn't just like constantly like looming. And like we can have 
the conversations that we have like over the phone and like, you know, it'll be 
good and that's fine and that's like, you know, the extent of it. (P34; 304-314) 
Various levels of financial independence also accompanied increased distance for 
many participants, as they developed their own careers and began relying more on 
themselves rather than their parent. Several participants noted that they felt more free to 
express themselves when they had this kind of distance and financial independence, 
because they did not have to fear about being cut off if they disclosed their beliefs to their 
parents. As Amber, who is an atheist, found with her fundamentalist Christian parents, 
“the distance helped, the physical distance of me being in [city in a different state than 
parents]. I was financially on my own at that point. I had my degree and I had a job and I 
could pay rent. I wasn't depending on them” (P4; 687-689).  
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Participants with greater physical proximity to their parent did not seem to 
indicate that this proximity made communicated acceptance more challenging for their 
parent. However, for some, increased physical distance and independence seemed to 
facilitate parental communicated acceptance.  
Parent-Child Relationship 
 For a few participants, existing relational challenges were ongoing, and religious 
difference occurred in addition those challenges. These participants already identified a 
tense relational climate with their parent, and the impact of the religious difference itself 
on the relationship was difficult to tease out. For example, Melanie recognizes a 
significant religious difference between herself, a Protestant Christian, and her mom, a 
traditional Catholic. But this religious difference occurs in the context of an already-tense 
relationship: 
[I feel] not like terribly accepted, I guess. I don't know, I just, I think it was 
always like our relationship always like kind of hit a fork in the road when…she 
married her husband cause I didn't really have a good relationship with him and 
so I didn't want to live with her anymore…So I chose to live with my dad full 
time. And so I think ever since that point, like our relationship has been really 
damaged. (P14; 123-116) 
Relationships are messy and complicated for a myriad of reasons. For some participants, 
religious differences added fuel to the already ongoing fire of their relationship with their 
parent, making communicating acceptance all the more challenging for parents.  
Intersecting Identities 
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 The final contextual reality of communicated acceptance was the reality that 
many participants experienced identities in addition to their (non)religious identity that 
complicated their relationship and communication about religious difference with their 
parent. These intersecting identities almost always involved political and sexual identity. 
Parental religious beliefs often significantly informed parents’ views on political issues 
and social issues, most predominantly their positions on LGBTQ+ equality. Thus, a 
participant who was atheist and gay might experience parental (non)acceptance related to 
both of these identities, all motivated by the parent’s religious beliefs. For example, in 
reflecting on the process completing the interview and being prompted to reflect on 
specifically religious difference and identity, Joel explained: “…it was really hard for me 
to distinguish like my sexual identity from my religious identity… even acknowledging 
that in my own head, those two identities were undivorceable” (P13; 661-670). Thus, 
communicated (non)acceptance about religious difference was often also tied up in 
communication about sexuality or politics. 
Even for participants who were not members of the LGBTQ+ community 
themselves, social issues like same-sex marriage were often a key dividing issue between 
themselves and their parent. Because of this reality, a number of participant experiences 
that I include in the following pages draw upon these intersecting identities. Political and 
social issues often served as “proxy issues” whereby participants could gauge their 
parent’s openness to responding to religious difference in an accepting manner.  
Summary 
 Parental religious beliefs, the passage of time, physical distance, existing 
relational difficulties in the parent-child relationship, and intersecting identities all 
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provided the contextual realities that participants said influenced their parent’s 
communication of acceptance. None of these characteristics were necessarily able to be 
changed – they were simply realities of their lived experiences. 
 Within these contextual realities, however, were a number of verbal and 
nonverbal messages that participants identified as being important in the communication 
of (non)acceptance. In the next section, I overview the overarching organizational device 
that emerged from the data: the communicated acceptance continuum. 
The Communicated Acceptance Continuum 
Participants identified a rich array of examples of how their parents 
communicated (non)acceptance. The results overwhelmingly suggest the utility of 
understanding communicated acceptance as a continuum that ranges from non-
acceptance to idealized acceptance, rather than a binary of “non-acceptance” and 
“acceptance.” This was evident early on in the data collection process. When I prompted 
participants to think about how accepted they felt, many would typically respond with a 
percentage or a conditional level of acceptance. Brody specifically articulated this issue, 
when he explained, 
So if we're thinking about this as a binary between acceptance and rejection, I 
would say she accepted me. And my ideas and my views and my beliefs. Um, but 
I don't really think that's the best way to think about acceptance and rejection. I 
think the best way to think about it is in a spectrum. Um, and so there was a 
degree of acceptance, you know, um, I think it's fair to say in this instance what 
I've said about her generally is it's about 90% acceptance. Um, so fairly open to 
what I had to say and what I thought and what I believed. Um, but, you know, 
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skeptical, hesitant, concerned, um, about, about me and for me. Um, but there 
certainly wasn't outright rejection by any means. (P9; 1207-1215) 
The continuous rather than categorical nature of communicated (non)acceptance was also 
evident in how many of the other participants spoke about it. When I asked how accepted 
they felt by their parent, most participants responded with a percentage (e.g., “I’m 75% 
accepted by my mom”) or with qualifying words phrases (e.g., “I would say I’m pretty 
accepted”). In other words, very few participants responded with a categorical “I am 
accepted” or “I am not accepted” response, indicating that there is more of a continuous 
range to communicated acceptance.  
Based on the data analysis and findings, therefore, I present communicated 
acceptance on a continuum. Over the process of multiple rounds of my iterative data 
analysis (Tracy, 2013) and data conferencing with other scholars (Braithwaite et al., 
2017), I categorized the continuum as containing four primary ranges: communicated 
nonacceptance, communicated ambivalence, communicated acceptance, and idealized 
communicated acceptance (see Figure 1). These four ranges of communicated 
(non)acceptance span the continuum and are characterized by communication practices 
that constitute their place on the continuum. 
 
Figure 1. Communicated (Non)acceptance Continuum 
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However, beyond locating characteristics of (non)acceptance in one of those four 
ranges, there is not sufficient data at this stage to place individual, specific behaviors in 
an ordered place on the continuum. In other words, the behaviors within each of the four 
ranges are not ranked or presented as intervals from least accepting to most accepting. 
Qualitative analysis does not allow this type of quantification, although future 
quantitative studies may explore such precision as discussed in Chapter 4. The inability to 
specify each communication behavior on the continuum in a continuous fashion is also 
due to the fact that specific familial, relational, individual context of each participant 
contributes to the precise placement of a behavior on the continuum. What is 
nonaccepting to one participant may be viewed more benignly by another participant 
because of the open, trusting relational context of that particular parent-child relationship. 
Despite these caveats, the data analysis revealed enough patterns to discern the four 
general regions of the continuum.  
The continuum ranges from nonaccepting messages, through a range of 
ambivalent messages and behaviors, to a range of real, lived experiences of accepting 
communication, and ends at the highest level of idealized communicated acceptance. I 
labeled the low end of the continuum as communicated nonacceptance. It is important to 
note that in this sample of 44 participants, it was rare for participants to place themselves 
at 0% acceptance (or complete nonacceptance) in general. No participants were, at the 
time of their interview, estranged from the parent(s) about whom they reported. However, 
the four characteristics of nonaccepting communication emerged from participants’ lived 
experiences of when their parent communicated some level of nonacceptance. 
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Participants described these behaviors and messages as communicating that their parent 
did not accept them to varying degrees.  
The next range in the continuum is labeled communicated ambivalence for two 
reasons. First, conversation and avoidance emerged as functionally ambivalent (Spitzberg 
& Cupach, 2011) means of communicating acceptance. For example, some participants 
felt that avoidance communicated nonacceptance while others felt like it communicated 
acceptance. Thus, I chose to classify conversation and avoidance as being ambivalent. 
Second, some participants talked about parental acceptance being communicated simply 
because there was a lack of open hostility between the parent and child. In other words, 
acceptance was not something that was conveyed through active affirmation, but was 
instead something that parents communicated reluctantly through inaction. I included 
reluctant acceptance in the ambivalent range on the continuum because it was never 
spoken of as being negative or conveying nonacceptance, but it was qualitatively 
different than times when parents communicated more active characteristics of 
acceptance.   
The next range of the continuum is communicated acceptance. Participants 
identified a number of ways that their parent had actively communicated acceptance 
through their words and actions. The characteristics in the communicated acceptance 
range were all based on actual things that parents had done or said that the participant 
interpreted as accepting. Similar to the communicated nonacceptance range, participants 
tended to provide a percentage to describe how accepted they were when describing these 
characteristics. In other words, it was possible for participants to say that their parent 
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communicated acceptance to a degree. But all four behaviors that participants brought up 
contributed toward that communication of acceptance.  
Finally, I labeled the last range of the continuum as idealized communicated 
acceptance. While most of the interview focused on real, lived experiences of the 
participants, I also asked them to think about how they wished that their parent interacted 
with them in the midst of religious difference. This range of the continuum also contains 
themes characterizing advice that participants wanted to give to other parents regarding 
communicating acceptance and negotiating religious difference. The characteristics of 
idealized communicated acceptance emerged from these responses. They were 
characteristics of communicating acceptance that went above and beyond what 
participants had actually experienced from their parent in reality and were a description 
of how parents could communicate acceptance in a perfect, or ideal, world.  
What follows is an explanation of the individual communicated (non)acceptance 
ranges. I overview each of these areas of the continuum, beginning from communicated 
nonacceptance and concluding with idealized communicated acceptance. 
Communicated Nonacceptance 
Participants described a variety of verbal and nonverbal ways their parent(s) 
communicated that they were not accepted or less accepted than they wished because of 
the religious difference. These included four main sets of behaviors: parent-centering, 
lack of communicated perspective-taking, passive aggressive behavior, and disconfirming 
salient identities. 
Parent-Centering 
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Adult children reported that they felt parents communicated nonacceptance when 
parents centered themselves in their response to the religious difference and focused on 
their own feelings rather than their child’s. In other words, parent-centering occurred 
when parents made the religious difference about their own distress or their own failings. 
These emotions became even more problematic when parents used their distress to guilt 
children about their decision. Parent-centering manifested in two primary ways: 
emotional distress and embarrassment.  
Emotional distress. Some parents experienced a great deal of emotional distress 
or negative affect, such as fear, worry, and/or anger as a reaction to the child’s religious 
divergence. This was often influenced by the contextual factor of the parent’s own 
religious beliefs; parents who believed their child was destined for hell as a result of their 
religious divergence frequently expressed emotional distress. Amber, an atheist, 
explained this about her evangelical Christian parents, “I think they're worried about my 
eternal soul going to hell, not being in heaven, separated from God and separated from 
them” (P4; 372-373). Other participants spoke about emotional distress in terms of their 
parent being deeply disappointed because of their religious difference. Luke, who became 
agnostic after being raised Catholic by his parents, explained 
I think we were talking over like winter break or something like that. Um, she 
[mom] was just asking if like I'd been going to church anymore and we kinda, I 
started kind of talking to her about, about it. Um, like about kind of what I was 
feeling. Um, and at first she was a little…not anger, but like disappointment a 
little bit. (P32; 50-54) 
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Many participants explained how their parent would also blame themselves for 
their child’s religious divergence. Kyle, who identifies as agnostic but who has not 
officially disclosed that to his mom, explained that  
If she knew, I think it would create a rift. I definitely think she would for the most 
part ignore it. And then in moments when we're talking or going on walks 
together, uh, she, she'd shift her voice, some of the very sad mom feel voice, uh, 
and, and ask me like...she would ask questions. Um, and I think in terms of her 
favor towards me, umm. I think that would be less of a thing where she'd be mad 
at me and more upset, umm. And like I said, she'd blame herself. (P1; 244-249) 
Even though Kyle had not disclosed his agnosticism, he strongly suspected that his mom 
would experience emotional distress and blame herself because of other past disclosures, 
such as his identity as a gay man or the fact that he does not appear to be actively 
pursuing Christianity. 
 Participants also lamented instances when their parent centered their own 
emotional distress in order to make the adult child feel guilty. In these examples, parents 
not only centered their emotional distress, but also attempted to hold that distress over 
their child’s head and try to make them feel guilty for it. For example, Alaina, who is 
atheist, explained one instance when 
I, uh, was like talking to her [mom, who is Christian] and she was like, “sorry, I'm 
just so tired because I spent the entire night, I couldn't sleep. I was tossing and 
turning. Spent the entire night just so worried about you and your eternal soul and 
how like you're not going to Heaven and so I'm just really tired and I'm really 
upset and emotional because I didn't sleep cause I was worried about you”...it 
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conveyed to me that like, I was supposed to feel bad about a decision that I had 
made. Um, and you know, that like, she did not accept that part of me so much so 
that like she wanted me to feel like I had wronged her... (P2; 399-408) 
In summary, one of the most common ways that parents communicated nonacceptance 
was through centering their own emotional distress as a reaction to the child’s beliefs, 
and at times, trying to make the child feel guilty for that emotional distress. Participants 
perceived emotional distress as parent-centering and communicated nonacceptance 
because it prioritized the parent’s reaction over the child’s experience in a way that 
suggested that the child’s religious beliefs were bad or wrong because they caused the 
parent to be upset. 
 Embarrassment. Parent-centering also occurred when parents expressed 
embarrassment relating to the child’s religious departure from whatever the family 
religious identity was. Several participants articulated how their family was concerned 
about how they were perceived by their community (e.g., extended family or church). For 
these families, a child’s divergence from the family’s religious identity posted a face 
threat to the family image. In other words, parents communicated to their adult children 
that the child’s choice would be a source of embarrassment for the parent should other 
people find out. The first year after Alaina disclosed her atheism to her Christian parents, 
she also graduated with a degree in education, found out that she was pregnant before she 
got married, and had to move back home after a long illness. She explains,  
I definitely felt like I was a problem. Um, like I was just like a burden to them I 
guess. Umm. Yeah. I think maybe like an embarrassment, like they didn't want to 
talk to, you know, cause like, you know, they see their friends at the grocery store 
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or whatever and they go, “oh, how's Alaina?” And they'd be like, “oh, well, um, 
she has a degree she's never going to use, she got pregnant and they just got 
married and also she's not a Christian anymore.”...But so I think, yeah, I, I didn't, I 
guess I felt like, like a, an embarrassment or uh, yeah, yeah. Like something they 
would not want to talk about. (P2; 519-527) 
This also occurred for Sophia, who grew up in a traditional Catholic household. In her 
teens, she stopped practicing, but eventually in college began attending a non-
denominational Protestant church. She explained that her mom 
…is the kind of person that doesn't want her children to be different. So, um, 
when I was, you know, I would never like bring up my views first, but if a family 
member asked them, asked me about my views in high school directly, like, "so 
what are you now?" Like I wouldn't lie. Um, and I just think my mom was kind of 
embarrassed by that…she had invested all this time and money and resources into 
my Catholic education. So I think she thought she could kind of shape me in that 
way, um, to be what a, um, model Catholic, uh, person is and looks and beliefs. 
So, um, I think she was kind of embarrassed. (P36; 260-267) 
Ultimately, when participants felt like their parents expressed embarrassment relating to 
their beliefs, they saw this as communicating nonacceptance. Parental embarrassment 
also centered the parent’s concern with family image over that of the adult child’s 
personal beliefs.  
 Summary. Parent-centering was one of the most common characteristics of 
nonaccepting communication for the participants in this study. By putting their own 
emotional distress and embarrassment at the center of the issue and guilting the child for 
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these negative emotions, parents communicated that their emotional reactions mattered 
more than the child’s own beliefs and experience. This, in turn, made children feel 
unaccepted. 
Lack of Perspective-Taking 
 Communicated perspective-taking (CPT; Koenig Kellas et al., 2018; Koenig 
Kellas et al., 2013) was one of the sensitizing concepts that I was informed by going into 
this study, and for many of the participants, the lack of clear communicated perspective-
taking was central in their experience of nonacceptance. In earlier research on CPT, 
disagreement, inattentiveness, making irrelevant contributions, uncoordination, negative 
tone, and constraint in storytelling, all indicated a lack of communicated perspective-
taking (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013). In the current data, participants noted ways that their 
parents were inattentive, or even unwilling or unable, to consider their perspective. For 
example, Angela, felt that her mom seemed to “accept” an older version of her, without 
attending to her new perspectives and who she is now: 
I think slowly by like me standing up or like saying, “Hey, I'm not as religious as 
you thought I was,” I think it tears down some of those perceptions and it creates 
even further misunderstanding on her part…she hasn't made an effort as much to 
get to know that side, if that makes sense… she still thinks of me as who I was a 
decade ago when I haven't, she hasn't really caught up. (P39; 182-187) 
In this example, Angela perceived her mom as both inattentive to her present perspective 
and also uncoordinated and out of sync with who she is now. Angela also explained ways 
that she had tried to explain adjustments that she wished her mom would make in how 
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they communicate about their religious disagreements, but had been met with a lack of 
effort on her mom’s part. She went on to explain that this lack of CPT: 
[M]akes me feel…like she's just talking at me rather than listening to me…I know 
she's hearing me, but I don't think that she's like, like trying to make an effort to 
get to know me and like talk to me on my adult level (P39; 247-250). 
Angela’s frustrations seemed to stem primarily from the inattentiveness she perceived in 
her mom’s lack of efforts to understand her. Attentiveness in CPT refers to the effort one 
makes to seek out, listen to, and understand another’s perspectives (Koenig Kellas et al., 
2013). A number of other participants identified a general sense that their parents were 
inattentive to their perspective as it related to religious belief overall.  
Other participants noted very specific verbal and noverbal behaviors that 
conveyed inattentiveness in specific conversations with their parents. When parents made 
irrelevant contributions to the conversation by changing the subject, made the adult child 
feel constrained in their ability to share their perspective, engaged in a negative tone, or 
nonverbally communicated inattentiveness through their lack of attention, participants 
reported feeling unaccepted. For example, Laurie, who identifies as more actively 
religious than her parents, explained wanting her parents to attend to and understand 
more of her religious experiences:  
In the past it was always, um, very much like I'd be talking and it would be like, 
“mhmm,” but not looking at me…And they'd be like doing stuff. And then I 
would be like, and then, “you know, this woman started talking to me and she was 
praying over me and I was bawling and she just says things about me that no one's 
ever said,”…And my parents would be like, “wow,” like, and it almost seems like 
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they're not listening, like it's going in one ear and out the other. Like they're 
choosing not to acknowledge what I'm saying. (P22; 623-630) 
The lack of perspective-taking that parents conveyed overlapped a great deal with 
the contextual issue of parental religious beliefs. Numerous participants felt that their 
parent could not think outside of their traditional Judeo-Christian perspective enough to 
consider their perspective. Kim explains, “I just wish they would see that there's other 
things that can bring people happiness besides religion. And I don't think they can 
because it's so important to them” (P3; 486-488). Ultimately, those participants who 
perceived a lack of attentiveness from their parent felt like their parent did not take their 
perspective or understand them. Feeling misunderstood communicated nonacceptance to 
participants.  
Passive Aggressive Behavior 
 Participants described a wide variety of behaviors that could all be classified as 
passive aggressive. Merriam-Webster defines passive aggressive as including “behavior 
characterized by the expression of negative feelings, resentment, and aggression in an 
unassertive passive way” (n.d.). In the present study, passive aggressive behavior refers 
to indirect parental attempts to affect religious change in their adult children. Specific 
behaviors included nagging or checking in about adult children’s religious practice, 
making comments directed at convincing adult children to return to the family’s religious 
identity, or indirectly communicating in ways that emphasized the difference or targeted 
the adult child’s religious difference.  
 Participants reported feeling less accepted when their parent would subtly (or at 
other times not-so-subtly) try to check in on their religious practice, or make some effort 
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to convince them to return to their religious practice. For example, Madison, who was 
raised Jewish and was not currently practicing any religion, explained of her Christian 
mom, “she'll be like talking about a friend that's going through a hard time, like ‘I prayed 
for her every night. Do you pray?’ Like she gets like kind of like, like slides them in,” 
(P43; 323-325).  
Parents behaved in ways that signified surveillance of their children with regard to 
their religious practice. Luke, who is agnostic, said of his Catholic dad,  
Yeah, like [he is] suspicious of, um, kind of doing like religious activities or like 
going…a good example I think would be, back for like during the March for Life 
protests. Um, like…trying to like push me to like... Interviewer: To go to them? 
P32: Yeah, like he sent me like links before…like “here's something like you 
should like look into it more, maybe go to it or something” like that. (P32; 182-
190) 
Other times, participants felt like their parent was singling them out in their attempts to 
convince them to return to their religious practice. Amber explained that her mom 
likes to say that she's praying for me and for [Wife] and for [Son]. She's like, and 
in a nice way, she'd be like, “I pray for you guys every night.” And, um, like she'll 
ask about [Wife]'s pregnancy and, um, how it's going and she'll be like, “well tell 
her she's in my prayers,” which I don't think she would say that to my sisters. I 
think she probably does pray for my sisters as well, but I don't think she tells 
them. And I think that's her way of letting me know. Like, I want this for you 
guys. (P4; 328-333) 
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Passive aggressive behavior, like the examples noted above, was not a direct rejection of 
the adult child. Instead, it functioned as a passive, indirect irritant that consistently 
reminded the adult child that their parent did not accept them as they were.  
 Parents also communicated passive aggressiveness by doing or saying things 
about religion that the child interpreted was indirectly targeting them. For example, 
Scarlett, who is agnostic, explained of her mom, who is Catholic:  
She's also obsessed with the Amish who are a very religious group as well. And 
all she wants to do is like just talk about the Amish people and all of the good 
things they do…and how simple their life is and how much time they can spend 
with God and all of those kinds of things...And it's not overtly saying, Hey, you're 
a terrible person, but I know my mother's sense of humor and I know kind of like 
the underlying beneath that of like what she's getting at with all of these 
comments is that you're not religious and you should be. (P7; 309-315) 
Scarlett’s mom was not Amish herself, but was vocal about her admiration for this group 
and her perception of their ability to spend time with God. When Scarlett’s mom 
regularly discussed her admiration for the Amish, Scarlett interpreted this message as 
passive aggressively targeting her lack of church attendance and religious belief.  
Participants also interpreted social media posts as a prime form of passive 
aggressive behavior. Charlotte explained that her mom 
[C]onstantly puts all kinds of, usually political, but sometimes religious posts on 
her Facebook. So, she's very active in that part too…and she's very pointed about 
doing passive aggressive posts to any, well, anyone she knows basically. But like 
if she were to have a conversation about it, she'd probably, probably start putting 
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like religious posts up and they would be meant for me even though she wouldn't, 
like, tag me. (P10; 422-427) 
Parents communicated nonacceptance through engaging in passive aggressive 
behavior toward their children. These behaviors included small comments that implied 
that parents were surveilling their children’s religious practice or trying to convince them 
to return to a particular religious practice. Parents also communicated their dissatisfaction 
with their adult child’s (lack of) religious practice through indirectly lauding other 
religious groups or posting religious messages on social media. Overall, passive 
aggressive behavior communicated nonacceptance because it conveyed indirect attempts 
by parents to control adult children’s individual beliefs and choices. 
Disconfirming Salient Identities 
 (Dis)confirmation was one of the sensitizing concepts that guided my inquiry and 
also emerged in the findings for non-acceptance. Disconfirmation includes “indifferent, 
impervious, and disqualifying messages” and “inhibits one’s sense of 
‘interconnectedness’ with others” (Beatty & Dobos, 1993, p. 188). In the present study, 
disconfirmation occurred when parents communicated in ways that invalidated important 
parts of adult children’s identities (e.g., sexual identity, political identity). These salient, 
intersecting identities overlapped with religious identity because social issues, such as 
marriage equality and abortion, were driven by parental religious beliefs. In other words, 
religious parents were often motivated to disconfirm adult children’s salient identities 
because of their individual religious beliefs and/or adherence to a religious institution’s 
teachings. Participants found it exceedingly disconfirming and non-accepting when their 
parent(s) attacked, condemned, or confronted salient aspects of their identities. Amber 
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recalls learning second-hand from her sisters about such a message. As a fundamentalist 
Christian, Amber’s mom believes that same-sex marriage is sinful. Amber, who is 
lesbian, explains: 
She [mom] likes to tell other people that she prays for [Wife] and I to come out of 
our homosexual lifestyle. Um, she, that she's had a vision that [Wife] will convert 
to Christianity because she knows [Wife] is an atheist...Um, she has, uh, this 
vision from the Lord that [Wife] will be saved and that [Wife] will in turn lead us 
out of this lifestyle…Um, because I was hurt by that. So that, that's a clear 
communication of like behind--kind of not to my face, but in her heart she doesn't 
accept our current life. (P4; 344-355) 
Amber had been married for several years, already had one child with her wife, and was 
expecting another child very soon. When her sisters told Amber that their mom was 
vocally hoping and praying for Amber’s wife to “lead us out of this lifestyle,” it was not 
only invalidating to her sexual or (non)religious identity. Amber’s mom was also 
disconfirming Amber’s identity as a wife and a mother.  
 Parental religious belief also informed parents’ political leanings, which created 
another opportunity for the disconfirmation of adult children’s salient identities. Several 
participants talked about how their parents’ religious beliefs compelled them to view 
abortion as a crucial voting issue, and in turn seemed to help the parent justify 
disconfirming the adult child’s political identity. For example, Charlotte explained that 
her fundamentalist Christian parents’ religious beliefs drive their political views, and 
“some of the stressful things to me have been the political things that come out of their 
religious differences. Like they very much support Trump and I do not, and they, like, 
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rationalize it through their religion” (P10; 124-126). This political divide, driven largely 
by their religious difference, has made Charlotte feel alienated and disconfirmed within 
her own family. She explained, “I feel like I'm the black sheep, a little bit in the 
family…I feel close to them and stuff…but…they think I'm brainwashed liberally by the 
college, is what my mom tells me all the time” (P10; 210-213). Informed by her 
fundamentalist religious beliefs, Charlotte’s mom disconfirmed Charlotte’s identity by 
insisting that she is “brainwashed.” This implied that Charlotte is not thinking for herself 
or intelligent enough to have her own opinions.  
 In summary, parents communicated nonacceptance by disconfirming adult 
children’s salient identities. Disconfirmation typically invalidated sexual and/or political 
identity and was motivated by the parent’s adherence to conservative religious values. 
Parents who disconfirmed salient identities communicated nonacceptance by rejecting 
important parts of their adult children’s identities in the name of religious belief. 
Summary of Communicated Nonacceptance 
 Parent-centering, lack of communicated perspective-taking, passive aggressive 
behavior, and disconfirming salient identities were all characteristics of communicated 
nonacceptance. In the present study, communicated nonacceptance seemed to be more 
prevalent and consequential for the participants who were atheist or agnostic. Some 
participants felt like their parent was motivated to communicate nonacceptance simply 
because the parent wanted to be certain that they did not condone actions or beliefs that 
were incompatible with their faith, especially when the parent believed that the child was 
in danger of going to hell. Conversely, while there were some examples of communicated 
nonacceptance from non-religious or less religious parents toward their religious 
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children, these occurred with less frequency. Parents who are less religious or non-
religious may view less at stake if their child is more actively involved in religious 
practice.  
 Characteristics of communicated nonacceptance contributed to a general familial 
climate of nonacceptance. Participants who identified these characteristics did not view 
them as functional or positive. This was unlike the next range of the communicated 
(non)acceptance continuum which included communication behaviors that were viewed 
both positively and negatively – as accepting and non-accepting – by participants in the 
current study.   
Ambivalence 
The next range of the communicated (non)acceptance continuum is the 
ambivalent range. Characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance in this range were 
either very clearly functionally ambivalent (i.e. they were very functional for some 
participants and very dysfunctional for other participants) or they were neutrally valanced 
(i.e., they were not clearly unaccepting or enthusiastically accepting). Thus, ambivalent 
characteristics could communicate acceptance and nonacceptance, depending on the 
personal and relational context of each participant. Three types of ambivalent 
characteristics of communicated acceptance emerged: conversation, avoidance, and 
reluctant acceptance.  
Conversation 
Conversation as an ambivalent form of communicated (non)acceptance refers to 
open and honest discussions about religious belief and religious disagreement. It was 
ambivalent because some participants identified open and honest conversation as the 
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primary indicator of whether they were accepted or not, while others were emphatic that 
open conversation was not necessary or desired.  
Conversation as functional. A number of participants said that the fact that they 
could openly and honestly discuss religious issues with their parent even though they had 
significant religious difference was the main reason that they knew their parent accepted 
them. For example, when I asked Evan, who is agnostic, why he felt very accepted by his 
mom, who is devoutly Catholic, he explained: “I think it's just mostly the fact that we can 
have conversations about it and it doesn't get emotional. We can have very, uh, 
nonchalant discussions about it, I guess you could say...Yeah, religious beliefs, political 
beliefs, anything like that” (P35; 193-197). In other words, Evan’s relaxed conversations 
with his mom about religious and political beliefs communicated to him that she still 
accepts fully.  
A number of participants alluded to conversations in this way. They emphasized 
that open conversations about religion were beneficial when they were not overly 
emotional. When parents and adult children could both engage in these conversations in a 
non-emotional manner, everyone could be more honest about their beliefs. Honesty and 
openness in conversation also communicated to a number of participants that they could 
be more genuinely themselves with their parent and still be accepted. For example, Zoe, 
who identifies as both Christian and Jewish, grew up in an interfaith household. Her 
mother is Christian and her father is Jewish. She explained that she has an extremely 
open relationship, especially with her father, and this is one of the characteristics that 
makes her feel most accepted. She explained: 
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I think we have like a very good way of communicating about religion. Um, and I 
mean, the fact that like, my dad can say like, to my face, like, I don't think Jesus is 
the Messiah. Like that's a very truthful statement. And like the fact that I can say, 
well, I think he is, and that like, that's not an issue. Um, it's, it's just like very, it's a 
very telltale sign that like there's really not any like barrier of, well, I believe this 
and you believe that. (P21; 390-395) 
The very fact that Zoe and her dad could both be extremely honest with each other about 
their religious beliefs made her feel that much more accepted by her dad. Ultimately, 
open conversations about religious beliefs communicated acceptance to a number of 
participants because they were able to be honest about themselves without causing 
negative emotional reactions from their parents. However, other participants found that 
open conversations about religious difference were not as functional.  
 Conversation as dysfunctional. A number of other participants found that open 
conversations with their parent were far more dysfunctional. Sometimes, honest 
conversations served more as irritations or simply something that emphasized the 
difference more than anything. For example, Angela identifies as spiritual not religious 
and her mom identifies as Protestant Christian. One day, Angela’s mom said “I don’t 
want us to get torn apart by differences in religion or politics” (P39; 103). Angela agreed, 
but said that one thing that would help would be if they stopped bringing up both politics 
and religion. She suggested, 
“If you could maybe just not bring up God or like Jesus and that sense, that'd be 
great.” And she said, “I don't think I can do that,” she said, “because that's a core 
value.” I said, “Okay, so can you maybe just try to like not bring it up as much?” 
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And I don't remember the results of that conversation. I think she said she would 
try. But yeah, we've definitely talked about it and she, she doesn't think that she 
really needs to stop talking about religion. (P39; 110-114) 
Honest conversations about their individual beliefs were not functional from Angela’s 
perspective, and the fact that her mom did not seem to understand this only aggravated 
the tension in their relationship.  
It was common for participants to identify specific emotional conversations that 
they had with their parents. While some of these participants wished that open 
conversation was possible, they identified that open conversation proved to be 
dysfunctional in actual practice. As Kyle, agnostic, articulated about his mom, who is 
Christian, “the only thing, I wish she would stop bringing it up” (P1; 188).  
Summary. Ultimately, open and honest conversations were quite functional for 
some participants and very dysfunctional for others, leading it to be classified as 
ambivalent. When participants and their parents had the ability to talk about religious 
beliefs and related philosophical questions without becoming overly emotional, it created 
a sense of security. On the other hand, emotional conversations proved to be very volatile 
and ultimately dysfunctional in the parent-child relationship.  
Avoidance 
 Avoidance was another characteristic of communicated (non)acceptance that was 
ambivalent in its outcomes. Avoidance refers to parents and/or adult children strategically 
avoiding the topic of religious belief or religious difference. This approach was an 
ambivalent characteristic of communicated (non)acceptance because some participants 
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felt like it communicated nonacceptance while others interpreted it as communicating 
acceptance.  
Avoidance as functional. Some participants explained that avoidance of religious 
difference in conversation was functional because it helped parents and children de-
prioritize the difference in their relationship. Participants noted that neither they nor their 
parents were very likely to change their opinions, so avoiding discussion of those 
opinions helped keep the peace. For example, Heidi, who is spiritual but no longer 
Christian, explained of her Christian parents: “Like, I think that their way of 
demonstrating acceptance is by not bringing it up very much” (P41; 406-407). Heidi 
recognized that avoidance itself was a way for her parents to communicate acceptance. 
Similarly, Kim, who is agnostic, identified avoidance as key in her relationship with her 
Christian parents: 
Um, I mean, I know that they don't like it, but it's not like, it's not like a constant 
like struggle. It's not, it doesn't define our relationship. I guess it's not, it's just not 
an issue. And I don't know if it's because they realize how stubborn I am and they 
just realize that they're not gonna talk me out of it. I don't know. Or maybe it's just 
like, okay, we don't want like bring up bad things. Like we know we're not going 
to agree, so we're just going to talk about it…We just don't really discuss it. So it's 
not a problem because we don't discuss it. (P3; 437-443) 
For Kim and her family, it was precisely because they did not openly discuss the religious 
difference frequently that she felt like this significant difference was not a problem for 
their relationship. Overall, avoidance was a functional means of communicating 
acceptance for a number of participants.  
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Avoidance as dysfunctional. Avoidance also proved to be very dysfunctional for 
other participants, usually because they felt that it demonstrated that family members 
could not open and honest with each other. In this way, some participants interpreted 
avoidance as communicating nonacceptance. Several nonreligious participants noted that 
they knew that talking about religious belief and faith was important to their parents, so 
the fact that their parent completely avoided this conversation with them was 
nonaccepting. For example, Becca, who is an atheist, explained that she and her mom, 
who is Catholic, never discuss her atheism: 
We don't talk about it, but…I think that tells you a lot right there, is that it's just, 
it's a hard topic for her and she just doesn't want to have that conversation. She 
doesn't want to think about me being an atheist and so she doesn't. So it just never 
comes up. And that to me does not signify acceptance. I mean, her silence to me 
indicates nonacceptance. (P29; 279-283) 
For Becca and several other participants, avoidance became an unspoken elephant in the 
room and was a constant, silent reminder of the relational tension that existed because of 
religious difference.   
Summary. Avoidance was functional for some participants and dysfunctional for 
others. (Dys)functionality tended to depend on the conversational expectations that 
participants had for their relationship with their parent. In other words, participants who 
expected open communication in healthy relationships viewed avoidance much more 
negatively than participants who were fine with more distance in their relationship.  
Reluctant Acceptance 
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 The final ambivalent characteristic of communicated (non)acceptance was 
reluctant acceptance. I labeled reluctant acceptance as ambivalent because it was not 
positively or negatively valanced when participants talked about it, but was instead rather 
neutral. Reluctant acceptance occurred when participants acknowledged that there was 
some baseline level of acceptance, often because there was not open antagonism or 
estrangement. In other words, the absence of outright rejection conveyed some level of 
reluctant, obligated acceptance.  
Reluctant acceptance came across through the somewhat neutral or negatively 
valanced ways participants would explain why they were accepted to some extent. For 
example, Angela said about her mom, “we have a weird relationship. I know that she 
accepts me…it's not like…she talks mess about me behind my back about like who I am 
as a person. So I feel accepted in that way” (P39; 190-192). In other words, Angela  knew 
that, because her mom was not talking about her behind her back, that she was accepted 
on some level. It was not the active doing or saying of something, but rather the absence 
of something negative that conveyed this reluctant acceptance.  
Reluctant acceptance was also apparent when participants would say that they 
were accepted to some extent because their relationship with their parent was not 
estranged. Once again, this was not because parents did or said anything that 
communicated acceptance but rather was because the participant knew that the 
relationship was intact even if it was tense. For example, Melanie, a non-denominational 
Christian, had an already-strained relationship with her mom, who was devoutly Catholic. 
She mentioned that even though their relationship was challenging and difficult, she also 
knew that her mom would not stop seeing her. When I asked her why, she explained: 
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“we've disagreed like in the past on certain things and…like we've never not had a 
mother daughter relationship” (P14; 205-209). Therefore, the absence of relational 
dissolution with her mom in the past signals to Melanie that the relationship will continue 
and she is accepted to some extent.  
There was a general sense of ambivalence when participants talked about 
reluctant acceptance, as if parents communicated it out of obligation or resignation to a 
less-than-ideal situation. Kim identified this reluctance she perceived her parents feel: 
“from their point of view, I think they're kind of reluctantly being like, okay, well they're 
not going to let that ruin our relationship” (P3; 455-457). Ultimately, reluctant acceptance 
was ambivalent because it communicated acceptance to some extent; however, this 
acceptance was negatively or neutrally valanced and tended to be conveyed through the 
absence of hostility rather than an active admission of acceptance.  
Ambivalence Summary 
 Ambivalent characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance were either 
functionally ambivalent (conversation and avoidance) or neutrally valanced (reluctant 
acceptance). These characteristics were qualitatively different than characteristics of 
communicated nonacceptance and communicated acceptance for two reasons. First, 
participants experienced them very differently depending on the relational context they 
had with their parent. Second, they were not overwhelmingly negative but they were also 
not particularly positive. In contrast, the next range of the continuum includes a set of 
characteristics that were overwhelmingly positive in participants’ perceptions of how 
their parents communicated acceptance.  
Communicated Acceptance 
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Participants identified a number of different verbal and nonverbal behaviors that 
communicated acceptance of them even though they did not share their parents’ 
(non)religious beliefs or identities. While it may have been “easier” to communicate 
acceptance in situations when parents were not fearful of their child going to hell, there 
were several examples of participants who said that their parent completely accepted 
them despite parental religious beliefs about the potential for eternal damnation. 
Additionally, the families that participants perceived as more communicatively accepting 
tended to achieve that over the adult child’s lifetime. In other words, parents 
communicated acceptance through creating a general relational climate over the years, 
rather than just through individual, discrete messages. The characteristics of 
communicated acceptance that participants identified included creating a stable climate, 
communicated perspective-taking, recognizing autonomy, and confirming salient 
identities.  
Creating a Stable Climate 
Parents communicated acceptance when their words, behavior, and relational 
history with the adult child created a familial climate of unconditional, unchanging 
stability. Participants often noted how their parent had created a stable climate throughout 
their entire life, suggesting to the adult child that nothing (including religious difference) 
would interrupt this stability and security. Parents also created a stable climate by 
engaging in regular family interactions (e.g., phone calls, texting, family gatherings, etc.) 
and continuing the tangible support of younger participants who were still in college. 
Finally, when parents made it clear that they prioritized the parent-child relationship 
above their individual religious beliefs, participants felt like it created that stable climate. 
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The sub-themes in this category included unchanging unconditional regard, prioritizing 
the relationship, and doing family.  
 Unchanging, unconditional regard. Participants described how their parent 
demonstrated an unchanging, unconditional level of regard for them throughout their life. 
Sometimes, they recalled specific instances from their past when their parent had 
demonstrated unchanging, unconditional regard for them that they now relied on even 
more given their significant religious difference. Many participants spoke about how this 
signified love. Others talked about how their parents’ actions communicated they would 
always be there for them no matter what. Chloe, who had recently come out publicly as 
bisexual and identified as atheist, explained  
And then having these conversations like at, especially when I've been talking 
more about my sexuality or like talking more about dating, um, they don't, there's 
no, there has never been a doubt in my mind that my parents were going to 
completely love me regardless of what I did . Like I've never had a moment where 
I've been scared to tell my parents something for fear of them being disappointed 
in me. Like, um, when I lost my virginity, my mom was the first person I told. 
(P6; 371-377)   
Chloe knew based on past experience that her parents would love her and be there for her 
no matter what. This communicated to her that her parents would continue to love her 
and be there for her as a person, in spite of the fact that she was openly atheist. Similarly, 
Liam identified ways that his parents had collectively created a familial climate where he 
and his siblings were unconditionally loved. Liam grew up practicing his Latter Day 
Saints (LDS) faith, and now identifies as agnostic and inactive LDS. In general, he felt 
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very accepted by his parents, even though he knew that they had a completely 
irreconcilable difference of beliefs because his parents’ LDS faith was so strict. He 
explained, “I would say that they're conveying that [acceptance] by…the relationship 
before this and after this is largely, largely the same. They treat me with as much love 
and respect and investment as they did before this” (P16; 250-252). In other words, when 
parents responded to relational challenges (such as religious difference) by reassuring the 
adult child through words and actions that their relationship would remain the same no 
matter what, participants tended to feel more accepted.  
 Prioritizing the relationship. Parents also communicated acceptance when they 
made it clear that their relationship with their adult child was their highest priority in 
negotiating religious difference. In other words, if there was incompatibility between 
living out their religious beliefs and maintaining a relationship with their child, these 
parents would make adjustments to how they lived out their religious beliefs rather than 
letting the difference impact their relationship. This was often a realization and choice 
that parents came to over time when they realized that they wanted to maintain a 
relationship with their adult child despite their significant religious difference; they also 
realized the relationship would not be possible unless they made changes in how they 
interacted with their child. For example, Kyle explained that he and his mom had learned 
how to talk about his sexuality over time, even though his mom believed that same-sex 
relationships were sinful. He explained how his mom exhibited this prioritization when 
he visited her shortly after going through a breakup with his boyfriend:  
After we broke up, [boyfriend] broke up with me like the day before I was going 
to [mom’s home state] again…for Christmas. And, um, I sent [mom] and 
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[brother] text ahead of time and I'm like, “I just got out of a long relationship. I'm 
not in a great place. Please be kind to me.” And then there was a moment on the 
beach where she goes, “You know, I know you know I'm not super comfortable 
with this, but you're also my son and if you need to talk about heartbreak, we can 
do that.” And that was kind of the first step. And now we can talk about most 
things. (P1; 438-444) 
This exemplifies prioritizing the relationship because had Kyle’s mom prioritized her 
religious belief that same-sex relationships were immoral, she would have continued to 
make it clear to Kyle that she did not want to discuss anything relating to his romantic 
life. Instead, she prioritized her relationship with him by offering to talk about heartbreak 
because she knew that he was struggling. For Kyle, and several other participants, their 
parent’s prioritization of the relationship took time, and usually came about when the 
parent realized that the relationship would suffer if they did not change their approach.  
 Prioritizing the relationship typically began with what the adult child perceived as 
internal mental work on the part of their parents. A change in perspective often preceded 
some kind of adjustment in how the parent interacted with the adult child. For example, 
Alaina noticed a change in how her dad interacted with her shortly after he had an 
emergency quadruple bypass surgery. She explained that “he had a little brush with death 
and realized that like, he probably should make peace with his children, I think. Um, so 
he kinda like reached out and started being a little bit, you know, less petty after that” 
(P2; 447-449). In summary, prioritizing the relationship communicated acceptance 
through signaling that the parent valued the adult child enough to make changes in order 
to preserve their relationship and put it above religion.  
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 Doing family. Finally, parents communicated acceptance through the process of 
still “doing family,” by maintaining communication through phone calls and texts, 
making the adult child feel welcomed at home, or through providing tangible support for 
adult children who were still dependent on the parents in some way. These “normal” 
family routines and gestures were important, everyday ways that parents and children 
together contributed to the stable climate of their relationship. For example, Kelly still 
believes in a God and many tenets of Christianity; however, she and her Evangelical 
Christian parents have significant disagreements over social issues stemming from their 
faith. Despite her parents’ disapproval of many of her life choices, she felt like they 
communicated acceptance through doing family because “…it's not like the family has 
stopped happening” (P5; 447-448). Because Kelly’s family continued engaging in regular 
interactions and everyday practices, she felt accepted by her parents.  
Heidi also experienced the stabilizing force of doing family with her parents. She 
explained:  
We talk on the phone probably once a week…let's see, they come out to visit. 
They, um, they planned a trip out here last year to go to [National Park]. So they 
came to us. We drove together to [National Park], and my dad planned the whole 
thing, got us all rooms. They were going to pay for the whole thing. Um, they, 
let's see. Mom is always sending care packages. She'll send packages in the mail. 
(P41; 361-367) 
Continuing to “do” family and express care through everyday interactions communicated 
acceptance by maintaining family stability.  
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 Summary. Parents communicated acceptance by creating a climate of stability, 
usually over the course of many years. Through demonstrating unconditional regard, 
prioritizing the relationship, and continuing to do family, parents communicated to adult 
children that even though they experienced significant religious difference they were still 
accepted.  
Communicated Perspective-Taking 
As noted in the “lack of perspective-taking” characteristic in the non-acceptance 
range of the continuum, CPT (Koenig Kellas et al., 2018; Koenig Kellas et al., 2013) was 
a sensitizing concept I was attuned to through data collection and analysis. There were 
definite examples of overlap between what existing research has found on CPT and what 
the participants in this sample explained about their experience. In previous research, 
CPT in the context of joint storytelling was communicated through agreement, 
attentiveness, relevant contributions, coordination, positive tone, and freedom in 
storytelling (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013). Given the nature of religious difference, parents 
did not engage in CPT through communicating agreement. However, parents were able to 
communicate acceptance when they engaged in attentiveness, making relevant 
contributions to the conversation, using a positive tone, and granting freedom in sharing 
perspectives (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013).   
Even though parents did not communicate agreement in conversation, the other 
CPT behaviors made it clear to children that their parents were attempting to understand 
their perspective and their reasoning for their beliefs. For example, Margot explained that 
when she and her mom, who is Catholic, talked about her atheism,  
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She heard me out. She didn't try to convince me. She asks questions, but she took 
my answers as valid and though she was disappointed that I didn't have the same 
beliefs, she didn't treat me as less than or as a child because of it. (P31; 549-551)  
Margot’s mom was attentive to her perspective, made relevant contributions to their 
conversation by asking her questions, and presented her with the freedom to share her 
perspective. Similarly, Brody felt mostly accepted by his mom and explained that she 
conveyed that through her clear attentiveness, relevant contributions, positive tone, and 
providing the space for him to freely express himself: 
Uh, politics, religion, literature. She's a librarian. Um, so, um, uh, literature and 
just stories broadly. We can talk about those things and analyze them and enjoy 
that kind of interaction. Um, and she takes what I have to say seriously. She 
respects me as a person, um, and engages with the ideas that I have and is willing 
to, you know, consider things from my perspective. Um, and that I feel like 
communicates to me that she values what I think and feel and believe and have to 
say. (P9; 648-653) 
Brody’s mom demonstrated attentiveness when she considered things from his 
perspective. She made relevant contributions to their conversation by analyzing issues 
with him. The conversation was largely positive in tone because of the enjoyment. And 
Brody was very free to bring up many different issues. Kim’s parents also solicited her 
perspective on issues relating to politics, which communicated their attentiveness to her 
different views: 
Even when I disagree with them, like we can have mature conversations about it 
and like, I know we're not gonna ever agree, but they're always willing to listen to 
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what I'm saying. Like legitimately listen, even if they don't agree, I mean they're 
willing to hear me ou…she’ll [her mom] go out of her way to ask me like, “Hey, I 
saw this in the news. Like, what do you think about that?”… so things like that 
where they're willing to at least listen to what I have to say and I'm willing to 
listen to what they have to say too. (P3; 385-394) 
Overall, CPT was a way that participants said that their parents communicated 
acceptance of them because it allowed them to be seen and acknowledged by their 
parents even if their views were not embraced. These findings also suggest that parents 
are still able to engage in CPT even when they do not communicate agreement with their 
child’s beliefs. Parents were still able to be attentive, make relevant conversations, use a 
positive tone, and create a space for freely sharing perspectives.  
Recognizing Autonomy 
Recognizing autonomy was another important way for parents to communicate 
acceptance, because it affirmed the adult child’s right to develop their own individual 
beliefs. This characteristic of communicated acceptance emphasized that the parent did 
not have the ability or the right to dictate adult children’s choices about religious belief 
and practice. In this way, it helped parents separate themselves from their child in a way 
that recognized that each one could live their life as they saw fit. In the present study, 
recognizing autonomy refers to explicit or implicit parental acknowledgement of the 
adult child’s agency and ability to make their own decisions as they related to religious 
belief and practice.  
Many participants explained ways that their parents explicitly recognized their 
freedom to develop their own beliefs, even if they disagreed. Some parents learned to 
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recognize this autonomy over time. For example, Alaina’s mom initially reacted very 
emotionally and attempted to manipulate her into returning to Christianity. Despite this, 
Alaina explained that her mom 
Over time started to just come to peace with it. Um, something that she says a lot 
now [is]…“children are a process, not a product.”… she never used to say that 
and then she like read a bunch of books about your adult children making choices 
that you don't agree with. Um, and now she says it all the time...Um, yeah, so she 
kind of just like came to peace with things over time, I think. (P2; 453-463) 
Alaina’s mom affirmed Alaina’s autonomy by verbally acknowledging that Alaina was 
never a “product” that she could control, but was instead an independent thinking person 
capable of making her own decisions.  
 Explicitly acknowledging autonomy was a specific way that parents 
communicated acceptance of their child as a fully independent person with the right to 
make their own decisions, without the parent feeling like they had to condone the beliefs 
or behaviors of the child. In another example, Amber recalled how her dad responded 
when she came out to her parents: 
My dad…I just remember him like letting me know he loved me and that he 
wanted me to be happy and that this is what he believed the Bible says, but that he 
knows I'm a grown woman and that I can make my own decisions. (P4; 107-111) 
Through explicitly acknowledging Amber’s right to make her own decisions when it 
came to who she loved, Amber’s dad was able to communicate acceptance of her without 
condoning her beliefs or actions. It is important to note that Amber’s dad was not 
confirming her sexual identity – he was acknowledging her right to make her own 
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decisions. The next characteristic of communicated acceptance addresses how parents 
moved on from acknowledging autonomy to actually confirming salient identities.  
Confirming Salient Identities 
Parents communicated acceptance through confirming the child’s salient social 
identities, often by affirming them as good students or successful individuals in fulfilling 
careers. The most common way that parents confirmed salient identities was through 
expressions of pride and bragging about their child’s success. If parents felt proud of their 
adult children and even told other people about how proud their were of their adult 
children, it communicated that they embraced important aspects of their adult child’s 
identity.   
Many parents explicitly acknowledged how proud they were of their adult 
children. Quinn, who is agnostic, easily recognized that her parents, both Lutheran, 
communicated acceptance of her through their expression of pride. She explained her 
reasoning: 
They tell me that they're proud of me. Like, you wouldn't say that if you didn't 
accept and support someone… if you didn't really support and accept someone, 
you wouldn't make an effort to be in their lives. I know, I'm like, their kid, so of 
course they're gonna be in my life, but I still think they wouldn't, if they just didn't 
support me, they wouldn't show up as much. So I would say them just being, 
always being involved in my life and then like verbally telling me that they, 
they're proud of me. (P25; 351-364) 
In other words, her parents’ acceptance of her has to be assumed because they continuing 
“doing family” as described in an earlier theme and because they express pride in her and 
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support many of the things in which she is involved. She went on to explain that she is 
pursuing a career as a police officer, even though her parents initially encouraged her to 
pursue business. Her parents’ pride and support of her as she pursues her career 
communicates that they accept her.  
 Beyond telling the participant directly how proud parents were, many participants 
also noted that they felt even more accepted when they witnessed their parent bragging 
about them to others, or hearing about bragging indirectly. Parents who told their friends 
about how accomplished or great their children were also were communicating 
acceptance simultaneously. For example, Kyle recounted a recent trip home to see his 
mom for the holidays: 
She took me over to her neighbor's house and she kind of paraded me. “This is my 
son, he's a teacher.” And then, uh, and you know, she'd be like “Kyle, tell him 
about the story when...” “Or tell him about the thing that kid said.” Things like 
that. Where, yeah… she'll tell me she's proud of me, like without people around, 
but I think there's something very heartwarming and affirming when she takes it 
to like actual people and she's like, “Oh, my kid's so great. Talk to him.” (Kyle, 
P1; 584-590) 
Kyle’s mom not only expressed that she was proud to him directly, but also wanted her 
own friends to know about how proud she was of him. When parents expressed pride and 
bragging, they communicated to their children that they validated important aspects of 
the adult child’s identity. Ultimately, expressions of pride and bragging were a very 
common way that parents communicated acceptance.   
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 Participants also frequently referenced how their parents communicated support 
of their salient identities. Diana, who identifies as more religious than her parents, 
explained, “they're always very supportive of my decisions…whether it be like my major 
or where I want to go to school or things I care about, like things I'm passionate about. 
Um, they're very supportive…they validate me in those feelings” (P12; 313-316). Her 
parents’ support of her and her decisions were very validating for her, which was a 
primary indicator she noted of how they communicated acceptance.  
 In summary, parents communicated acceptance through expressing pride, 
bragging to others, and supporting their children’s salient social identities. For the 
participants in this study, those salient identities tended to relate to their identities as 
students and professionals. When parents confirmed their adult children’s salient 
identities, they communicated that they validated, embraced, and celebrated important 
aspects of who their children were.  
Communicated Acceptance Summary 
 In the midst of the relational challenge of parent-child religious difference, a 
number of participants identified concrete ways that their parents communicated 
acceptance of them. Parents communicated acceptance by creating a stable family climate 
throughout the adult child’s life. If discussions of religious difference took place, parents 
communicated acceptance by engaging in communicated perspective-taking. Parents also 
affirmed their adult child’s autonomy and ability to make their own decisions and 
develop their own religious beliefs. Finally, parents communicated acceptance by 
confirming adult children’s salient identities. These four characteristics were all based on 
real, lived experiences that participants brought up. The final range of the communicated 
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(non)acceptance continuum includes characteristics of communicated acceptance that 
participants wished that their parent would use in a perfect or ideal world.  
Idealized Communicated Acceptance 
The final range on the continuum is how participants view idealized 
communicated acceptance. Throughout their interview, I asked participants to think about 
how they wished that their parent would interact with them in an ideal world. Participants 
also reflected on advice that they would give to other parents negotiating religious 
difference with their child. In this way, participants identified characteristics of idealized 
communicated acceptance. These characteristics included: honoring the disclosure of 
difference, parent de-centering, accommodative communication, direct verbal 
affirmations, and a more idealized version of communicated perspective-taking.  
Honor the Disclosure 
The decision to disclose individual (non)religious beliefs, such as atheism, was a 
difficult one for participants to make. Sometimes, participants completely avoided a full 
disclosure of their beliefs about religion because they were nervous about their parent’s 
response. Therefore, if participants did choose to disclose their beliefs to their parent, 
they tended to believe that the relationship was strong enough to withstand the 
implications of the disclosure. In other words, the fact that participants felt comfortable 
enough to disclose their beliefs was evidence that their relationship with their parent was 
resilient.  
Several participants wished that their parent would acknowledge the courage it 
took to disclose their beliefs as well as to acknowledge what the disclosure said about 
their relationship. They suggested that it would help communicate acceptance to them if 
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their parent explicitly acknowledged that and thanked them for disclosing it. Alaina 
explained that when she first disclosed her atheism to her Christian parents, it was a huge 
decision to tell them: 
…For me, like when I shared that with my parents, I had been thinking about it 
for a long time. Um, and like I, it wasn't just like, I'm just going to share this with 
you. Like, you know, I like, I really thought about it and then really important to 
me and I made a very difficult decision, just like stop lying to them basically. Um, 
and like to honor that, you know, like to like, to really appreciate and to like be 
thankful that like their kid like made the hard choice in like talking to them about 
it. Um, yeah. Yeah, I like to, yeah. Like really maybe even verbalize that. Like to 
be really, really thankful… (P2; 964-971) 
Participants also recognized that their willingness to share this sometimes family-altering 
information with their parent spoke volumes about the relationship they had with their 
parent. In other words, disclosing religious difference wasn’t something they would share 
if they did not feel comfortable sharing it. Therefore, they wanted their parents to 
recognize the strength of the relationship in communication about the religious 
difference. Similarly, Alice suggested to other parents, 
…maybe even thanking the person that's disclosing, like, “thank you for trusting 
me enough to tell me this.” Um, cause I think that that when someone is willing to 
disclose to you something of that level, like that definitely does show, like that 
they trust you... Um, it takes a lot of courage for someone to want to disclose 
these things or want to have a conversation around it. And so honor that and listen 
to what someone is trying to say. (P15; 458-460, 546-548) 
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None of the participants in this sample brought up real instances of times their parent 
thanked them for disclosing or recognized how hard it was to disclose. And yet several 
noted that it would be a simple, valuable admission for parents to recognize and honor the 
disclosure in this way. Thus, honoring the disclosure of religious difference may function 
as a way for parents to reframe the challenge of religious difference. Rather than focusing 
on the difference itself, honoring the disclosure of different is a way for parents to focus 
on the strength of their relationship with their child.  
Parent De-Centering 
Parent centering was one of the primary ways that participants felt parents 
communicated nonacceptance. Participants identified parent de-centering, on the other 
hand, as an idealized way of communicating acceptance. Parent de-centering refers to the 
parent doing the emotional labor necessary to withhold emotional distress in reaction to 
the adult child’s religious difference. For example, Amber explained how her mom’s 
extremely emotional response to her coming out makes her unlikely to actually disclose 
her atheism for the time being. She said that she would love to be able to be open and 
honest, though, and articulated that this could be made possible by a form of de-
centering: 
Um, but if they could communicate to me or indicate to me that they'll get 
through it and they'll love me and they'd rather know the truth, if they ever 
communicated to me like, “Sweetie, we just want to know where you're at. Like 
don't worry about how we'll take it,” I would definitely take that window if they 
offered it. Um, so yeah, if I, if I had some assurance that they weren't going to 
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throw themselves off a cliff when they find out I'm an atheist, then I would 
probably, um, cross that bridge. (P4; 737-742) 
For Amber, parent de-centering would look like her parents reassuring her that they 
would be fine, no matter what her beliefs or identity was, and they just wanted her to feel 
comfortable being honest with them. 
 Participants acknowledged that their parent would likely be upset because of the 
religious difference, but wished that parents would address that distress on their own and 
avoid “taking it out” on their children. In Evan’s advice to parents, he suggested not 
disclosing everything as a way of de-centering the parent. He recommended: 
I think that that's important to let people know that it's okay to be upset about it, 
but you also shouldn't take that out on your child. That's something that you have 
to deal with yourself because they're getting older, they're becoming adults. 
They're not going to be carbon copies of you. And that's just something that you 
have to figure out on your own… . (P35; 362-366) 
In other words, Evan suggested that it is alright for parents to feel upset over the changes, 
but that the parent needs to deal with that emotion on their own without holding that over 
the child. Similarly, Justin suggested that parents de-center their disapproval and concern 
and deal with that on their own time: “…they [parents] can sit with their own sort of like 
disapproval or like, um, like concernment [sic] or something like that. But…let it pass 
and realize this is like an individual journey for everybody, not a collective like group 
race” (P24; 478-486). Ultimately, participants felt parents could communicate acceptance 
of their children by reassuring the child that they will be fine and not emotionally 
wrecked as a result of their decision.  
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Accommodation 
I utilized accommodative communication (Colaner et al., 2014; Dragojevic et al., 
2015) as a sensitizing construct throughout data collection and analysis. Overall, 
accommodative communication occurs when speakers adjust their communication to be 
more like their conversational partners, in order to decrease social distance between 
people. In the context of parent-child religious difference (Colaner et al., 2014), 
accommodative communication entails communicating about religion in supportive ways 
and respecting divergent values, while nonaccommodative communication involves 
emphasizing divergent values, giving unwanted advice motived by unshared religious 
beliefs, and inappropriate self-disclosure about religious issues. In the present study, 
participants spoke about how they would appreciate their parents making adjustments 
like this, most often through avoiding inappropriate self-disclosure about specific issues 
they wanted to avoid. For example, Luke suggested, “…not necessarily like suggesting 
like church events on a Sunday or um, like when they're in town, like going to like visit 
like the cathedral or something like that” (P32; 206-208). Overall, participants explained 
that in an ideal world, parents would avoid engaging in nonaccommodative 
communication – specifically through avoiding inappropriate self-disclosure about topics 
that were not helpful to talk about.  
Direct Verbal Affirmation 
 In an ideal world, participants wished that their parent would communicate 
acceptance using direct verbal affirmation. Direct verbal affirmation refers to 
straightforward messages from parents to children, such as “I accept you.” When 
participants reflected on their lived experiences, most examples of parental 
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communicated acceptance came through everyday behaviors and interactions rather 
directly acknowledging that the parent accepted the adult child. While participants 
wanted the everyday interactions to continue, they also suggested that parents could 
directly affirm the fact that they accepted their child. For example, Brody explained in 
detail how a direct message from his mom would have helped: 
I think more explicit verbal affirmation would've been, would've communicated 
that full acceptance for me if she said something along the lines of, you know, 
um, something like, ‘I respect you for having your own perspectives and views on 
this matter and on your faith in general. I respect the fact that you are very 
thoughtful about these things and that you don't take this lightly.  You're not, you 
know, coming to this conclusion flippantly or in a way that's disrespectful or 
simply rebellious. And that, you know, I respect the fact that you, uh, have good 
reasons for thinking what you think and believing what you believe.  Um, and you 
know, I don't necessarily agree or I don't know if I agree, but I respect the fact that 
you have your perspective and uh, really appreciate how well articulated, well 
thought out, well informed it is.’ (P9; 1198-1207) 
Even saying very directly, “I accept you” could be an ideal, simple, and straightforward 
means of communicating acceptance. Alice suggested, “I mean even having someone say 
like, I accept you and I accept all of you, is just powerful in of itself and you know” (P15; 
571-572). Similarly, Samantha said, “Um, maybe if she just like straight up said like, you 
know, ‘I accept you for like where you're at in your, um, like, you know, spiritual path 
and um, like I support you, like any way that you like go with your life”’ (P34; 244-246). 
Sometimes, the simplest and most straightforward means of literally communicating 
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acceptance seemed the most desired. In an ideal or perfect world, participants wished that 
parents would complement their everyday actions with direct verbal affirmations of 
acceptance.   
Idealized Communicated Perspective-Taking 
Finally, in an ideal world, participants wished that parents would engage in 
communicated perspective-taking through more curious and open-minded attentiveness 
to their perspective. Idealized CPT also included agreement, a characteristic of CPT that 
was not evident in participant’s lived experiences. While CPT emerged in participant 
descriptions of communicated acceptance, it was also emphasized in participants’ 
descriptions of what they wished communicated acceptance looked like in their ideal 
families. When participants talked about how their parents would ideally communicate 
acceptance through CPT, they emphasized a very curious and open-minded version of 
attentiveness. There was more of an emphasis on genuine curiosity and attentiveness in 
question-asking designed to get to know the child and their beliefs for the purpose of 
understanding, not convincing. For example, Ben described his ideal: 
I think the first step towards, um, acceptance would have to come in the form of 
like, “Hey, what do you believe?” We've literally never talked about that before. 
Like, what are you like, why do you believe what you believe? Like, what are the 
things that are important or valuable to you?…I think like discussing like abstract 
values, discussing, like, um, the things that motivate and drive us, um, are kind of 
the questions and kind of like the, our conceptions of like our place in the 
universe, like these like kind of like metaphysical questions are in my opinion, 
what religion is and should be all about. (P44; 507-515) 
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Similarly, Kyle desired this kind of genuine curiosity: 
Um, I think acceptance will look like discussion. I think it would be her trying to 
understand every aspect of my life. Uh, not in a way where she would look at 
herself and think where did I go wrong? But because she is interested in who I am 
as a person and she just wants to know truly so she can get closer to me. (P1; 520-
525) 
 Another component of idealized CPT was more of an open-minded orientation 
toward truth and faith, something that most participants felt like their parents would not 
be able to enact in reality. Participants explained that they wanted their parent to more 
explicitly acknowledge that they understood that their child’s views may be right for 
them. For example, Kim said ideally, 
I think here is when I was describing, um, like them being like, okay, well what's 
the answer for you? And being understanding of why, like I, okay let's say I found 
an answer in a different religion. They could understand it. “Okay. I know why 
you've picked that religion. I know why that makes sense to you. I'm okay with 
that.” (P3; 796-800) 
From Kim’s perspective, both she and her parents could have their own beliefs because 
they all were living out what they thought was right. Kim recognized that Christianity 
was right for her parents, just not for her. In an ideal world, Kim’s parents would engage 
in CPT through agreeing that they could all find their own paths.  
 Overall, idealized CPT included an open-minded and curious version of 
attentiveness, as well as agreement. Once again, contextual factors play a key role here. 
For many parents, their worldview or belief system would not allow them to honestly 
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acknowledge that there are many ways to live or that a different religion makes sense for 
their child; such a concession would mean that morality and truth was relevant, a belief 
that many parents would find antithetical to their worldview. Many participants 
acknowledged that this kind of a concession was not completely realistic for their parent; 
but they did feel that it would be an ideal way for their parent to communicate acceptance 
of them.  
Idealized Communicated Acceptance Summary 
 When participants thought about how they wished their parent communicated 
acceptance if they lived in an ideal world, they identified a number of additional 
characteristics. Participants suggested that parents honor the fact that the adult child 
trusted them enough to disclose the religious difference. Parent de-centering was another 
way that participants wished that their parent communicated acceptance. Accommodating 
to the situation through avoiding inappropriate self-disclosure, practicing communicated 
perspective-taking through agreement and attentiveness, and engaging in direct verbal 
affirmations were all also ways that participants wished that their parent communicated 
acceptance.  
Summary of the Communicated (Non)Acceptance Continuum 
 In the present study, adult children described parental communicated acceptance 
as a continuum that included communicated nonacceptance, ambivalence, communicated 
acceptance, and idealized communicated acceptance. This meant acceptance was not 
something that parents categorically did or did not communicate, but instead was 
something communicated in varying degrees.  
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 The first range of the continuum was communicated nonacceptance. Parents 
communicated that they did not accept their adult children to varying degrees through 
four characteristics: parent centering, lack of communicated perspective-taking, passive 
aggressive behavior, and disconfirming salient identities.  
 The second range of the continuum included ambivalent behaviors. Conversation 
and avoidance were both functionally ambivalent, in that some participants found these 
behaviors functional while others found them dysfunctional. Reluctant acceptance was 
also ambivalent because it was a neutrally-valanced way of demonstrating acceptance, 
through the absence of hostility rather than actions or words.  
 The third range of the continuum was communicated acceptance. The 
characteristics of communicated acceptance were all based on real, lived experiences of 
the participants. Parents communicated acceptance through creating a stable climate, 
communicated perspective-taking, emphasizing autonomy, and confirming salient 
identities.  
 The final range of the continuum was idealized communicated acceptance. The 
characteristics of this continuum emerged from participants’ explanations of how they 
wished that their parents communicated with them in the midst of religious difference. 
Idealized communicated acceptance included honoring the disclosure of religious 
difference, parent de-centering, accommodative communication, idealized communicated 
perspective-taking, and direct verbal affirmations.  
 Very few participants identified all of their parent’s communication as being all 
nonaccepting or all accepting. In fact, most participants identified a combination of 
communicated (non)acceptance characteristics. For example, some parents emphasized 
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their child’s autonomy and ability to make their own decisions, but did not enact 
attentiveness in conversation about religious difference. Additionally, the contextual 
element of time tended to help parents move up the continuum, toward more accepting 
communication. This conceptualization also suggests that communicated acceptance is 
not something that is just communicated in one-time conversations, but is also 
communicated throughout a family’s life. When parents utilized more characteristics of 
communicated acceptance across the adult child’s lifespan, they were able to create a 
family climate of acceptance.  
 In addition to discussing communicated acceptance with me in the oral interview, 
participants also engaged in a visual drawing task designed to help them think about 
concrete ways that they could depict parental acceptance. In the next section, I overview 
the results of my visual analysis of these drawings.   
Visual Analysis of Participant Drawings 
In addition to analyzing the participants’ lived experiences and idealized 
conceptualizations of communicated acceptance, I also conducted a visual analysis of the 
drawings (n = 42)3 that participants produced in the interview. Guided by Willer’s (2012) 
visual metaphor analysis, after conducting an analysis of the transcript themselves, I 
examined the components of the drawings that the participants created in the interview. 
This resulted in an analysis of the compositional elements present in each drawing. 
Compositional elements refer to the actual components of the drawings that the 
participants chose to include, such as the usage of stick figures to represent the parent and 
 
 
3 Two participants who completed their interview over video calling did not email their drawing to me, and 
therefore their drawings could not be analyzed.  
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child, or the inclusion of images depicting weather, such as clouds or sunshine. For 
example, a group of drawings that all infer the passage of time by including multiple 
“scenes” might be labeled as using compositional elements of change. Attending to the 
compositional elements present in participant drawings further enhances an 
understanding of communicated acceptance, because, as Rose (2001) argues about visual 
methodologies of inquiry, “the image itself has its own effects” (p. 33). Rose argues 
specifically that researchers should pay attention to the content, color, and spatial 
organization of drawings. In the present study, I was particularly attuned to the content 
and spatial organization of participant drawings, as not all participants had access to the 
same selection of colors across interviews.4 This visual analysis supplemented my 
iterative analysis (Tracy, 2013) of participant interview content through identifying 
additional characteristics of communicated acceptance that were not emphasized in 
participant transcripts.  
After conducting the visual analysis, three main themes characterizing participant 
drawings emerged. Each theme refers to a pattern that I noticed in the content and 
composition of participant drawing. The three themes characterizing compositional 
elements included: connection, conceptualizations of communication, and affection. All 
of the participants drew visualizations of communicated acceptance that were either 
based on their lived experience or represented how they wished their parent would 
communicate acceptance in an ideal world. Thus, drawings visualized either the 
 
 
4 I originally intended for the same set of pens and markers to be used across all interviews so that I could 
also analyze participants’ usage of colors. However, because a number of interviews were conducted 
virtually and participants had to supply their own paper, pens, and/or markers, this consistency was not 
possible.  
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communicated acceptance range of the continuum or the idealized communicated 
acceptance range of the continuum.  
Connection 
 The primary theme characterizing the drawings themselves was connection. 
Communicated acceptance was drawn as being some kind of connecting force, implying 
that communicating acceptance involves togetherness or coming together.  Elements of 
connection in this case refers to compositional elements of the drawings that tied figures 
together. Connection was evident in three different ways: physical connection, 
conversations as connection, and connection in proximal spaces.  
 Physical connection. First, a number of participant drawings included stick 
figures or drawings of people meant to signify parent and child; drawings that included 
physical connection depicted the two figures as being physically connected in some way. 
(see Figure 2). Physical connection was usually depicted through the figures in the 
drawing holding hands or the figures as overlapping.  
 
Figure 2. Brody’s drawing. 
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Other participants drew participants coming together to hug or physically approaching 
each other. Finally, a few participants drew lines or symbols connecting people in the 
drawings. For example, Kristy drew her mom and herself meditating while sitting on 
clouds and drew a dashed line connecting their hearts to each other (see Figure 3). 
Physical connection in participant drawings implies that when people communicate that 
they accept each other, they may do that through physically or metaphorically “reaching 
out.” Thus, communicated acceptance was depicted as a force that actually brings parents 
and children together.  
 
Figure 3. Kristy’s drawing 
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 Physical connection was not a characteristic of communicated acceptance that 
emerged from a simple reading of the participants’ interviews. In fact, as noted in the 
beginning of this chapter, some participants even noted that physical distance was useful 
in their relationship with their parent. However, there was a clear emphasis on physical 
connection and coming together in participant drawings. Thus, on some level, many 
participants understand communicated acceptance as physically bringing together parents 
and children.  
Conversations as connection. Conversation was another drawing element that 
connected parent and child. Drawings that utilized conversations as connecting forces 
tended to imply connection through writing out a conversation in word bubbles between 
parent(s) and a child. In this way, an imagined conversation connected the people in the 
drawing. For example, Samantha drew herself asking her mom to talk about things, and 
then drew her mom’s verbal responses (see Figure 4). In this way, Samantha and her 
mom were connected through this idealized conversation.  
Thus, conversations were another visual motif that suggested that communicated 
acceptance brought parents and children together. This perspective on conversations 
complemented how participants described the functionality of open and honest 
conversations in their interviews and that were categorized as “communicated 
acceptance” on the continuum. Participants who preferred open and honest conversations 
tended to view them as a means of better understanding each other and emphasizing that 
parents and children could be authentically themselves around each other. The use of 
conversations as connecting forces in the participants’ drawings also suggests that the act 
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of communicating brings parents and children together even when they are divided by 
significant religious difference.  
 
Figure 4. Samantha’s drawing 
 Connection in proximal spaces. Shared proximal spaces were another way that 
participants depicted communicated acceptance as connection. Pictures that utilized 
shared proximal spaces as connecting forces included elements of the scene that indicated 
that the parent figure and the child figure were in the same location. I categorized 
compositional elements of drawings as proximal connection if there were elements of the 
drawing that implied that the figures were meant to be in the same location. Several 
participants drew scenes of themselves and their parent(s) in a living room, and would 
include drawings of different living room furniture to show this proximal closeness. 
Margot drew a scene picturing a sunny day in the mountains, with two stick figures 
representing herself and her mom appreciating beauty together (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Margot’s drawing 
Connection in proximal spaces suggested that communicated acceptance involved 
spending time together in the same location. Margot’s drawing above suggested that her 
mom could communicate acceptance through shared activities. In other words, 
communicated acceptance was something that parents could not do in isolation. 
Communicated acceptance and creating a family climate of acceptance has to be done 
together.   
Connection Summary. Connection was the most commonly utilized drawing 
element present in this study. Connection itself was not a theme that emerged from the 
iterative analysis that I conducted of the participant interviews, and yet it clearly emerged 
when I closely examined the visual elements of participant drawings. These 
compositional elements depicting connection suggest that communicated acceptance 
brings people together and cannot be done in isolation. Even though distance may help 
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people communicate acceptance, participant drawings suggest that there must also be 
moments of coming together and connecting with each other.  
Conceptualizations of Communication 
 In drawings that depicted a parent figure and a child figure, participants also 
inferred that communicated acceptance could take place using two different approaches 
to communication. Some drawings depicted the parent as the actor and the child as the 
recipient of any action. Others depicted the parent and the child as acting together. No 
drawings included the child being the primary actor in the scene. I labeled these two 
themes of compositional elements as monologic and dialogic (Baxter, 2011). Monologic 
communication means that the focus of communication is on one person’s perspective 
and a one-way message. On the other hand, dialogic communication occurs when two 
people collaboratively construct interaction together.  
 Monologic. In drawings of monologic communication, the parent figure 
“communicated” towards the child, sending messages or affect toward the child. The 
child was depicted as simply “receiving” this one-way communication. Drawings of 
monologic communication were very reminiscent of the sender-receiver model of 
communication in which the sender(s) communicates a one way message for the receiver 
to hear (Stewart, 2012), as is evident in Ella’s drawing (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. Ella’s drawing 
Monologic communication was also apparent when the parent figure was drawn as the 
sole actor in a scene, even if their action was not specifically directed at the child figure. 
For example, Alaina drew a scene in which the child figure was standing at the top of the 
page shining like the sun, and the parents were “bragging” about the child figure to a 
group of onlookers (see Figure 7). In this way, the parents are the primary actors in the 
scene and the child is not actively collaborating in the creation of communicated 
acceptance.  
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Figure 7. Alana’s drawing  
 While most communication scholars today do not prefer the monologic approach 
to communication (e.g., Baxter, 2011; Stewart, 2012), some participant drawings 
indicated that communicated acceptance was something that their parent could 
communicate to them using the sender-receiver model of communication. Some 
participants visualized parental communicated acceptance as a message being transmitted 
from sender (parent) to receiver (child) without any further interaction or collaboration.  
 Dialogic. Other drawings depicted both parent and child figures as collaborating 
together in the scene to interactively constitute a climate of communicated acceptance. 
These dialogic drawings were much more reminiscent of a transactional approach to 
communication in which communication is continuously occurring and involves two (or 
more) voices rather than just one (Stewart, 2012). Drawings that depicted dialogic 
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communication positioned both the parent and the child as an active part of 
communicated acceptance. In other words, communicated acceptance was something that 
parents and children worked together to communicate, ultimately constructing a family 
climate of acceptance. For example, Ben drew a scene in which he and his mom are 
talking about religious difference collaboratively (see Figure 8).  
 
Figure 8. Ben’s drawing  
Dialogic drawings also inferred that communication was continuous, rather than a one-
time message that parents sent. For example, Alan’s drawing of symbols representing his 
communication with his mom was also very indicative of this dialogic, transactional 
approach (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Alan’s drawing  
 Conceptualizations of communication summary. Drawings that depicted parent 
and child figures or utilized symbols to depict parent and child figures implied either 
monologic or dialogic means of communicated acceptance. This finding supplements the 
findings of the iterative analysis, by suggesting that communicated acceptance is 
something that some participants want parents to communicate independently and others 
want to communicate collaboratively as a family. 
Affection 
 The final compositional element that characterized a number of drawings was the 
usage of symbols or words that implied love. I labeled this compositional theme using 
elements of affection. Participants included drawings of hearts, sometimes as the main 
feature and other times as smaller elements. Other drawings included the written word 
“love.” Affection structures suggested that communicating acceptance was an act of love 
and ought to be characterized by love. (see Figure 10 and Figure 11).  
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Figure 10. Amber’s drawing  
 
Figure 11. Madison’s drawing  
While participants did bring up unconditional regard in their verbal conceptualizations of 
communicated acceptance, the consistent usage of hearts (a nearly universal symbol of 
love and affection) in participant drawings suggested that, for many participants, this was 
a central part of communicating acceptance. Ultimately, communicated acceptance was 
not just communicating love, but a number of participants saw love as a necessary 
precondition or central part of communicating acceptance.  
Visual Analysis Summary 
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 Through taking images seriously (Rose, 2001) and conducting a visual metaphor 
analysis of participant drawings (Willer, 2012), I identified three compositional elements 
that further illuminated communicated acceptance. These compositional elements 
included connection, conceptualizations of communication, and affection.  
 The theme of connection suggested that communicating acceptance is something 
that should bring parents and children together. While physical distance may help parent-
child dyads, connection is still a central part of communicating acceptance. Physically 
coming together, engaging in conversation, and occupying space and time together all 
emphasize that communicated acceptance involves connection.  
 Conceptualizations of communication identified two different means of 
communicating acceptance for parents. Some participants visualized monologic or single-
voiced ways of communicating acceptance. These participants saw acceptance as 
something that parents could communicate to them as a one-way message from sender to 
receiver. Other participants visualized communicated acceptance as a dialogic process 
that involved the parent and the child collaborating together to create.  
 Finally, some participant drawings utilized elements of affection such as hearts or 
the word love. These drawings implied that communicated acceptance is an act of love. 
This is not to say that acceptance is love’s equivalent, but rather that communicating 
acceptance must be done in a loving way.  
Chapter Summary 
 The purpose of the present study was to understand how parents facilitate and 
detract from creating a family climate of communicated acceptance. Additionally, I 
sought to understand how participants visualized communicated acceptance. In this 
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chapter, I presented several contextual realities of communicating acceptance in the midst 
of parent-child religious difference. These realities included parental religious beliefs, 
time, distance, the parent-child relationship, and intersecting identities.   
Next, I proposed conceptualizing communicated (non)acceptance as a continuum, 
spanning four unique ranges: nonacceptance, ambivalence, acceptance, and idealized 
acceptance. Several important characteristics of parental communicated (non)acceptance 
characterized each of these ranges. Ultimately, participants were able to articulate both 
real and idealized experiences of communicated acceptance.  
Finally, I explained the results of my visual analysis of participant drawings. The 
compositional elements of drawings relied on three main drawing structures that further 
illuminated communicated acceptance. These included elements of connection, 
conceptualizations of communication, and affection.  
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
The purpose of the present study was to explore how adult children conceptualize 
parental communicated acceptance in the context of religious difference. Using semi-
structured interviews and a visual drawing task, I set out to answer the following research 
questions:  
RQ1: How do parents communicate acceptance in the family context of parent-
child religious difference?  
RQ2: How do parents communicated non-acceptance in the family context of 
parent-child religious difference?  
RQ3: What do participant drawings tell us about communicated acceptance? 
In order to answer these questions, I conducted interviews with 44 participants 
who identified some level of significant religious difference with at least one parent. 
After transcribing the interviews, I engaged in two levels of analysis: an iterative analysis 
(Tracy, 2013) of the participant interviews and a visual analysis (Willer, 2012) of the 
participant drawings.  
My findings from the iterative analysis suggested overwhelmingly that 
communicated acceptance is not something that can be measured with an either/or binary, 
but functions instead along a continuum. This finding builds on Rohner’s existing 
IPARTheory which also conceptualizes acceptance as a continuum (Rohner, 2016). Four 
ranges of the continuum emerged: nonaccepting, ambivalent, accepting, and idealized 
acceptance. Nonacceptance, ambivalence, and acceptance ranges of the continuum all 
emerged from participants’ real, lived experiences. On the other hand, idealized 
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acceptance themes came out of participants’ expressed desires for how their parent would 
communicate acceptance in an ideal or perfect world.  
Participants identified a number of different ways that parents communicated 
some degree of nonacceptance. Parents who centered their own emotions above their 
child’s experience; did not engage in communicated perspective-taking; engaged in 
passive aggressive behavior; and who disconfirmed the child’s salient identities 
communicated nonacceptance to their child. When parents consistently enacted these 
behaviors, they created a climate of communicated nonacceptance that many participants 
identified as hurtful and alienating.  
I also identified several behaviors that were ambivalent in the communicated 
(non)acceptance continuum: conversation, avoidance, and reluctant acceptance. 
Ambivalence indicates that some participants viewed these communication practices as 
accepting and some viewed the as unaccepting. The contextual factors I outlined at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 (including parental religious beliefs, time, distance, existing 
relational challenges, and intersecting identities) helped to determine whether the 
behaviors along this part of the continuum were viewed favorably or unfavorably. For 
example, some participants felt like open conversation was a strong indicator of 
communicated acceptance, but others felt like it was unnecessary to continue talking 
about religious difference. Similarly, some participants saw avoiding the topic as being 
disingenuine and guarded, while others saw avoidance as a functional means of moving 
past the difference. Finally, participants identified a type of reluctant acceptance as 
occurring when there was an absence of hostility in the relationship, rather than being 
communicated actively. Ambivalent characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance 
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varied in the kind of climate that they created for the adult child depending on contextual 
factors such as time and parental religious beliefs.  
Accepting communication included several different themes based on 
participants’ lived experiences. When parents demonstrated unconditional love and 
maintained normalcy and typical interactions, participants saw this as creating a stable 
climate in the family. Communicated perspective-taking, recognizing the child’s 
autonomy, and confirming salient identities all also conveyed parental acceptance. When 
participants identified ways that their parents consistently enacted these characteristics, 
they also tended to have stronger relationships with their parents as well as feel more 
secure in their identity as a (non)religious person. 
Finally, when participants thought about how their parent would interact with 
them in an ideal world, they identified a number of additional components of 
communicated acceptance. Participants felt like parents could communicate acceptance 
through honoring the fact that the child chose to disclose their beliefs to them and 
through de-centering their own emotional reactions to such a disclosure. Participants also 
identified ways that parents could reduce nonaccommodative communication, 
specifically through avoiding inappropriate self-disclosure about religious topics. In their 
idealized visions of communicated acceptance, participants also emphasized the 
importance of making direct verbal affirmations as well as practicing open-mindedness 
and curiosity when perspective-taking. Idealized communicated acceptance represented 
how participants wished that their parents would communicate in a perfect world, 
providing an optimistic and hopeful conceptualization of parent-child communication 
across difference. 
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The visual analysis of the drawings of communicated acceptance yielded 
additional insights. Participants frequently drew images that highlighted physical, 
proximal, and conversational connection between parent and child. Some participants 
conceptualized communicated acceptance as more of a monologic, one-way message 
from parent to child while a number of others created dialogic, transactional pictures of 
communicated acceptance that involved both parent and child. Finally, a number of 
participants incorporated hearts or the written word “love” into their drawings, implying 
that affection was an important part of communicating acceptance. These compositional 
elements add layers of nuance onto the existing conceptualization of communicated 
acceptance, namely that communicated acceptance can be visualized metaphorically in 
terms of connection, affection, and conversation. 
 In the remainder of this chapter, I outline several implications for the present 
study. These include implications for conceptualizing communicated acceptance; 
implications for family communication scholarship in general; implications for future 
research on communication about family religious difference; and implications for 
translation for everyday practice in religiously-dissimilar families. I conclude the chapter 
with a brief discussion of the limitations and future directions for this line of research.  
Implications for Conceptualizing Communicated Acceptance 
 The primary goal of the present study was to conceptualize parental 
communicated acceptance from adult children’s perspective. To that end, the primary 
implications for conceptualizing communicated acceptance include (1) understanding 
communicated (non)acceptance as a continuum rather than a binary, (2) extending 
existing acceptance research as well as current areas of communication research that 
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apply to communicating acceptance, (3) understanding communicated acceptance as a 
relational climate, (4) distinguishing between parent-centering and child-centering, and 
(5) considering its functional ambivalence.  
Communicated (Non)acceptance Continuum 
 The primary finding of the present study was that communicated (non)acceptance 
occurred along a continuum insofar as parents communicated acceptance to varying 
degrees. The continuum that I identified in the present study goes into greater detail than 
Rohner’s (2016) continuum which only includes interpersonal acceptance and 
interpersonal rejection. In the present study, parental communication included 
communicated nonacceptance, ambivalence, communicated acceptance, and idealized 
communicated acceptance. The identification of additional ranges of communicative 
behavior is important because it recognizes additional nuance in parental communication. 
Acceptance was not something that parents either did or did not communicate. 
Instead, and similar to Morgan (2019a), participants talked about how their parent 
communicated that they were, for example, 70% accepted, or how their parent engaged in 
a range of behaviors, spanning nonacceptance, ambivalence, and communicated 
acceptance. In other words, acceptance is not all or nothing. Parents who do not 
communicate 100% acceptance are not automatically relegated to communicating 
rejection. Communicating acceptance is complex, nuanced, and ultimately, something 
that can evolve over time.  
 Participants often brought up the passage of time as a contextual factor that 
helped parents communicate acceptance more effectively. The continuous nature of 
communicating acceptance that is evident from the communicated (non)acceptance 
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continuum suggests that over time, parents can learn how to move closer toward idealized 
communicated acceptance. Even some of the participants who reported experiencing 
deep pain after parental communicated nonacceptance identified ways that their parents 
learned to communicate acceptance over time. Thus, the communicated (non)acceptance 
continuum leaves open the possibility that parents can always learn how to move farther 
along the continuum and aim for engaging in more idealized communicated acceptance 
over time.  
 In summary, participants conceptualized parental communicated (non)acceptance 
as something that could occur in varying degrees and change over time. Communicated 
acceptance was not something that parents could always perform perfectly, but was 
instead something that parents could learn and make an effort at enacting. Even when it 
fell short, many participants appreciated the efforts that they witnessed their parents 
making to learn how to better communicate acceptance. 
Imagining the How: Extending Acceptance Research 
While there is very little research on communicating acceptance within the field 
of communication, scholars outside of the field have attempted to conceptualize and 
theorize about it. The findings of the present study build on these existing approaches and 
extend them into new possibilities. Most prominently, Rohner’s (2016) Interpersonal 
Acceptance Rejection Theory (IPARTheory) provides a cross-cultural investigation 
focusing on the outcomes of acceptance and rejection. Although IPARTheory provides a 
compelling case about the importance of parental acceptance on children’s mental and 
emotional well-being (Turner et al., 2001), it is not centrally focused on conceptualizing 
the nuances of how acceptance is actually communicated in everyday life, much less the 
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specific context of parent-child religious difference. Similarly, Lac and Luk’s (2019) 
scale of interpersonal acceptance (focusing on acceptance from one’s mother, significant 
other, and friend) provides a general conceptualization of acceptance not specifically 
focused on religious difference. My results suggested some overlap with these existing 
bodies of research, in ways that strengthen their legitimacy. For example, Lac and Luk’s 
scale emphasizes unconditional positive regard. This is very similar to the present study 
where parents created a stable climate by showing through their words and actions that 
nothing could ever change the love and regard that they felt toward their child. Lac and 
Luk also created items that emphasized autonomy and noncontrolling behavior, another 
key component of communicated acceptance in this study (i.e., name the categories in 
this study that correspond).  
 At the same time, the findings of the present study extend beyond what Lac and 
Luk’s (2019) scale can account for. Participants in the present study articulated clear 
reasons about why communicating acceptance during religious difference is particularly 
challenging and presents moral quandaries to some parents. Whereas Lac and Luk’s 
(2019) scale included items such as “is supportive of my choices in life” and “allows me 
to freely be myself” (p. 5), some religious parents may view supporting their child’s 
choices or celebrating their child’s free expression of their identity as impossible, 
especially when their child’s choices and/or identity clash with the parent’s religious 
beliefs. In the present study, Heidi provided a specific example of this contradiction in 
practice with her parents. For a long time, Heidi’s parents made a big deal about setting 
up an air mattress for her partner to ensure that they would not be condoning Heidi and 
her unmarried partner sharing a bed. Heidi explained,  
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For a while they really struggled with feeling like they were okay as Christians if 
they let us sleep in the same bed in their house. And that that was something that 
they had to police in order for them to be good. (P41; 413-415) 
In other words, religious parents in particular may view supporting choices that 
contradict their own religious beliefs as putting their own faith and religious practice in 
jeopardy. If acceptance requires being actively supportive of a child’s choices and self-
expression, this suggests that many conservatively religious parents are incapable of 
communicating acceptance of their child. Yet in the present study, there were several 
participants who experienced communicated acceptance from their conservatively 
religious parent. Thus, to fully extend the conceptualization of acceptance to this 
challenging context, we must reimagine ways that parents can communicate acceptance 
of their religiously dissimilar children. The best way to do that is to understand 
participants’ subjective experiences of acceptance. 
 Participants in the present study helped reimagine communicated acceptance. 
Sometimes, parents communicated acceptance through creating space for open 
conversations where family members could be vulnerable and honest. Other times, 
parents communicated acceptance by avoiding the topic of religious belief and continuing 
to maintain regular family interactions. Often, parents communicated acceptance by 
expressing how proud they were of their adult child’s fulfilling career or success in 
academia and bragging to other friends about them. In specific conversations, parents 
communicated acceptance by enacting careful attentiveness to their adult child’s 
perspective. Participants also explained their parent communicated acceptance across 
their lifespan when they created a stable family climate in which their regard for their 
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children was unchanging, no matter what happened, including religious difference. In 
their drawings, participants implied that when parents communicated acceptance it acted 
as a connecting force that drew parent and child together in some way. Overall, the 
findings that emerged inductively from participants’ lived experiences provided a 
valuable reimagination of how religiously dissimilar parents communicate acceptance 
across even the most significant religious difference.  
The present study also extended my own pilot studies into parent-child religious 
difference and communicated acceptance (Morgan, 2019a; Morgan, 2019b). First, in my 
study on turning points in the development of parent-child religious difference, adult 
children identified a number of significant events and they also reflected on how accepted 
they were after those events (Morgan, 2019a). The results of that study suggested that 
after conflicts relating to religious disagreement with their parent, participants were 
particularly prone to feeling less accepted than before. Nearly all other turning point 
types were accompanied by both increases and decreases in acceptance, depending on the 
manner of parental communication during that event. The present study extends this 
finding by identifying how parents communicate acceptance (or nonacceptance, 
ambivalence, and/or idealized communicated acceptance) during any pivotal event. In 
other words, the present study suggests that it is not the event itself that dictates how 
accepted adult children feel, but rather, how their parent communicates acceptance (or 
lack thereof) that influences the feeling of acceptance.   
 Additionally, the findings extended the exploratory themes of communicated 
acceptance from parents’ points of view (Morgan, 2019b). In the Morgan (2019b) pilot 
study, six themes of acceptance emerged from parents’ perspectives: being content with 
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the present, unconditional love and support, respecting each other’s beliefs, embracing 
difference, emphasizing autonomy, and navigating a tension. Each of these themes that 
parents identified could be seen to some extent in what adult children identified in the 
current study. For example, parents identified recognizing autonomy as an important 
component of communicating acceptance in Morgan (2019b), and adult children also 
included this characteristic in the present study. Even so, adult children identified 
additional nuance in the practice of communicated acceptance. For example, similar to 
the literature cited above (Lac & Luk, 2019; Rohner, 2016), pride was not a predominant 
theme in either of the pilot studies that I conducted but it was emphasized over and over 
again in the present study. The ambivalent characteristics of communicating acceptance 
were also new in the present study; adult children clearly identified ways that 
conversation and avoidance could facilitate acceptance, depending on the needs and 
context of the relationship. Additionally, adult children identified this new kind of 
reluctant acceptance through noting the absence of hostility.  
In summary, the results of the present study are consistent with and also extend 
my own pilot findings. In the present study, adult children provided a nuanced 
conceptualization of parental communicated acceptance that was inclusive enough to 
represent the idiosyncrasies of many different parent-child relationships. Beyond this 
extension of acceptance research, I also argue that this study highlights the utility of the 
sensitizing concepts that guided my analysis.   
Sensitizing Concepts 
Based on previous research, I expected that several areas of communication 
research would inform an understanding of communicated acceptance. I was guided by 
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Communication Accommodation Theory (Dragojevic et al., 2015), confirmation theory 
(Sieburg, 1975), and communicated perspective-taking (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013) as 
sensitizing concepts going into the study. Before interviewing participants, I theorized 
that these concepts would be involved in communicating acceptance. Over the course of 
my analysis, I noted the similarity between these concepts and the findings that emerged 
in this study. In what follows, I briefly discuss how each of these concepts related to 
communicated acceptance as well as how the findings of the present study extend these 
areas of research further.  
 Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT). Communication 
Accommodation Theory (CAT) suggested that parents may be able to communicate 
acceptance through adjusting their communication to the needs of their adult child, given 
the realities of the religious difference. I was particularly attentive to the 
conceptualization of accommodation and nonaccommodation by Colaner et al. (2014) 
who conceptualized accommodation as religious-specific supportive communication and 
respecting divergent values. Nonaccommodation was conceptualized as giving unwanted 
advice, emphasizing divergent values, and inappropriate self-disclosure.  
Interestingly, in the present study accommodative communication was not 
emphasized as explicitly as simply avoiding nonaccommodative communication in either 
participants’ lived experiences or their idealized versions of communicated acceptance. 
Participants expressed a desire that their parents stop engaging in nonaccommodative 
communication, namely, inappropriate self-disclosure, such as the parent’s own church 
attendance or religious involvement. On the other hand, some participants noted places 
where they were accommodative of their parents, such as adhering to parents’ moral rules 
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when at home. In fact, Ben (P44) even noted that it would be nice if his parents engaged 
in similar small, accommodative courtesies, such as not referring to him in their prayers 
at dinner, as a way of communicating acceptance. However, he noted that this is difficult 
to do when the child is non-religious and the parent is religious, because it is difficult to 
adjust to the absence of belief or practice. In other words, accommodative 
communication toward an adult child who is atheist, agnostic, or nonreligious seems to 
be particularly challenging because there is not a clear set of beliefs or practices or 
traditions to be accommodating toward.  
In summary, the idealized communicated acceptance findings suggested that 
participants seemed to idealize their parent engaging in less nonaccommodative 
communication rather than talking about specific ways that they could engage in 
accommodative communication. These findings suggest that we may need to broaden our 
understanding of accommodation to account for situations when there are not clear 
communication norms to accommodate toward in interaction. The findings also provide 
further support to the large body of research suggesting that nonaccommodative 
communication tends to emphasize and create more social distance between people (e.g. 
Colaner et al., 2014; Dragojevic et al., 2015).  
 Confirmation. (Dis)confirmation was readily apparent in the present study, often 
tied to (dis)confirming participants’ salient identities that did not relate to the religious 
difference (e.g., work success). In previous research, scholars have repeatedly identified 
the importance of having one’s identity confirmed and validated by others (e.g., Cissna & 
Sieburg, 1981; Dailey, 2006; Dailey, 2009; Dailey, 2010; Laing, Phillipson, & Lee, 
1966). This reality contributed to participants’ experiences of communicated acceptance 
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in the present study. One of the most common ways that parents confirmed other salient 
identities was through expressions of pride and bragging about the child’s 
accomplishments (often associated with specific salient identities, like student or 
employee) to others. Participants felt like, even though significant differences existed 
between them, their identities were confirmed, validated, and valued by their parents 
when their parents expressed pride about who they were as people and the 
accomplishments they had achieved. These findings suggest the importance of being 
specific in identifying certain aspects of an individual’s social identity to confirm. The 
findings also suggest that parents can engage in confirming their child’s identity 
indirectly, by talking to others about their pride and admiration of their children.  
 Communicated perspective-taking (CPT). CPT is the ability to communicate 
that you are putting yourself in someone else’s shoes and viewing the world from their 
perspective (Koenig Kellas & Kranstuber Horstman, 2015). It is conveyed through both 
verbal and nonverbal behaviors, such as demonstrating attentiveness to the other’s 
perspective and making relevant contributions in conversation (Koenig Kellas et al., 
2013). In the present study, parents’ ability to communicate to their child that they 
understood their perspective and where they were coming from was also very important 
in communicated acceptance. Participants found that it communicated nonacceptance 
when their parent displayed a lack of CPT, which suggested to participants that their 
parent was unable to understand them understand them. On the other hand, even when 
parents disagreed with them, participants appreciated when their parents seriously 
engaged with their ideas and listened and tried to understand where they were coming 
from. These findings are consistent with a large body of research suggesting that CPT is 
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essential in cultivating satisfying personal relationships and creating space where 
individuals feel like they are truly understood (Koenig Kellas et al., 2013; Trees & 
Koenig Kellas, 2009).  
 Summary. All three sensitizing concepts played a role in the communicated 
(non)acceptance continuum to varying degrees. This finding in and of itself was not 
overly surprising. For instance, it makes sense to assume that communicating acceptance 
of one’s child includes sending confirming messages about their identity. The novelty of 
these findings, however, lies in the additive nature of a parental communication climate 
that is characterized by confirmation, communicated perspective-taking, and that avoids 
nonaccommodative communication. A communication climate characterized by all three 
goes a long way in helping adult children feel accepted by their parent. Additionally, 
when these sensitizing concepts complemented the new elements of communicated 
(non)acceptance that participants identified in the present study, it was clear that the 
whole of communicated acceptance was greater than the sum of its parts. Together, all of 
these characteristics create a family communication climate that parents and children 
inhabit every day. In the next section, I explore this notion of the family communication 
climate further.   
Family Communication Climate 
 In addition to examining family communication in specific interactions, 
communication scholars have long lauded the value of also investigating the family 
communication climate (Barbato, Graham, & Perse, 2003; Fitzpatrick & Ritchie, 1993; 
Ritchie, 1991). Families create communicative climates through their everyday 
interaction and establish expectations for what “normal” communication looks like. In the 
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present study, the characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance seemed to reflect as 
well as contribute to a particular communicative climate in religiously dissimilar families. 
The findings in this study infer that in families where a parent consistently centers their 
own emotional distress, does not engage in communicated perspective-taking, 
persistently surveils their child’s religious beliefs and behaviors, and disconfirms their 
child’s salient social identities, the parent may foster a climate of communicated 
nonacceptance. On the other hand, if parents consistently create a climate of stability 
throughout the adult child’s life, engage in communicated perspective-taking, affirm the 
child’s autonomy, and confirm the child’s salient identities, it is likely that the parent is 
helping facilitate a climate of communicated acceptance.  
In the present study, one of the main ways that parents communicated acceptance 
was through creating a stable climate throughout their adult child’s life. When parents 
reassured their children through their words and actions that nothing would ever change 
the way that they saw or loved them, adult children tended to feel more accepted even 
when significant religious difference made that challenging. Parents also created this type 
of stable climate that communicated acceptance through maintaining regular family 
interactions, such as holiday celebrations or phone calls and texts. When participants 
were able to point back to specific times when they felt like they were “testing” that 
stable climate and their parents responded favorably (for example, Alan recalled how his 
mom found out that he had started smoking and she responded calmly), it strengthened 
their belief that their family communication climate was truly one of acceptance. In 
summary, I propose that the characteristics of communicated (non)acceptance that 
participants identified can be thought of as markers of a particular communicative climate 
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within the family that parents have the ability to facilitate. Another key focus parents 
ought to take in fostering such a climate is through child-centering rather than parent-
centering.  
Parent-Centering vs. Child-Centering 
 One of the distinguishing differences between communicated nonacceptance and 
idealized communicated acceptance was parent-(de)centering. Parent centering was a 
primary characteristic of communicated nonacceptance and occurred when parents put 
their own emotional distress at the center of the religious difference. Participants reported 
that parents’ emotional distress made them feel guilty. Parents also centered their own 
experience and emotions when they responded to their child’s religious beliefs by 
blaming themselves and asking what they did to cause the change. Parents may view the 
act of shouldering the responsibility for the child’s religious divergence as a selfless, 
well-intended act. After all, parental self-blame instead of blaming the child might be a 
way that parents think they are communicating acceptance of their child. However, this 
tendency was overwhelmingly viewed by participants as negative and nonaccepting. This 
is consistent with a number of other studies suggesting that parents and children may 
have vastly different interpretations of the same interaction (Sillars et al., 2010; Tein et 
al., 1994). Therefore, it is important that we consider the impact of parental self-blame 
over its possible intention.  
 Parent-centering, through displaying emotional distress, self-blame, and guilt-
tripping, also made the entire revelation of religious divergence about the parent rather 
than the child, who often needed emotional support during this transition. Several 
participants explained how questioning beliefs that they had been taught for their entire 
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lives was often frightening and disorienting. For example, Brody thought back to the 
beginning of his belief shift away from Evangelical Christianity and explained: 
Fear was the primary emotion in the beginning because it's really scary to grow 
up thinking that the world is one way and that, you know, uh, uh, you know, God 
works in a particular way, and then come to realize that that might not be true. 
Um, you know, or even more fundamentally, the God may not even exist, at least 
as I conceive of God, you know, or conceived of God at the time. That's a really 
scary thing. (P9; 163-168) 
This was another reason that parent-centering was particularly hurtful and communicated 
nonacceptance. When an adult child was willing to be vulnerable enough to disclose 
questioning or a change in religious identity to a parent, and the parent responded by 
expression deep emotional distress, it communicated to the adult child that their own 
emotions and experience were not important. Parent centering communicated 
nonacceptance by implying that the adult child’s experience was secondary to the 
emotional distress and grief of the parent.  
 On the other hand, participants talked about how they wished that their parent 
would explicitly de-center themselves in their reaction. This was a characteristic that 
participants idealized and hoped for in their perfect world. In this way, idealized 
communicated acceptance clearly centered the adult child’s experience and emotions 
instead of the parent’s. Participants recognized that parent de-centering would probably 
not remove parents’ emotional reactions and, therefore, would require that parents do 
some emotional labor to withhold projecting that distress onto the child. For the parent to 
de-center themselves and instead center their child, they may have to sacrifice their 
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idealized image of their child and their family’s (non)religious identity in order to 
communicate acceptance. This is likely very difficult, which may also be why there were 
no clear lived experiences that participants identified of parent de-centering. Ultimately, 
participants wished that their parent would re-focus their concern on communicating 
acceptance rather than privileging and protecting their own emotions.    
Functional Ambivalence 
Participants also identified ways that elements of communicated acceptance could 
be functionally ambivalent (Spitzberg & Cupach, 2011). Functional ambivalence 
recognizes that human behavior that may be considered normatively destructive (e.g., 
lying) may also be functional and that behavior that may be normatively productive (e.g., 
honesty) can have dispreferred functions. While “more communication is always better” 
is a commonly held belief, even amongst some of the participants in the current study, 
communication is not a panacea nor the solution to all problems. In this study, a number 
of participants identified specific ways in which more conversation with a parent about 
religious difference and religious belief would not communicate more acceptance. 
Conversely, avoidance of difficult topics is often believed to be inherently negative, or 
even dishonest and wrong. Some participants agreed that, ideally, they would not feel 
compelled to avoid talking about certain topics. However, others felt that it was perfectly 
functional and even preferable to avoid talking about specific details of their 
(non)religious identity or religious belief altogether.  
 The functionality of conversation and avoidance was largely dependent on 
relational and individual factors. For example, several participants who felt they had very 
strong and conversationally open relationships with their parents in general also, not 
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surprisingly, acknowledged open conversations about religious difference as one of the 
main reasons why they felt accepted.  
Parental religious beliefs were another factor that contributed to the functionality 
of conversation and avoidance, specifically beliefs about the child going to heaven or 
hell. Some participants who knew that their parent believed they were going to hell felt 
like it was far more functional for their relationship to avoid conversations about that, 
because it was very uncomfortable and hard to move past. 
 Overall, participants’ lived experiences and conceptualizations of communicated 
acceptance emphasized the importance of avoiding the assumption that more 
communication is always better (Parks, 1981). The participants in the present study had 
vastly different desires and expectations for conversation and avoidance. Some 
participants saw open communication about religious beliefs as the primary marker of 
acceptance. Others knew that open communication about their reality would only 
aggravate an irreconcilable divide between themselves and their parent, and opted for 
avoidance. Thus, future research and outreach to religiously dissimilar families ought to 
proceed while taking this into account. There is not one prescribed route for families to 
follow in order to communicate acceptance. Instead, researchers should further 
investigate if there are particular types of families who function better by communicating 
acceptance through conversation while others function better by communicating 
acceptance through avoidance.  
Implications for Family Communication Research 
 The present study also presents several important implications for family 
communication scholars in general. These implications include prioritizing inclusivity in 
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family communication research, collapsing the public/private binary frequently assumed 
in family communication research, and utilizing creative arts-based research 
methodologies in the study of the family.  
Inclusivity in Family Communication Research 
Soliz and Phillips (2018) argue that family communication research that does not 
intentionally strive to include the voices of a diverse sample runs the risk of severely 
misunderstanding communicative phenomena. First, they argue that communication 
scholars must prioritize recruiting more heterogeneous samples that include more voices 
and perspectives than the typical White, college-student, middle-class samples. Second, 
they suggest that if researchers are not able to recruit a diverse and heterogeneous 
sample, that we become more transparent and realistic about generalizing our findings. In 
other words, they advocate that when a study includes an overwhelmingly white sample, 
researchers acknowledge that their results are confined in terms of generalizability to 
White populations. Additionally, they point out that it is problematic to only include 
racial/ethnic identity information in article titles and descriptions when the sample is 
more diverse. This practice positions anyone other than White participants as not 
standard, typical, or “normal.”  
 My goal in the present study was to enact these suggestions, through trying to be 
intentional about recruiting participants and through being very specific in how I 
described the findings if the sample did not end up including a variety of different 
experiences. To that end, early in my data collection process, I began trying to recruit a 
more diverse sample. However, very quickly into that process, I began reflecting on my 
positionality as a White researcher. I was immediately struck by the desire to “perform 
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inclusivity” by recruiting a diverse sample, without having done the legwork before I 
began data collection to invest time and energy making connections with marginalized 
communities. This is not to say that I felt like I was excused from trying; on the contrary, 
I began thinking through all of the opportunities that I could have pursued years prior to 
the present study that would make my recruiting efforts more authentic. For many of the 
eventual participants in my study, talking about the rejection, exclusion, and pain in their 
family was a very difficult, emotionally-taxing endeavor. In other words, participation in 
the study frequently required emotional labor from participants. I felt that purposively 
recruiting marginalized communities would be taking advantage of this emotional labor. 
 In the end, the sample included 43 participants who identified as White and 1 
participant from India. After having set out in my data collection to not center whiteness 
in my study, this was extremely disheartening. However, I argue that in order for family 
communication scholarship to become more inclusive, we must begin being more 
transparent in our successes and failures, and reflect on how we can continue to do better 
in the future. I had two main takeaways based on the experience: first, making sense of 
the demographics of the sample I recruited, and second, thinking about how to improve in 
the future.  
Communicating acceptance in (mostly) White families. Overwhelmingly, my 
sample was comprised of White, adult children, whose parents practiced some form of 
Judeo-Christian religious belief and practice. Their religious difference with their parent 
frequently became most obvious through social issues like abortion and same-sex 
marriage. Most participants also labeled their parent’s political identity as conservative. 
Currently in the United States, most of these demographic groups are overly represented 
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by White individuals. The Pew Research Center reported in their 2014 Religious 
Landscape study that 76% of Evangelical Protestants and 86% of Mainline Protestants 
were White. Additionally, over 80% of participants who identified as “conservative” or 
“very conservative” were White (Pew Research Center, 2019). It is possible that 
participants who identified with my recruitment call, of experiencing a “significant 
religious difference” between themselves and at least one parent, may be overly 
represented by White participants to begin with. However, even given these demographic 
trends, my sample still dramatically under-represented participants of color.  
 Lessons learned for the future. The efforts that I did make in the present study 
to include diverse voices included putting up community flyers, attempting to reach out 
to different student and local community groups, and having in-group members post 
information about my study in a Black Graduate Students association Facebook group on 
campus. These efforts obviously came up far short of my goal, proving to be nearly 100% 
ineffective. After discussing this with several colleagues, I decided that in the future, it 
will be much more authentic to work with a research team that consists of a diverse array 
of voices and perspectives.  I also realized that I need to be doing work in my everyday 
life to commit to advocacy, volunteering, and investment into marginalized communities  
before I will feel comfortable asking for their time and emotional labor to participate in 
research. Finally, in addressing this issue, I am intentional in how I frame the findings of 
this nearly 100% White sample (Soliz & Phillips, 2018). These findings are not the 
normative experience of communicated acceptance in parent-child religious difference. 
They are the findings of how 43 White families and one family of color experience 
religious difference and communicate (non)acceptance in the midst of that experience.  
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Collapsing the Public/Private Binary 
 The focus of my inquiry in the present study was on the personal, everyday 
interactions between parents and children when they experience significant religious 
difference. As the results suggest, much of communicating acceptance fits into a 
traditional understanding of “micro-level,” “private” interactions between parents and 
children, or at most, with private social circles of families and friends. However, it was 
clear that public life and social issues informed communicated acceptance to a high 
degree for many participants. Participants noted how religious difference often spurred or 
at least mirrored significant political difference, which some found even more magnified 
during the Trump presidency. Additionally, important social issues such as abortion or 
the Supreme Court’s recognition of same-sex marriage were often the impetus for 
conversations about religious difference. 
 In her framework for conducting critical family and interpersonal research, Suter 
(2016) advocates that one of the qualities of this kind of work is collapsing the divide 
between the public and the private. This echoes Baxter’s (2011) similar call for a 
“reworking” of interpersonal scholarship in her reconceptualization of Relational 
Dialectics Theory 2.0. to be more intentional about examining how public discourse 
intersects with private discourse in the family. Traditionally, family communication 
scholarship has focused on the family as an insulated bubble, immune to the influences of 
larger societal forces. However, this simply is not how most families function. Parental 
communicated acceptance and family religious difference more broadly demonstrate that 
private, interpersonal interactions between parents and children can be influenced 
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dramatically by larger, public forces, such as membership in a worldwide faith like the 
Catholic Church or the legal recognition of same-sex marriage by a government.  
 In fact, parents’ religiosity was often influenced itself by larger social groups like 
the Catholic church or extended social networks of other religious friends who they felt 
were monitoring their own behavior. Heidi (P41) pointed out that she felt like her parents 
were governed a great deal by fear of judgment from other Christians, rather than self-
imposed fear. Chadd (P8) talked about (and drew his visual metaphor about) how he 
wished that his mom would consider important issues from a variety of perspectives 
rather than holding beliefs just because the Mormon church’s teachings told her certain 
things were good and bad. Therefore, parent-child religious difference itself is an 
example of one way that the public can never really be separated from the private in the 
family.  
 Moving forward, family communication researchers should be more intentional in 
considering how public social discourses, such as religious tradition or practice, influence 
private family discourses, such as shared family identity, and vice versa (Baxter, 2011). 
This has become increasingly important as public social discourses surrounding religion 
and politics have grown more heated and polarizing. The family is not immune from 
those discourses. In fact, the results of the present study suggest that the family is often 
the site of those discourses. Ignoring the intersection of private and public discourses 
presents an incomplete and inaccurate picture of family communication today. This 
fallacy also falls prey to the notion that everyday personal interactions are not political. 
Family communication researchers must responsibility recognize everyday family 
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interactions as the site of power and privilege; acknowledging the influence of public 
discourses on the family is an important first step in that recognition.   
Visualizing Family Interactions 
 The present study also provided evidence for the usefulness of incorporating 
simple and accessible arts-based research strategies that family communication scholars 
can utilize to better understand difficult topics (Holm et al., 2018; Tracy et al., 2006). In 
the present study, the addition of the visual drawing task provided a useful way for 
participants to voice their perspectives on communicated acceptance.  
 First, drawing was a useful tool to help participants reflect on how they 
conceptualized what acceptance looked like. This was particularly useful when 
participants had not experienced communicated acceptance in their own lives and had to 
talk about ideally what their parent could do or say to convey acceptance. Drawing-based 
exercises like the one I employed in the present study can help participants make abstract 
or hypothetical concepts more concrete (Holm et al., 2018). Additionally, this exercise 
was extremely simple and accessible to use. Participants who I interviewed virtually used 
a pen and a blank piece of paper nearby. For interviews in person, I provided blank white 
paper and a variety of pens and colored markers. 
 Second, analyzing the drawings themselves for structural elements helped elicit 
additional insights into communicated acceptance. For example, emphasizing connection 
(physical, proximal, and conversational) was not a theme that emerged from participants’ 
interview transcripts, but was a predominant theme characterizing how a number of 
participants drew what acceptance looked like. Therefore, constructing images provided a 
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way for participants to convey even more meaning than would have come through just 
their words.  
 In summary, visual drawing techniques like the one I utilized in the present study 
offer immense potential to other family communication scholars. While participants had 
already articulated a thorough conceptualization of communicated (non)acceptance, the 
compositional elements of their drawings added even more complexity and nuance to this 
conceptualization. These findings suggest that visual drawing tasks provide both 
researchers and participants with new accessible outlets of understanding difficult 
subjects. Participant drawings themselves also reveal information that is not immediately 
apparent from participant transcripts alone.  
Implications for Research on Family Religious Difference 
 Another key implication for the findings of the present study relates to the 
terminology scholars use when studying religious difference in the family. In most of the 
current literature surrounding religiously dissimilar families, scholars use the term 
“interfaith” to describe religious difference (e.g., Colaner et al., 2014; Hughes & 
Dickson, 2005). Two participants in the present study utilized this terminology; both 
participants grew up in a home with one Christian parent and one Jewish parent. In each 
of their cases, their families were truly inter-faith: they had multiple faith traditions 
represented in their family. However, I argue that interfaith is not the most accurate term 
to use for religious difference as a whole, based on the experiences of participants in the 
present study. There are two key reasons for this argument. First, interfaith is not an 
accurate description of some kinds of religious differences. Second, the impacts of 
religious difference vary depending on the type of difference.  
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 First, for most of the participants in this study, interfaith simply does not 
accurately represent their difference with their parent because many identified as atheist, 
agnostic, or not religious. “Interfaith” infers the presence of more than one faith tradition, 
and this is not an accurate way of describing these participants’ experiences. These kind 
of differences may be more accurately described as interbelief, because there are multiple 
belief systems present rather than faith traditions.  
 Second, the experience of religious difference between parents and children 
varied tremendously depending on the type of difference. For example, several 
participants who were more religious than their parent expressed very real ways that the 
difference was challenging, but none of them rose to the level of feeling rejected by their 
parent or fearing that their relational dynamics would change dramatically as a result of 
the difference. Sophia, who is a nondenominational Christian and more religious than her 
parents, explained how her mom was even proud of how Sophia was passionately 
pursuing her faith. On the other hand, nonreligious participants whose parents remained 
very religious experienced religious difference more severely in some cases. Thinking 
over these differences, Kelly reflected: 
I only know two people who have grown into being religious and that always 
seems to be much easier than the growing out of being religious…like something 
happened and like one converted to Islam and one converted to Catholicism and 
their [nonreligious] family was just like… “Oh, that's weird. Um, but like, do 
you,” and I imagine the lack of interest in their religious conversion is harmful, 
but like the hurt of converting is like non-existent. Like they'd never expressed 
that their family was, like, dishonored…as opposed to like, my friend who came 
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out as atheist, like his mother was a pastor. And it was deeply wounding…deeply 
harmful and deeply difficult. (P5; 982-996) 
The dynamic of having a parent think that their child is going to hell came up numerous 
times in this type of religious difference. While this fact bothered some participants more 
than others, it always at least cast a shadow over the parent-child relationship.   
 Communicating acceptance between a nonreligious child and a religious parent is 
also complicated by the fact that nonreligious children are not practicing a set of 
principles or beliefs that could be incorporated into the family’s practice to cultivate 
some kind of shared family identity. For example, Becca explained: 
I mean it's kinda hard because, like, how do you show acceptance of atheism? 
Like we don't have atheist meetings, like you can't come with me to that, you 
know what I mean? So like there's, it would be hard for [her mom] to 
demonstrate, um, to me and to other others that she was full force with this. (P29; 
547-550) 
This was directly contrasted with Zoe, who grew up in a very accepting interfaith home 
and identifies as both Christian and Jewish. Her family practices both Christian and 
Jewish customs. Her drawing of communicated acceptance included her whole family 
flanked by a Christmas tree on the left, a menorah on the right, and a smaller tree in the 
middle decorated for Hanukah. Interfaith families may have clearer routes to integrate 
traditions, practices, and customs in a way to create a kind of shared family identity that 
is not readily apparent to families with interbelief differences.  
 Therefore, I argue that scholars researching familial religious difference account 
for this variance in the difference type. Religious difference of any kind can be 
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challenging to negotiate and is worthy of continued research because of its growing 
prevalence and impact. However, we must be careful of equating interfaith differences 
with interbelief differences, and should begin thinking through how we define these 
differences to potential participants as well as in our own reporting of research results.  
Implications for Translation 
 I argue that these findings also have important implications for translational 
research opportunities in the future. These implications revolve around the opportunity to 
help parents and children engage in communicated sense-making (CSM; Koenig Kellas 
& Kranstuber Horstman, 2015), which is the act of communicating to make sense of the 
world. There are two primary translational opportunities I suggest: translational 
interventions designed to foster individual family member communicated sense-making 
and translational interventions designed to foster family communicated sense-making. 
Individual Communicated Sense-Making 
 I argue that adult children and parents can both benefits from translational 
research opportunities designed to help them communicatively make sense of religious 
difference on an individual level. The results from the present study suggest that there 
may be some benefit in creating space for adult children to talk through religious 
difference with their parent. At the end of every interview, I asked participants to reflect 
on the actual interview itself. While some participants said that they did not think 
differently about their relationship with their parent post-interview, a number of them 
identified benefits that they saw as a result of participating. Some participants noted that 
telling the story of their religious difference with their parent helped them see how far 
that they had come with their parent. Others were able to articulate reasons for why they 
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had created certain boundaries in their relationship with their parent. Finally, several 
participants noted that they felt like they should call their parent as a result of talking 
about this experience and ask them questions or thank them for how they had 
communicated acceptance. Overall, many participants found the interview itself to be a 
helpful tool in communicatively making sense of religious difference.  
Therefore, I propose creating additional spaces for adult children to talk through 
their experience. The interview context, in which participants talked with me one-on-one, 
seemed to be helpful in and of itself. Potential translational opportunities include creating 
similar spaces for one-on-one interviews or interactions. Additionally, translational 
research could test the efficacy of creating support group settings where several adult 
children who experience religious difference could come together and talk about their 
experience.  
There are also a number of translational opportunities available through the 
creation of content to disseminate on social media or other online platforms, designed for 
both adult children and parents as individual audiences. Guided by the utility of 
incorporating visual images in the present study, I propose partnering with visual artists 
to illustrate communicated (non)acceptance examples as well as participant stories. 
Researchers working in interdisciplinary teams could bring together graphic designers, 
social media communications experts, and even clinical therapists to craft useful 
infographics or short video PSAs aimed at adult children or parents. Other family 
communication scholars (e.g., Holman & Koenig Kellas, 2018) have effectively 
translated empirical findings into easy-to-understand content directed at parents, such as 
the Let’s Change the Talk PSAs (letschangethetalk.org). The purpose of all of this 
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content would be to help family members know that they are not alone in their experience 
of religious difference, reframe that difference in a way that is individually helpful for 
coping, and possibly help encourage practical and concrete ways that they could 
communicate acceptance.  
Family Communicated Sense-Making 
 Another opportunity for translational research is in creating intentional spaces for 
parents and adult children to communicatively make sense of their experiences together.  
One intervention format that could be adapted to the unique needs of this context is the 
Narrative Connection intervention (Koenig Kellas et al., 2020). This intervention 
synthesizes approaches from Narrative Medicine (Charon, 2006), Narrative Therapy 
(White, 2007), and McAdams’ (1993) Narrative Theory of Identity to create a space that 
is conducive for vulnerability, sense-making, reframing difficulty, and coping. The 
Narrative Connection intervention involves multiple workshop sessions each designed to 
help participants reflect on their own experiences, bear witness to each other’s struggles, 
and create a sense of connection. In a pilot study of the Narrative Connection intervention 
in the context of parenting stress, parents reported that engaging in these narrative 
exercises helped them realize that they were not alone as well as reframe the stresses 
associated with parenting (Koenig Kellas et al., 2020). Ultimately, adapting the Narrative 
Connection intervention for parents and adult children coping with significant religious 
difference is a promising opportunity for translational research that could have real-world 
implications for families.  
Implications for Everyday Practice 
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 Outside of the scholarly and theoretical implications, this research also carries 
implications for parents and children negotiating religious difference in their everyday 
lives. Next, I outline practical advice for parents and children based on the findings of the 
present study.  
Parents 
 In the present study, I focused on how parents specifically could communicate 
acceptance of their religiously dissimilar children. While children also contribute to the 
family communication climate, traditional family roles and the asymmetrical power 
dynamic between parents and children suggest that parents ought to be a main driving 
force in communicating acceptance in the family. Beyond putting in the effort to learn 
how to better communicate acceptance based on these findings, I suggest several 
strategies for parents.  
 First, the experiences of the participants in the present study suggest that parents 
should try to understand both their adult child’s and their own preferences for 
communicating about matters relating to religious difference. The finding that some 
participants prefer open conversation and others prefer avoidance suggests that 
communicative expectations of families need to be carefully negotiated. Because of this, 
it may be worthwhile for parents to create opportunities for establishing conversational 
boundaries by directly or indirectly asking their child about their communication 
preferences. Rather than making assumptions over whether or not other family members 
want to talk about religious belief and practice, parents could create an opportunity for 
people to voice wishes and desires for communication boundaries.  
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 Second, especially for those who are sincerely concerned about the eternal well-
being of their children, parents should honestly consider the cost of their approach to 
trying to convert or convince their children. Numerous participants in the present study 
identified the hurtful impact of parents’ attempts to convert or convince them. While 
these parents may have the best intentions in their heart, they may want to consider the 
unintended consequences of trying to guilt their child enough to adopting a particular 
belief system. In the words of one participant: “You’re not going to win them over 
through cruelty or being cruel…[they’re] not going to get shunned back into belief” 
(Jacelyn, P11). Thus, parents may want to consider how their adult child might interpret 
parental attempts to “bring them back into the fold” through exclusion or judgment. This 
is consistent with previous research, which suggests that toxic behavior and cruelty is one 
of the reasons adult children provide for distancing themselves from their families (Carr 
et al., 2015).  
 In summary, there may be benefit if parents attempt to negotiate communication 
norms surrounding religious difference with their adult child. Together, they can establish 
boundaries and guidelines for how they want to interact (or not interact) related to 
religious difference. Parents should also seriously consider how children may interpret 
parental attempts to convert or evangelize, if their ultimate goal is to preserve their 
relationship with their child. Based on the participants’ experiences in the present study, 
adult children will almost certainly reject these attempts, especially if they are interpreted 
as being cruel. Parents should consider how they can adjust to the needs to of the new 
situation in order to preserve their relationship with their child.  
Adult Children 
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 While my focus was on understanding how parents can contribute to a climate of 
acceptance, adult children are still active participants in that process. Participants made a 
number of suggestions for how other adult children could cope with religious difference 
and potentially begin a conversation with their parents. Based on these findings, I 
propose two suggestions.  
 First, adult children can practice making generous attributions for their parent’s 
communicated nonacceptance as a way of reframing a negative situation. Attributions are 
“the processes involved in interpreting or explaining our own and others’ actions” as well 
as the actual explanation that people make for a behavior (Manusov, 2018, p. 51). In this 
case, adult children often made generous and positive attributions for their parents’ 
hurtful behavior, such as when parents expressed emotional distress. While participants 
never excused the hurtful impact of parental communicated nonacceptance, a number of 
them explained that they knew that their parent was expressing emotional distress 
because they knew that their parent cared deeply about them and wanted to see them in 
heaven. I am not suggesting that adult children endure emotional or verbal abuse at the 
hands of their parents. However, if adult children are searching for ways that they can 
contribute to relational preservation with their parent, engaging in their own perspective-
taking seems to be of some benefit.  
 Second, adult children can instigate boundary-setting with their parent if they feel 
safe enough to disclose religious difference. Rather than expecting a parent to read their 
mind about conversational preferences, adult children can voice their own needs and 
desires to their parent. In this way, adult children can help their parent understand 
potential negative and nonaccepting impacts of their communication as well as possibly 
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learn how to better communicate acceptance. Perhaps both the parent and the adult child 
realize that neither is going to change the other’s opinion, making open conversations 
about religious belief and practice simply a place to consistently drudge up and re-hash 
the religious difference. In this case, avoiding the topic and continuing to “do family” as 
normal is probably going to be preferable. Ultimately, if the adult child feels that 
disclosing their (non)religious identity to their parent is safe, they could help establish 
conversational boundaries that help maintain the relationship and create a family climate 
of mutual acceptance.  
Limitations and Future Directions 
 As with any study, these findings have their limitations. First, these findings are 
not generalizable given their exploratory, qualitative nature. Additionally, the participants 
in the sample are not representative of the general population in the region where I 
conducted the research, or the United States as a whole. As a result, they provide a 
limited snapshot of what religious difference and communicated acceptance are like for 
predominantly White families coming from a Judeo-Christian religious tradition.  
Secondly, the present study privileges the adult child’s perspective on 
communicated acceptance. Communication is a transactional process of continuous 
verbal and nonverbal meaning-making (Stewart, 2012) and in this case is collaboratively 
constituted in both the parent and the child’s behavior. These findings are solely based on 
how the child perceives the parent’s communication, and therefore are inherently limited. 
It is entirely possible, and even expected, that any given parent-child dyad would have 
different interpretations of their own and each other’s communication, especially in a 
tense experience such as significant religious difference.  
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Third, the sample includes a great deal of variety in context and experience that I 
can only infer, as there were additional questions that I could have asked to identify some 
of this variety. For example, participants noted that time seemed to help facilitate 
communicated acceptance. However, I did not ask participants in a standardized way to 
report on how long the religious difference had been ongoing or how long their parent 
had known the differenc existed. Additional descriptive information like this would help 
in identifying patterns in contextual issues that either facilitated or inhibited 
communicated acceptance.  
Fourth, participants did not have access to a consistent set of drawing materials in 
the visual drawing task. Because I conducted a number of interviews online, those 
participants had to use what was available to them at home. This inconsistency in 
drawing materials excluded color as one of the compositional elements that I could 
analyze in my visual analysis. Having the ability to introduce this as an additional 
compositional element to analyze would likely enable an even deeper analysis of 
participant drawings (Rose, 2001). 
 However, the present study has heuristic value in the future directions and 
questions it poses. First, future research ought to investigate larger samples of 
participants that include a much wider variety of perspectives and experiences. 
Additionally, based on this, future research could be conducted with the purpose of 
constructing a quantitative measurement tool that could be tested in a variety of different 
samples. A scale measuring communicated acceptance would be a helpful addition to an 
assessment of a translational research intervention based on the findings of the present 
study. This scale would also be useful in understanding the difference between certain 
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types of parent-child religious differences through searching for group differences using 
communicated acceptance as an outcome.  
 Future research should also continue exploring how characteristics of 
communicated acceptance may be functionally ambivalent (Spitzberg & Cupach, 2011). 
In fact, communicated acceptance itself likely has dysfunctional outcomes. 
Communicating acceptance of destructive behavior is not going to be functional for 
families. On the other hand, communicated acceptance could create an incentive to 
maintain relationships that are destructive or dysfunctional.  Communicated acceptance 
itself may make adult children feel guilty about choosing to distance themselves from 
their family, even if such distancing is better for their individual mental health and well-
being. Family distancing (Scharp, 2019) may be in some adult children’s best interest 
under certain conditions of severe religious disagreement. Therefore, future research on 
communicating acceptance during religious difference should be intentional about 
examining both functional and dysfunctional outcomes associated with it. 
 Examining communicated acceptance and religious difference through the lens of 
Relational Dialectics Theory (RDT; Baxter, 2011) also presents a promising direction for 
future research. RDT’s most recent reconceptualization (Baxter, 2011) suggests that 
meaning is constructed and animated through a continuously developing utterance chain 
that links discourses circulating on a proximal (i.e., interpersonal, relational-specific) 
level as well as a distal (i.e., social) level. Proximal utterances include proximal not-yet-
spokens, which are the imagined responses of a relational partner, and already-spokens, 
which are actual lived experiences in the relationship. Distal utterances include distal not-
yet-spokens, which are imagined responses of a generalized “other” based on societal 
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values and norms, and already-spokens, which are already-circulating societal discourses. 
For an adult child coping with religious difference, meaning is constructed in the 
continuous linking of these utterances. Proximal already-spoken utterances might include 
their parent saying that they believe their child is going to hell, whereas proximal not-yet-
spokens might be the adult child’s expectation for how their parent would respond to a 
disclosure of atheism. Distal already-spokens might be the adult child’s knowledge of 
what their family’s faith tradition says about an important social issue, whereas distal not-
yet-spokens might include the expected response of that faith community to the adult 
child’s identity. Ultimately, parent-child religious difference has promising intersections 
with this theoretical approach. Future researchers should further investigate how the 
utterance chain animates meaning-making in religiously dissimilar families.  
 Finally, as I outlined previously, there are numerous opportunities for translation 
based on these findings. Because participants overwhelmingly reflected on how helpful it 
was to talk to someone about their religious difference, it appears that there is merit to 
creating intentional spaces for adult children to communicatively make sense of their 
experience. This is an entire program of research that is naturally suited for 
interdisciplinary collaboration in order to affect real world change. Translational research 
interventions designed to help families make sense of religious difference as well as learn 
how to communicate acceptance of each other would benefit from the expertise of 
marriage and family therapists, religious institutions, graphic artists, and community 
organizations, along with Communication scholars. By drawing on the strengths of a 
number of team members as well as various community scholars, future research teams 
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can continue developing data-driven, theory-guided, and thoroughly-assessed 
translational interventions.  
Conclusion 
 My purpose in conducting this dissertation was to investigate how, if at all, 
parents communicate acceptance of their religiously dissimilar children. While the adult 
children in the present study identified challenges that made communicating acceptance 
difficult for their parent, many articulated ways that their parent created a climate of 
acceptance throughout their lives. Participants spoke about acceptance as something that 
their parents communicated along a continuum, rather than talking about acceptance as 
something parents either did or did not communicate. Based on these findings, I 
identified four ranges of parental communication: communicated nonacceptance, 
ambivalence, communicated acceptance, and idealized communicated acceptance. In 
addition to identifying the characteristics of these ranges on the communicated 
(non)acceptance continuum, participants’ drawings also illuminated additional insight 
into communicated acceptance. Compositional elements of participant drawings 
emphasized the idea that communicated acceptance is a connecting force that brings 
parents and children together, it is communicated both monologically and dialogically, 
and involves the expression of love. These findings have a number of important 
implications for conceptualizing communicated acceptance, family communication 
scholars, research on religious difference, translational research opportunities, as well as 
implications for everyday practice. Overall, I argue that these findings present 
encouraging potential for families struggling to communicate across significant religious 
differences. With time, effort, and commitment, parents have the capability of learning 
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how to communicate acceptance of their children, even when their religious identities 
span seemingly eternal chasms.   
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APPENDIX A: ONLINE CONSENT FORM 
 
IRB Number #20190719518EX 
 
Study Title:   Parent-Child Communication and Religious Difference 
 
Invitation 
My name is Toni Morgan and I am a doctoral candidate in the Department of 
Communication Studies at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. I am conducting a study 
on how parents and children communicate about religious difference. If you are: 
• 19 years of age or older, 
• Identify a significant religious difference between yourself and at least one parent, 
and 
• Are a resident of North America, South America, Africa, Asia, or Australia 
(continent) 
you may participate in this research.  
 
For the purposes of this study, a significant religious difference is any difference that you 
perceive to be important in your religious beliefs and at least one of your parents. For 
example, you may identify as much more religious than your parent, you may identify as 
practicing a different religion than your parent, or you may identify as much less 
religious than your parent. All of these would fall under the term “significant religious 
difference” in this study.  
 
What is the reason for doing this research study?  
Significant religious differences are frequent between parents and children but they may 
be challenging to negotiate. The purpose of this research is to (1) better understand the 
experience of parent-child religious differences and (2) identify how adult children 
recognize communicated (non)acceptance from their parents despite these religious 
differences.  
 
What will be done during this research study?  
You will be asked to complete a brief demographic survey. Then you will participate in a 
semi-structured interview that includes a drawing task. The brief demographic survey 
will take approximately 5 minutes. The interview will last between 1 to 1.5 hours. At the 
end of the interview, you will be asked to complete a brief online questionnaire that will 
ask if you are willing to participate in a follow up conversation in several months about 
the results of this study. Participation in that conversation will take approximately 30 
minutes.  
 
What are the possible risks of being in this research study?  
This research presents risk of loss of confidentiality and emotional and/or psychological 
distress because the surveys involve personal questions about your relationship with your 
parent(s).  
 
What are the possible benefits to you?  
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There are no direct benefits to you as a result of participating in this study.  
What are the possible benefits to other people? 
The benefits to science and/or society may include better understanding how to help adult 
children and their parents cope with religious difference and communicate in constructive 
ways.  
 
What will being in this research study cost you?  
There is no cost to you to be in this research study, other than your transportation to and 
from the interview location as well as any parking fees you may have.  
 
Will you be compensated for being in this research study?  
If you are a UNL student enrolled in a Communication Studies class that offers research 
credit, you will be compensated with 3 research credits. If you are not a UNL student 
enrolled in a Communication Studies class that offers research credit, you will receive a 
$10 electronic Amazon.com gift card. 
 
How will information about you be protected?  
All of your identifiable information will be kept confidential and will only be accessible 
by members of this research team, the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and any other 
person, agency, or sponsor as required by law. All identifiable information will be stored 
in a password-protected electronic Box folder accessible only by members of the research 
team and stored for up to 7 years. If any of your information is used in a presentation, 
article, or classroom, or if a journal requires seeing the data collected in this study, any 
information that could be used to identify you will be changed or removed.  
 
What are your rights as a research subject?  
You may ask any questions concerning this research and have those questions answered 
before agreeing to participate in or during the study. 
 
For study related questions, please contact the investigators listed here: 
Principal Investigator: Toni Morgan, MA   Office: (402) 472-2070 
Secondary Investigator: Jody Koenig Kellas, Ph.D. Office: (402) 472-2070 
 
For questions concerning your rights or complaints about the research contact the 
Institutional Review Board (IRB): 
 
• Phone: 1(402)472-6965 
• Email: irb@unl.edu 
 
What will happen if you decide not to be in this research study or decide to stop 
participating once you start?  
 
You can decide not to be in this research study, or you can stop being in this research 
study (“withdraw’) at any time before, during, or after the research begins for any reason. 
Deciding not to be in this research study or deciding to withdraw will not affect your 
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relationship with the investigator or with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (list others 
as applicable). 
 
You will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled. 
 Documentation of Informed Consent  
You are voluntarily making a decision whether or not to participate in this research study. 
By clicking on the I Agree button below, your consent to participate is implied. You 
should print a copy of this page for your records.  
 
 
Please type your name: [text box] 
 
 
  
I agree I do not agree 
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APPENDIX B: PRE-INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
On which continent are you currently located? 
• North America 
• South America 
• Europe 
o If participants select this content, they will be redirected to a screen that 
says that they are not eligible to participate and thanking them for their 
time.  
• Africa 
• Asia 
• Australia 
 
1. What is your age?  
2. What is your gender identity?  
3. What is your sexual orientation? 
4. What is your racial/ethnic identity?  
5. What is your highest level of education?  
a. Some high school 
b. High school diploma or GED 
c. Some college credit 
d. Trade/technical/vocational training 
e. Associate’s degree 
f. Bachelor’s degree 
g. Master’s degree 
h. Professional degree 
i. Doctorate degree 
6. Where would you place yourself on this scale:  
a. Extremely liberal 
b. Liberal 
c. Somewhat liberal 
d. Moderate/middle of the road 
e. Somewhat conservative 
f. Conservative 
g. Extremely conservative 
7. What is your present religion if any? Are you: 
a. Protestant 
i. Would you describe yourself as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
b. Roman Catholic 
i. Would you describe yourself as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
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c. Mormon 
i. Would you describe yourself as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
d. Orthodox such as Greek or Russian Orthodox 
i. Would you describe yourself as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
e. Jewish 
f. Muslim 
g. Buddhist 
h. Hindu 
i. Atheist (do not believe in God) 
j. Agnostic (not sure if there is a God) 
k. Something else 
i. Please specify: 
l. Nothing in particular 
i. Please specify: 
 
8. Think about the parent who was most instrumental in raising you. We will call 
this parent Parent #1. What is this parent’s present religion, if any? Are they: 
a. Protestant 
i. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
b. Roman Catholic 
ii. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
3. Yes 
4. No 
c. Mormon 
iii. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
5. Yes 
6. No 
d. Orthodox such as Greek or Russian Orthodox 
iv. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
7. Yes 
8. No 
e. Jewish 
f. Muslim 
g. Buddhist 
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h. Hindu 
i. Atheist (do not believe in God) 
j. Agnostic (not sure if there is a God) 
k. Something else 
v. Please specify: 
l. Nothing in particular 
vi. Please specify: 
 
9. Where would you place Parent #1 on this scale:  
a. Extremely liberal 
b. Liberal 
c. Somewhat liberal 
d. Moderate/middle of the road 
e. Somewhat conservative 
f. Conservative 
g. Extremely conservative 
10. What is Parent #1’s age?  
11. What is parent #1’s gender identity?  
12. What is Parent #1’s racial/ethnic identity?  
13. What is Parent #1’s highest level of education?  
a. Some high school 
b. High school diploma or GED 
c. Some college credit 
d. Trade/technical/vocational training 
e. Associate’s degree 
f. Bachelor’s degree 
g. Master’s degree 
h. Professional degree 
i. Doctorate degree 
 
 
14. Did/do you have another parent involved in your life? 
a. Yes 
b. No [if no, skip remaining questions]  
 
15. Think about your other parent. We will call this parent Parent #2. What is this 
parent’s present religion, if any? Are they: 
a. Protestant 
i. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
b. Roman Catholic 
ii. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
3. Yes 
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4. No 
c. Mormon 
iii. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
5. Yes 
6. No 
d. Orthodox such as Greek or Russian Orthodox 
iv. Would you describe your parent as a born-again or evangelical 
Christian? 
7. Yes 
8. No 
e. Jewish 
f. Muslim 
g. Buddhist 
h. Hindu 
i. Atheist (do not believe in God) 
j. Agnostic (not sure if there is a God) 
k. Something else 
v. Please specify: 
l. Nothing in particular 
vi. Please specify: 
 
16. Where would you place Parent #2 on this scale:  
a. Extremely liberal 
b. Liberal 
c. Somewhat liberal 
d. Moderate/middle of the road 
e. Somewhat conservative 
f. Conservative 
g. Extremely conservative 
17. What is Parent #2’s age?  
18. What is parent #2’s gender identity?  
19. What is Parent #2’s racial/ethnic identity?  
20. What is Parent #2’s highest level of education?  
a. Some high school 
b. High school diploma or GED 
c. Some college credit 
d. Trade/technical/vocational training 
e. Associate’s degree 
f. Bachelor’s degree 
g. Master’s degree 
h. Professional degree 
i. Doctorate degree 
 
21. What is/was your parents’ relationship status with each other? Select all that 
apply. 
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a. Married 
b. Dating 
c. Engaged 
d. Separated 
e. Divorced 
f. Cohabiting 
g. Other ____________________ 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 
Thank you for making the time to talk with me about your experience of religious 
difference in your family. I have your online survey responses pulled up today. Thank 
you for completing that ahead of time.  
 
The purpose of this study is to understand how adult children perceive their parent(s)’ 
communication about and during religious difference. There are no right or wrong 
answers. I am only concerned with hearing your perspective on this experience. Near the 
end of the interview, I have a simple drawing exercise I’ll invite you to participate in. The 
interview is expected to last anywhere from one to one and a half hours.  
 
Everything that you say here today will be kept confidential. If anything you say is 
reported in a paper or presentation, any identifying information will be changed or 
removed.  
 
Do you have any questions for me before I turn on the audio recording?  
 
[wait for participant to indicate that they are ready to proceed] 
 
Great! I’ll turn on the audio recorder now and we will begin.  
 
Part 1 – Traditional semi-structured interview 
1. How would you describe your beliefs about religion? 
2. How would you describe your parent(s)’s beliefs about religion?  
3. Please tell me the story of your religious difference with your parent(s). What is 
the difference and how did it come about?  
a. Follow up questions: 
i. Who is the primary parent that this difference is most significant 
between? 
ii. Are there other (immediate) family members who do not have this 
religious difference with you?  
1. If so, who are they?  
2. Do they know about the religious difference?  
iii. Did the religious difference need to be disclosed?  
1. If so, how (if at all) did you disclose it?  
2. How did your parent(s) react?  
3. How did other family members react?  
4. What (if anything) is challenging, difficult, or stressful regarding this religious 
difference with your parent(s), for you personally? 
5. Who (if anyone) do you talk to about these challenges, difficulties, or stressors?  
a. What do you talk about? 
b. How do these conversations make you feel?  
6. What do you want most from your parents regarding this religious difference? 
7. How accepted do you feel by your parent(s) in general? 
8. How did your family member(s) communicate (non)acceptance of you in general?  
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a. What were your feelings and emotions in response to this general feeling 
of (non)acceptance? 
9. How accepted do you feel by your parent(s) specifically regarding this religious 
difference?  
10. How did your family member(s) communicate (non)acceptance of you about this 
issue specifically?  
a. What were your feelings and emotions in response to this specific feeling 
of (non)acceptance? 
11. What do you see as being the opposite of communicated acceptance? 
12. What does your parent(s) do or say that communicates the opposite of 
acceptance?  
13. What are your feelings and emotions in response to the opposite of communicated 
acceptance?  
14. What kind of concerns does your parent have for you or about to you in regards to 
your [lack of] religious beliefs? 
a. How do you know? 
b. What do they do or say that communicates these concerns to you? 
15. In an ideal world, how would your parent(s) have responded to your religious 
difference?  
a. What would they have done or said that would have made you feel 
accepted?  
b. And/or what could they do or say now? 
16. Are there other areas of religious disagreement that you think are more 
difficult/easier to communicate acceptance in?  
a. Why or why not? 
b. What are these areas of disagreement? 
17. How, if at all, do you communicate (non)acceptance of your parent(s) (and other 
family members) with whom you have religious disagreements?  
18. How, if at all, has communicated (non)acceptance from your parent(s) changed 
over time for you?  
 
Part 2 – Visual Metaphor Prompt 
Sometimes, it’s helpful to compare our experiences of something more abstract (like, 
what it means to feel accepted) to something more concrete (perhaps, “being accepted 
feels like being wrapped in a cozy blanket”). Another word for this would be using a 
metaphor. What I would like to invite you to do at this time is to take a few minutes to 
draw what communicated acceptance looks or feels like, specifically in the context of this 
religious difference. Does that make sense? There are no right or wrong ways of doing 
this – it's just what sticks out in your own mind. 
[Provide time for drawing.] 
1. What does this drawing mean to you?  
2. How does it represent communicated acceptance?  
 
Part 3 – Summary 
1. What advice would you give families (parents and children) who experience 
significant religious differences?  
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a. What advice would you give to parents specifically?  
b. What advice would you give to children specifically?  
2. How (if at all) has participating in this interview affected how you view religious 
difference with your parent(s)? 
3. How (if at all) has participating in this interview affected how your view being 
accepted by your parent(s) regarding this religious difference? 
4. Is there anything else that you would add that we’ve not talked about?  
 
 
Thank you so much for participating!  
 
Your participant number is ______________.  
 
Please fill out this brief survey about how you would like to be compensated as well as 
answering a question about possibly doing a follow up interview about the preliminary 
results.  
 
Lastly, please fill out these paperwork for you to receive compensation. You will receive 
your $10 Amazon gift card in the email you provide.  
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APPENDIX D: POST-INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
[Participants will be emailed a link to this survey at the end of the interview] 
 
What is your participant number? ________________ 
 
Thank you for your participation in the interview. As compensation for your time, you 
are eligible to receive extra credit in a Communication Studies class at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln or a $10 Amazon gift card. Please select which of these options applies 
to you.  
 
• I want to receive extra credit. [Please only select this option if you are enrolled in 
a Communication Studies course at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln that 
accepts extra credit.]  
o Pop-up text box: What is your instructor’s name?  
• I want to receive a $10 Amazon gift card.   
o Pop-up text box: You will be emailed a link to your Amazon gift card. 
Please provide the email address you would like the gift card to be sent to.  
 
[Next page] 
 
Would you be willing to be contacted in the future by the research team about discussing 
the preliminary results of this study and providing feedback on them? Note: The research 
team may not contact all participants who consent to be contacted again in the future.  
• Yes, you may contact me in the future.  
o Pop-up text box: Please type your name and email address here.  
• No, please do not contact me again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
